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Summary

Despite the numerous studies undertaken to investigate the underlying s triio  

tures l)eneath the T ibetan Plateau, fundamental questions about the mechanism 

of lithospheric convergence between India and Asia (establishing if convergence is 

from: underthrusting, north /south  subduction, lithospheric thickening, or convec

tive removal), and, the internal lithospheric dynamics within Tibet (rigid block or 

continuotis deformation), j)ersist imtil now. This study aims to determine which of 

th(' dillerc'nl nu'chanisms an ' at work benc'ath Tilx't, k('<'j)ing in mind lhat ('lements 

of different mechanisms may be present beneath different parts of the plateau.

The data set is broad-band Rayleigh- and Love-wave i)hase-velocities measured 

from pairs of station across the plateau. A series of rigorous analyses is jjerfornK'd 

on the data; (1) direct com]:)arison of inter-station disi)ersion, (2) inversion for 1-D 

radially anisotroi)ic S'-velocity models, (3) inversion for 1-D azinnithally anisotropic 

S'-velocity models (1) modelling of regional averages, and (5) toniogra])liic models. 

All of tlu'se techni(iues yiekh'd consistent results regarding shear-velocity structure 

and anisotropic' propt'rties of the crust and upper mantle beneath Tilxit.

The Tibetan crust has expected low shear velocities, howewer, with strong 

north-south variations across the plateau. M id-crustal LVZ (and inferences of melt 

and low viscosity) and high conductivity are found across large areas of northern 

Tibet. The consistent lateral (hstril)ution of the data and the coherent pattern of 

anisotropy within the northern regions, strongly suggest tha t crust is homogeneous 

and that (k'formation is diffus(xl across large areas. Strong radial anisotro])y is ob

served beneath western Til)et and Yunnan, both regions experiencing extension 

(flattening), whereas north-<;astorn Tibet has very weak radial anisotroi)y, strike- 

slip fault mechanisms, and no extension. The ongoing crustal thinning in the west 

probably causes the anisotropic mica crystals to become near-horizontally oriented 

{Shapiro et ai,  2004), whereas in the east, horizontal ]>ervasive flow may align 

micas in the vertical ])lau('. n\sulting in w('ak or absent radial anisotropy. TIk' flow 

direction, derived from crustal azimuthal anisotropy, show W -E  and NW -SE fast 

flirections in central and eastern Tibet, respectively. S])ecial focus is given to north

eastern Tibet, where the inferred fast directions are aligned southeast rather than



northeast, as would be exi)ected from an elevation-gradient induced flow {Clark and 

Royden, 2000). The fast azinmths are parallel to the extensional component of the 

current strain rate across Til)et, strongly suggesting similar deformation through 

the entire crust. Despite the m id-crust’s greater susce])tibility to deformation and 

flow, the correlation of azimuthal anisotropy with smface strain indicates th a t the 

mid-crust still holdvS some degree of coupling with the adjacent layers. The close 

agreement of anisotropy and extension component of strain with the traces of su

tures imj^lies tha t the dominant deformation mechanism within the plateau has 

not changed since initiation of continental collision and is still governed by the 

northward push of India.

The ui)])er 75 km of the mantle l)eneath Tibet is made up of an Indian litho

sphere in the west and southwest and a Tilietan lithosphere and asthenosphere 

elsewhere. Strong, cold, cratonic Indian lithosphere underthrusts southwestern Ti

bet (uj) to the BNS at 85°E), and warm Til)etan lithosi)here and asthenosi)here lay 

further north, up to the Kunlun Fault. The Til)etan lithosphere and asthenosphere 

have low-average ^-velocities, indicative of warmer t('mp('ratures. Although the 

finer structure of the T ibetan lithospheric mantle remains hard to resolve using 

surface waves alone, a thick layer of low-average Vs hi the upix’rmost mantle is 

difficult to explain from high tem peratures generated by crustal radioactivity and 

reconcile with the presence or formation of a thick cratonic lithosphere at dej^ths 

down to 200 km {McKenzie and Priestley, 2008). Surface-wave data can fit a se

ries of other seismic observations such as Pn, and a shallow LAB discontinuity, 

which together add support for a thin T ibetan lithosphere underlain by an astheno

sphere. The dynamics of the asthenosphere is revealed by azimuthal anisotro])y 

beneath central Tibet, characterised by fast SSW NNE direction. The anii)litude 

of the anisotropy increases from south to north and is parallel to the direction of 

India’s plate motion, suggesting tha t asthenospheric flow is pushed outward by 

India’s northward subduction.

Cold Indian lithosi)here subducts beneath the T ibetan asthenosi:)here under 

the central and eastern j^lateaii. The lithospheric convergence mechanisms varies 

from west to east; steep-angle subduction of India beneath west-central Tibet and 

shallow-angle subduction of India in eastern Tibet, with the subducting Indian 

lithosi)here reaching as far north as northern Qiangtang-Songpan-Ganzi Terrane.
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1
Introduction

Tibet, the largest aiul highest plateau on Earth {Fielding et ai, 1994), is sanfl- 

wiched between the northward moving India {Wang et al., 2001) and relatively 

stal)le Eura«ia. This spectacular structure (Figure 1.1) was formed by successive 

collisions of different micro-continents with the southern margin of Eurasia and 

subduction of oceans between them since the early Paleozoic (e.g., Allegre et al, 

1984; Searle et al, 1987; Dewey et al., 1988; Murphy et ai,  1997; Yin and Harrison, 

2000; Zhang et al., 2007). The last in the series of accretion events is the collision 

of the India continent with Eurasia tha t started at ~55 34 million years ago (e.g., 

Desse et al., 1984; Patriat and Achache, 1984; Searle et ai, 1987; Garzanti and 

Van Haver, 1988; Rowley, 1996, 1998; Aitchison et ai,  2007; Green et ai, 2008, or 

perhaps even more recently at 25-20 My ago, van Hinsbergen et al. (2012)). India’s 

convergence rate with Asia has decreased as it underthrusted southern Tibet (e.g., 

Powell and Conaghan, 1973; Molnar and Tapponnier, 1975; Armijo et ai, 1986; 

Ni and Barazangi, 1984). It is estimated tha t India and Asia converged by up 

to 3,600 km since 52 My {van Hinsbergen et al., 2011), with at least 1,400 kni of

1



2 Introduction

north-south  shortening absorbed by the T ilje tan  orogen ( Yin and Harrison, 2000; 

Guillot et a i,  2003).

The relatively sm ooth topography of the  p la teau  blankets complex luiderlying 

structure . Over the  last century, various models of the  T ibe tan  continental collision 

mechanism have been proposed, which invoke one or more of the  following basic 

modes: (1) underth rusting  of India beneath  entire T ibet (e.g., Argand, 1924), or 

(2) beneath  southern T ibet only (e.g., Ni and Barazangi, 1984; Owens and Zandt, 

1997; Ndbelek et a i ,  2009), (3) variants of hthospheric subdiiction, such as steep- 

angle northw ard Indian subduction (e.g., Tilmann et a i,  2003; Li et a i ,  2008), 

shallow-angle northw ard subduction (e.g., Friederich, 2003; Priestley et a i ,  2006; 

Zhou and Murphy, 2005), or southw ard subduction of A sia’s lithos])here (e.g., 

Willett and Beaumont, 1994; Tapponmer et a i,  2001; Kumar et a i ,  2006; Zhao 

et a i ,  2010), (4) viscous thickening of the  lithosphere {McKenzie and Priestley, 

2008), and (5) convective removal of a thickened lithosphere (e.g., Houseman et a i,  

1981; Molnar et a i ,  1993; Hatzfeld and Molnar, 2010).

Strong debate also revolves around the internal deform ation w ithin tlu* Tib(>tan 

P lateau . Two main end-m em ber models include: “rigid blocks” , where discrete tec

tonic blocks slide past each other w ith relatively little  internal deform ation (e.g., 

Ta.pponnier et a i,  1982; Avouac and Tapponnier, 1993), or “continuous defor

m ation” , where the  deform ation is diffuse and distril)uted broadly (e.g., Dewey 

and Burke, 1973; England and Houseman, 1986; England and Molnar, 1997a). 

Processes w ithin the deep crust and upper m antle play a key role in the plateau 

dynamics. These processes can now be revealed in increasing detail by seismic ob

servations, thanks to the  recent deploym ents of num erous seismic stations across 

the  p lateau (e.g., Yang et a i ,  2010, 2012).

This study  aims to  determ ine which of the aforem entioned m echanisms are 

a t work beneath  T ibet, keeping in mind th a t elem ents of each mechanism may 

be present beneath  different p arts  of the plateau. T he main d a ta  set is formed by 

in ter-station  Rayleigh and Love surface-wave dispersion m easurem ents, determ ined 

from a selection of stations across T ibet and then  inverted for one-dim ensional 

(1-D) shear-velocity profiles. Shear velocities are sensitive to  tem peratu re  and 

com position and can offer im portan t inform ation on th e  s ta te  of the  rocks at depth. 

The fundam ental advantage of in ter-station  m easurem ents com pared to  the source-
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station measurements, normally used in large-scale tomography, is that they can be 

performed in broader frequency bands. Furthermore, the use of local measurements 

brings the advantage of their simple, clear relationship to the local Earth structure. 

The inferred 1-D profiles are free from lateral smoothing th a t characterises 3-D 

models, and hence are used to resolve trade-offs between model parameters in the 

crust and in the upper mantle and to determine seismic structure within both with 

higher accuracy.

In this thesis, Chaj^ter 2 provides general background on surface-wave analysis. 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 th a t follow are manuscripts prepared for submission in ])eer- 

reviewed journals, with each manuscript targeting one asjject of the problem. In 

Chai:)ter 3 tlie Tibetan ujiper mantle structure is under focus; broad-band data 

is used to constrain the 1-D models from the Moho down to 300 kni depth. A 

series of rigorous tests are designed to establish the vekx'ity ranges of low and 

high-velocity anomalies, detected on top of each other, and to establish estimates 

of ui)perniost mantle radial anisotropy. The configuratit)n of the anomalies and 

('stimates of t('nij)(’ratures within them lead t i s  to conclusions on th(' origin of tlu' 

anomalies and on the complex morphology of the subducted Indian litliosi)here in 

the upper mantle beneath Tibet.

In Chapter 4, i)hase-velocity data  and 1-D shear-velocity profiles are >ised to 

(•onstrain the structure of the T ibetan crust. Robust ranges of shear velocity and 

radial anisotroj)y are determined using the short-j^eriod band of the data. Melt 

fraction estimates based on the mid-crustal shear-velocities indicate regions with 

low viscosity tha t are prone to flow. The internal deformation is analysed from the 

comparison of fault systems and earthquake focal mechanisms, characterising sur

face deformation, with the lateral distribution of radial anisotropy, characterising 

the deformation in deep crust.

Finally, in Chapter 5, a thorough investigation is carried out on the patterns of 

azinuithal anisotropy, inferred from analysis of various seismic data types: shear- 

wave birefringence, receiver functions, and surface waves. The lack of agreement 

l)etween published models prompted a detailed study on the azimuthal dependence 

of the disj^ersion curves. Various methodologies are adopted to establish the ampli

tude and fast-propagation direction at different periods, such as two-dimensional 

tomography, regional averages, direct comparison of azinmth-dejjendent curves,
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and inversion for aziniuthally anisotrojMc sliear-velocity models all of which 

show consistent patterns. M ulti-layered azinnithal anisotropy is establislu 'd in 

central and northeastern  T ibet, indicative of d istinctly  different p a tte rn s of flow in 

the lithosjihere and astlienosphere.

Elevation

F ig u re  1.1: Map of Eurasia showing relative elevation variations. Topographic map 
highlighting the dramatic elevation changes; Green shade indicates low lying regions; 
Grey shade indicates very high elevation. Black lines are coastlines of oceans, lakes, 
and rivers. Dark red lines are sutures and major faults across Tibet and surrounding 
regions: YZS (Yarlung-Zangbo Suture), BNS (Bangong-Nujiang Suture), JRS (Jinsha 
River Suture), KF (Kunlun Fault) and ATF (Altyn Tagh Fault), which divide Tibet in 
major terranes. biset shows location on a regional map of Asia.



2
Seismic surface-wave analysis

2.1 Seismic surface waves

When an earthquake occurs, seismic waves radiate away from the hyj)ocentre in 

all directions. There are two main types of waves: body and surface waves. Whilst 

body-waves travel deep inside the Earth, surface waves are confined to outer layers. 

Body waves consist of conipressional waves, popularly known as primary (P) waves, 

and shear waves, also known as secondary (S)  waves. The two types of surface- 

waves are Love wave, with particle motion perpendicular to the great-circle j^lane, 

and Rayleigh wave, with particle motion within the great circle plane. Love waves 

dejiend on the horizontally polarised shear waves propagation, whereas Rayleigh 

waves dej)end on the vertical polarised shear waves and P  waves j)ropagation. The 

differc'nt nature of jnopagation and sjxH'd of tlies(' waves n'sult in distinct seismic 

phases arriving at different times at a seismic station; the P  body wave is recorded 

first followed by S, Love, and Rayleigh surface waves (Figure 2.1).

Surface-wave propagation is dispersive; the waves travel at different velocities

5
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Body waves
L O v e

EWTeas)

5  NS tnorth

W ave propagation

Z tup 
ictown

Rayleigh

Rayleigh w ave
Time

F ig u r e  2 .1 : Seitsinograin of a teleseiinic earthquake and ilhistration of surface-wave 
propagation. Left: A seisniograni showing the recorded oscillations of a teleseinisic 
earthcjuake in three components (two horizontals: east-west and north-south, and verti
cal: up-down). The seisniograni shows two ty])es of waves: l)ody ( P  and S)  and surface 
wave (Love and Rayleigh). Image ada])ted from h tti)://w eh .ics.purdue.edu/~braile/ ac- 
c;essed on the 22nd October 2012. Right: Illustration of surface-wave ])ro))agation. Love- 
waves oscillate in the horizontal domain; Rayleigh-waves oscillate in the vertical domain. 
Image adapted from Introduction to Seismology (hgun- S.4). by Peter  M. Shearer,  1999.

for different frequencies. Tills frefiuency-deptli (le])eii(leiK:e of the waves makes it 

l)ossible to infer the shear velocity as a function of depth, and hence the structure 

below. In this study, the seisinograins of teleseisiuic eartliciuakes are used to deter- 

inine surface-wave dispersion across Tibet. Efforts are made to acciuire accurate 

broad-band data in orrier to liave the ability to determine shear-velocity structures 

across a broad depth range, from the shallow crust down through to the base of 

the uj^i^er mantle.

2.2 D ata retrieval

In the last two decades there has been a rapid increase in the de]:)loyiiieiit of 

tem porary and permanent seismic stations across the T ibetan Plateau and the 

surrounding regions. The data from most of these instruments is in the public 

domain and available from the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology 

(IRIS) Data Management Center (DMC) (h ttp ://w w w .ir is .e d u /d m s /d m c /). For
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•  H I-C LIM B  -*  INDEPTH II •  CDSN•  H I-C LIM B
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♦  PASSCAL
1991 -  1992

▼ INDEPTH III
1997 -  1999

A PASSCAL (MIT) ■  PASSCAL (LEHIGH)
2003  -  2004 2003  -  2004

Figure 2.2: All the seismic stations used for the inter-station measurements. Differ
ent symbols eorr(!Ki)oiid to diHerc'nt .seismic networks opcuatc'd at, dill'en'nt tini(!s. Red 
]>ath: Paired stations AMDO (A) and USHU (U). Black lines: Sutures and faults: YZS 
(Yarhmg-Zangbo Suture), BNS (Bangong-Niijiang Suture), JRS (Jinsha River Sutvu'e), 
KF (Kunlun Fault) and ATF (Altyn Tagh Fault). Grey shade highlights the elevation. 
Bottom left maj): The location of the maj) region in Asia.

a requested region and tim e window, the DAIC provides a  list of networks, s ta 

tion nam es, sta tion  coordinates, dates of operation, sainj^ling stream s (channels), 

channel com ponents, location code, sta tion  description, and the  d a ta  availal)ility 

(pul)lic or restricted).

Pairs of stations w ith paths crossing the  same tectonic blocks or sim ilar terranes, 

and w ith bo th  stations having a suitable num ber of same earthquake recordings 

th a t occiuTed along the pa ir’s great circle pa th  were selected. In to ta l 56 s ta 

tions, which coincidentally make up 56 sta tion  pairs, were used. T he stations are 

l)roadband instrum ents belonging to  various tem porary  networks deployed over

the years: PASSCAL 1991 1992 {Owens et al., 1993), IN D E PT H  II 1991 {Nelson 

et ai ,  1996), IN D EPTH  III 1997 1999 {Huang et al., 2000), HI-CLIM B 2001-2005 

{Ndhelek et al., 2005), PASSCAL (Lehigh) 2003 2004 {Sol et al., 2007), PASSCAL
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(MIT) 2003-200-4 {Lev et ai, 200C), and from the permanent China Digital Seis

mic Network (Figure 2.2). A to tal of 959 global earthquakes tha t occiu’red between 

1991-2005 were used. These have magnitudes between 5 and 9, and epicentral dis

tances to the stations between 4.6° and 150°.

2.3 D ata  processing

Seismograms at 1 sample per second are sufficienl to make the required mea

surements; the north, east, and vertical components of stream L were the ftrst 

preference for the data retrieval. When this stream was unavailal)le higher sanii)le 

rates such as 20 or 100 (channels B and H) were selected and down sanij^led to 1 

sample per second.

Several autom ated cjuality checks and pre-])rocessing steps are i)erform(‘d on 

Ihe data. Seismograms are first checked for their integrity such as incomplete or 

erroneous data, data  ga])s, incorrect timing, and clii:>i)ing. The waveforms are then 

correct(’d for instrument response to produce disj)lacement seismograms. Finally, 

the horizontals are rotated to represent the radial and transverse comi)onents.

2.4 M easurem ent o f surface-wave phase velocity

Rayleigh- and Love-wave fundamental-mode dispersion are measiu'ed using the well 

established two-station method {Sato, 1955; Knopoff, 1972; Meier et ai, 2004; En- 

drun et al,  2008; Descharnps et ai, 2008; Yao et ai, 2006, 2010; Yang et ai,  2010). 

In this stufly, broad-period phase velocities between two stations are obtained us

ing two independent approaches: cross correlation of two seisomgrams (station- 

station) and derived inter-station phase velocities from source-station waveform 

fitting. In ordc'r to reducc' ('ffects from unnuxk'lk'd surfaccvwave diffractu)n, the s<'- 

lected earthqTiakes have epicenters closely aligned to the great-circle path between 

the two stations, less than 10° differ('uc<; to tlu' back azimuth (azimuth towards 

the earthciuake epicentre).
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2.4.1 Cross correlation o f seism ogram s

Intci-statioii ])has(' V ( ' l ( ) (  iti(^s arc (k'tcrmincd by analysing tlu' i)hasc diffcrc'ncc of 

teloscisniic snrface waves. Assum ing a Jeffreys-W entzel-Kramers-Brillouin (JW K B) 

aj^proximation for a si)herically synnnetric isotropic Earth m odel, the i^h îse veloc

ity c ( l j )  is obtained from the phase of the cross-correlation function of the

vertical com ponent recordings of the same earthquake at two stations with the  

same back azinuith (Meier  et ai ,  2G04):

/  N  ________ u;(Ai -  A2)________
arctan{^«5[4>(a')]/3f?[<I>(u;)]} +  2nn

where A | and A 2 are the epicentral distances to the two stations.

Figun' 2.3 is an exanii)le of an inter-station j^hase-velocity measurement using  

cross-correlation between the stations AM DO and USHU (their location is indi- 

cat('d in Figure' 2.2). The vertical comjionent waveform for each is shown along 

with their corres])onding s])ectrum showing anii)litudes as a function of fnHjuency 

and tim e obtained from unilti])l<' Gaussian filt(;rs. A ssum ing that the fundauK'n- 

tal mode ha.s the largest am plitude on the seism ogram , the grouj) travel tim e of 

tlu' Rayleigh-wave fundauH-ntal m ode for the diffennit fr('(iuenci('s is id('ntifi('d by 

the highest am plitudes in the si^ectrum (solid w hite lines). T he cross-correlation  

function is also plotted with its corresponding am plitudes as a function of fre- 

(juency and tim e. Strong, high-frequency scattering and noise are easily noticed  

as cornilated i)atch('s at diffen'iit tim es in tlu; cross-corn'lation sjx'ctrum. Effects 

of noise and interference are reduced by filtering the cross-correlation function  

with a fr('(|u<'ncy-d('])('nd('nt Gaussian baud])ass Hlt(n'. The signal-to-nois(’ ratio 

is enhanced by a])plying frequency-dependent tim e windows to  the filtered cross- 

corn'lation function, cons('quently decreasing the c'ffects of side lobes likt'ly to be 

caused by correlation of the fundam ental m ode w ith higher m odes or other scat

tered waves. The cross-correlation function is then transferred into the frequency 

domain and the phase velocity is com puted from the phase of the cross correlation 

< l > ( u ; ) .

The array of ])hase-velocity ciu'ves from the 2nn,  [n e  N ) ,  is shown in Figm-e 

2.3 (top right, blue curves). The synthetic Rayleigh-w^ave fundam ental-m ode dis

persion curve of a global m odel is j^lotted as a visual reference (thin dashed grey
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F ig u r e  2 .3 : Phase-velocity nieasureinents from the two-station cross-correlation
m ethod of paired stations AMDO and USHU (Figure 2.2). Detailed description in Meier  
et al. (2004). To]) left: Vertical seismograms of an earthcjuake recorded at both s ta 
tions (black waveforms) and the corresi)onding amjilitudes as a function of tim e and 
frequency calculated using multiple filters. Solid white lines in the tim e-frequency frame 
is the autom atically determined group travel times of the Rayleigh-wave fundam ental 
mode. Bottom  left: The cross-correlation function of the two w'aveforms with applied 
frequency-dependent filters and tim e windows. Top right: Solid blue lines: The series of 
phase-velocity curves calculated from the phase of the cross-correlation function. Thin 
dashed grey ciu've: The synthetic fundam ental-m ode Rayleigh-wave dispersion com puted 
from a global model, plotted to act as a guide in the manual selection of the accepted 
phase velocities. Thick dashed grey curve: The normalized am plitude spectnm i of the 
cross correlation function. In an interactive process the user selects the phase-velocity 
curve w ithin a frequency range. Lower right frames: Selected dispersion curves (black) 
sorted according to  the w'ave propagation direction. Red curve: the current selected 
phase-velocity.
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curve) to aid in the manual selection of the accepted phase velocity. Due to the 

very thick crust and different tem perature and composition beneath Tibet, {)hase- 

velocities sampling through the i^lateau are expected to be low. This is evident 

from the curve that has the velocities close to the reference for the broadest period 

range (bold blue curve). Only smooth j)ortions of the curve are selected (frame 

below, red cur\’e) as these are the least likely to be contam inated with diffraction or 

with interference of different modes tha t usually result in narrow-band roughness. 

In order to make the selection of the curve less subjective, the user is assisted with 

the plot of the normalized amplitude spectrum  of the cross-correlation function 

(thick dashed grey curve) indicating the frequency range th a t is most constrained 

by the data. Measurements made from earthc}uakes occurring on opposite sides 

of the inter-station paths have similar dispersion (shown sej^arately in Figure 2.3 

bottom  right frames).

The advantage of this technique is th a t measurements are successful evc'u when 

wav('forms ai)p('ar conii)lex. On the other hand, long-j^eriod surface waves can 

interfere' with body waves and distort the measurements made from tlu' cross

correlation function. The dispersion of such waves are better measured using full 

waveform fitting. Love-wave dispersion is determined using an analogous proce

dure, however with the transverse conii^onents.

2.4.2 A utom ated  m ultim ode waveform inversion

The Autom ated Multimode Inversion (AMI) by Lebedev et al. (2005) is a waveform 

fitting teclmicjue utilizing synthetic seismograms to simultaneously constrain Earth 

structm-e from information contained in S, nuiltij^le S, and surface waves. In order 

to account for the E arth ’s heterogeneity along the source-station proj^agation path, 

AMI utilises a 3-D reference model, the construction of a series of complex time- 

frecjuency windows, and a strict misfit criteria to  generate acciu'ate waveform fits. 

Adopting the JW KB approximation, the synthetic seismogram is computed as:

,s(u;) =  A,„{uj) exp[zc^-A /  (C “ (ĉ -) -h 5C„,(cj))]
m

where the sum is over modes in, and A is tlu' e])ic<'ntral distanc(\ A„,{u) is the 

frc'quency-dependent, comi^lex amplitude of the modes which dej)ends on the source
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inechanisin, radiation pattern, and assumed Earth model. Reference phase veloc

ities and their Frechet derivatives SC‘̂ {uj)/S(3{r) within an approximate

sensitivity area are extracted from the 3-D reference model, and averaged together 

to represent the structure along the som-ce-station path. Figures 3.6, 4.4 and 5.4 

show examples of Frechet derivatives for surface-wave phase velocity, with respect 

to shear speed and depth. The perturbations needed for the synthetic waveforms 

to fit the data  are controlled through the relationship of the Frechet derivatives 

with the perturbation in S  velocity,

where a is the radius of the Earth. AMI inidergoes a rigorous, autom ated i^rocedure 

for each seismogram, with a case-by-case selection of w'eighted time-frecjuency win

dows using diffen'ul Caussian h ltd s . Tlu' final wavc'form hi is general ('d Ihrough 

simultaneous non-linear inversion of all time-frequency windows, while enforcing a 

strict misfil crileria of 5% in ('ach.

An example of a waveform fit is shown in Figure 2.4 for an eartlujuake recordc'd 

at station AMDO. The vertical seismogram show'u at the bottom  of the waveform 

colunms (the same for the initial and final fit) is filtered using eight Gaussian band

pass filt('rs, with p('aks l)('tw(!('n 5.3 to 32.5 ndiz (shown in tlu' toj) frani('). TIk'

F ig u re  2.4 (facing page): An example of automated multimode waveform inver
sion for an earthquake recorded at station AMDO. Detailed description in Lebedev et al. 
(2005). Top right: Event and station location on a map and their corresponding great- 
circle path. Top left: Eiglit Gaussian filters used to filter the seismogram. Left waveform 
column: Initial fit of filtered waveforms (solid lines) with synthetics (dashed lines) com
puted from a 1-D background model. The time-frequency windows are indicated by 
half-brackets and by shading of the signal envelope. Fundamental-mode wave packets 
are identified by a white vertical line at the maxima of the envelope. At the bottom 
are the band-pass filtered (using those frequencies successfully fit) seismograms. Right 
waveform colunm: Same as left but for the final fit. minimized through path-averaged 
perturbations in 6(i{r). The values of the misfit are given next to each window; initial 
and final global misfits are given above the waveform colunms. Right graph: Phase 
velocities for the fundamental and higher modes extracte^d from the solution of the final 
waveform fit.
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initial misfit of the synthetic waveform to the data is c:learly seen as the discrei)ancy 

between the dashed and sohd waveforms, at the bottom  l)and-pass filtered seismo- 

granis, or at each filter frequency. In this example, the seismogram was fit using 5 

band pass filters (5.3-18.0 mHz) and 4 modes. After waveform fitting is complete, 

AMI measures the phase velocities of those modes which contribute significantly. 

An example of these are shown at the right. Only the fundamental-mode j^hase- 

velocity CTU've is used in this dissertation. In this example, the dispersion has a 

period range between 40 to 280 seconds. From the successful fit of the same event 

rccordc'd at another station along the soiu'ce-station great circle jmth (for examjile 

station USHU), the corresponding inter-station Rayleigh-wave fundamental-mode 

disjiersion is computed. The same method is applied to the transverse conii)onents 

in order to determine the Love-wave phase velocities.

2.4 .3  C om bined  m easu rem ents

The measTU'(nnents from both methods complement (!ach other and are combinc'd 

together; the cross-correlation ])roduces most of the short-period measurements and 

AMI contributes to the long-period measurements. In an interactive procx'dure, 

portions of each curve are reselected; curves outlying from the average, kinks, or 

rotigli i)ortions (not smooth) parts of the curves likely to be frecjuency-dependent 

noise are rejected. This rigorous process is im portant in order to obtain the most 

accurate dispersion curves th a t enable us to observe patterns and differences of a 

very small percentage (<1%). Measiu’ements made from earthcjTiakes occurring on 

opi^osite sides of the inter-station paths have similar dispersion. This is important 

to identify timing errors and biases arising from lateral heterogeneity between the 

source and the stations of one direction. The very similar dispersion curves from 

the com])ilation of all the diffen'nt eartlujuakes of diffen'nt distances, magnitud(^s 

and direc:tions, and from the two different methods, confirms th a t the J\M<B 

assumption holds. The average of all the measurements produce smooth, robust, 

accurate phase velocities across broad period ranges.

Figure 2.5 shows an example of combined, superimposed inter-station mea

surements from AMI and cross correlation. Each individual dispersion curve for 

Love and Rayleigh waves is colour coded to represent the technique and the source 

direction. Most of the earthquakes are from western Pacific. The short period niea-
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F ig u r e  2 .5 : Combined in te r-b ta tion  pair 
]:)hase-velocity measurements. Toj) map (a) 
shows the location o f the sta tion  j)airs (red 
triangles), and the corrt!S])onding in te r
s ta tion  paths (black path). The global nia]) 
(b) shows earthquakes (dark blue dots) 
and the ir corres])onding great circle ])aths 
aligned along the s ta tion  jia ths which i)ro- 
duced the Love- (brown) and Rayleigh- 
wave (cyan) measurements. Love- and 
Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves are shown 
in separate p lots (c, d) each showing su])er- 
imposed measurements. D ifferent colours 
indicate the m ethod and d irection  each 
measurement belongs to. A M L  Measure
ments from  the A utom ated M u ltim ode  In 
version technique {Lebedev et ai ,  2005). x- 
corr: IVIeasurenients from  cross-correlation 
{Meier et ai ,  2004). Dashed grey curves 
show the phase-velocities computed for the 
AK135 global reference model {Kennett  
et ai ,  1995). Count graph (e) shows the 
to ta l number o f measurements at each pe
riod  for Love and R ayle ig li wave (red and 
blue respectively); d ifferent colours show 
the count from  d ifferent methods. The bo t
tom  panel ( f)  shows the average dispersion 
curves for Love and Rayleigh waves and 
the ir standard deviations; robust phase- 
velocities selected for fu rthe r jjrocessing are 
highlighted in  pink.
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sureineiits (<50 s) are mostly produced by cross correlation, whereas the longer 

periods are from AMI. In general, Rayleigh-wave measurements outnumber Love- 

wave measurements as can be seen in the count panel. In some cases, measure

ments exceed well over 200 seconds (Figures 2.5, 3.4, and 4.2). The average and 

the standard deviation of all the measurements at each period are calculated (bot

tom frame). Only the smooth portions of the average Love and Rayleigh-wave 

dispersion curves are selected for further processing (j)ink curve, bottom  frame). 

Note the very smooth, broad-band (10- 200 s) phase-velocity curves.

The dispersion ciu'ves are much slower than the synthetic dispersion ciu'ves 

computed for the AK135 global-average reference model {Kennett et ai,  1995). 

This is typical for Tibet where short-period j^liase velocities (<70 s) are low due, 

jM'imarily, to a thicker crust. At longer periods, though the variation in the dis])er- 

sion curves is less dramatic, small differenc:es away from the reference are indicative 

of deei) structural anomalies.

2.4.4 P hase-velocity  distribution

The i)hase-velocity measurements at difi'erent periods and along different i)aths 

reveal first-order indications of anomali('s across tli(' Tilx'tan Plat('au. Figun' 

2.6 shows phase-velocity variations at 20 s i)eriod for Rayleigh and Love waves. 

Rayleigh-wave phase velocities of paths within the plateau have relatively low ve

locities compared to jjaths sampling across lower elevation regions, such as Yunnan, 

Siciiuan Basin and Qinling-C^ilian. Minor diff<'r(;nc('s betwe('n ])aths within the iiigli 

plateau coukl either be due to shallow crustal heterogeneity or anisotropic prop

erties. For example, there seems to be a systematic pattern of west-east aligned 

paths that tend to be faster than north-south aligned jjaths. Love-wave phase 

velocities at the same period have more variation, and the relationship of the 

velocities with structure, particTilarly within the high plateau, is less clear. Inter

estingly, the Love-wave phase velocities across Songpan-Ganzi, Qinglin-Qilian, and 

Sichuan Basin have relative anomalies similar to the Rayleigh-wave dispersion, but, 

in western and southern Tibet (including Yunnan), Love-wave phase velocities are 

relatively faster to those of Rayleigh wave.

TIk; phas(' vc'locities at ditfen'nt jx'riod ranges will be inv('stigat(Hl in the fol

lowing chapters. In order to determine the crustal and mantle structure beneath
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F ig u r e  2 .6 : Rayk'igh- and Love-wave fundaniental-inode ])hase-vek)city variations 
acroKS t lie  T il)e tan  Plateau. Coloured lines sliovv the niea.sur('d i)aths between stations 
(l)lac'k triangles). D ifferent eok)urs corresjjond to  tlie  j)hase-velocity difference from  the 
reference ve locity w ith in  the scale lim its  at 20 seconds jjc riod .

t lu ' i)a ths, an inv('rs ion  o f phase v e lo c ity  fo r shear ve lo c ity  w ith  d e ])tli is n('('d('d. 

R a d ia l and a z im u th a l an iso tro j^y  are taken  in to  account, as these are im p o r ta n t to  

deduce co n s tra in ts  on the  dynam ics  o f the  p la teau .





3
Tibetan and Indian lithospheres 

in the upper m antle beneath  
Tibet

3.1 Introduction

The uplift and evolution of the  T ibetan  P la teau  (Figure 3.1) has long been recog

nised to  be a result of Ind ia’s collision w ith Asia {Argand,  1924; Molnar and Tap- 

ponnier, 1975). The jilateau has been assembled of a num ber of tectonic l)locks, 

now separated  by narrow  sutures {Allcfjrc c.t (iL, 1984). D eform ation of these 

blocks asHOciatc'd w ith India-Asia convergence s ta rted  already during the  C reta-

I 'h is  chapter will be subm itted  to  Geochemistry. Geophysics, G eosystem s as:
Agiiis. M. R. and S. Lebedev. T ib e tan  and Indian lithospheres in th e  upper m antle  beneath  T ibet.
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85 ’  90 '  95 ‘  100 '  105
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Figure 3.1: Maj) of T ibet and surrounding regions. Different symbols identify stations 
of various networks used in this study. Black lines indicate sutures and fatilts: YZS 
(Yarhuig-Zangbo Suture), BNS (Bangong-Nujiang Suture), .IRS (Jinsha River Suture), 
KF (Kunlun Fault) and ATF (Altyn Tagh Fault), which divide Tibet into major tcrranes. 
Inset shows the location of the map region in Asia.

ceous northward subductioii of the Iiiclo-Australian oceanic lithosphere beneath 

them {England and Searle, 1986). Following the closure of the Tetliys ocean, the 

thrusting of Indian continental lithosphere beneath the Himalayas and the Lhasa 

Terrane is thought to have been taking j^lace for the last ~50 My (determined using 

radiometric dating of minerals e.g., Allegre et ai, 1984; Yin and Harrison, 2000), 

although it has also been proposed th a t the collision of thick, contiguous Indian 

continental lithosphere with Asia occurred only around 34 Ma {Aitchison et ai, 

2007, determined from faunal assemblages) or even 25 20 Ma {van Hinsbergen 

et ai, 2012, with added constrain from climate change).

The oceanic Tethyan slabs have now sunken into the deep mantle {Replum,az 

et ai, 2004, 2010a; Van der Voo et ai, 1999). It is estimated th a t India and Asia 

converged by up to 3,GOO km since 52 My {van Hinsbergen et ai, 2011), with at 

least 1400 km of north-south shortening absorbed by the Tibetan orogen ( Yi7i and 

Harrison, 2000; Guillot et ai, 2003). Different mechanisms for the convergence 

have been proposed. The three main end-member models include underthrusting.
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subduct ion and viscous thickening of the hthosphere. We now disctiss six chfferent 

scenarios which fall under one of the three types of models (Figure 3.2), while 

keej)ing in mind that elements of all three end-member models may be present 

beneath different i)arts of the plateau.

U nderthrusting of India far north beneath the Til)etan Plateau has been pro- 

pos(;d by Argand (1924). In this paper we define underthrusting as the scenario in 

which the Indian lithosphere slides directly beneath the Tibetan hthosphere, with 

no asthenosj^heric window between them (e.g., Ni and Bamzangi, 1984; Owens and 

Zandt, 1997). The underthrusting of India beneath the entire length of the Hi

malayas. for exami:)le, is beyond doubt (e.g., Ni and Barazangi, 1984; Ndbelek et oi., 

2009). Further north, it may occur only in certain parts of the plateau. Beneath 

western Tibet, high seismic velocities have been detected in the shallow mantle 

using both body waves {Barazaiigi and Ni, 1982; McNamara et al., 1997; Huang 

and Zhao, 200G; Li et al, 2008) and surface waves {Sha.piro and Ritzwoller, 2002; 

Fri.cdertcli, 2003; Priestley et ai, 200C; Lebedev and van der Hilst, 2008; Kustowski 

et al., 2008), suggesting underthrusting of the Indian lithosphere beneath west('rn 

Tibet as far northward as the Tarim Basin {Barazangi and Ni, 1982; Li et al., 

2008). Consistent with this scenario, "fiat-lying” S'-to-P phase conversions from S  

receiver functions in western Tibet have been interpreted as the Indian and Asian 

lithosphere-asthenosi)here-boundaries (LAB), meeting near the northern boundary 

of the plateau {Zhao et al., 2010; Kind and Yuan, 2010).

The second end-member model is lithospheric subduc:tion, which we define as 

the lithosphere sliding into the asthenosphere (the T ibetan lithosphere above and 

the Indian lithosphere below are separated by a layer of asthenosi^here). The pos

sible modes of subduction beneath Tibet include shallow-angle, steep-angle, north

ward and southward subduction (Figure 3.2). Steep-angle, northward subduction 

of India has been rej)orted in parts of southern Tibet based on P-wave, travel-time 

tomography {Tilniann et al., 2003; Huang and Zhao, 2006; Li et al., 2008). The 

tomographic models showed high-velocity anomalies extending from north-Indian 

uppermost mantle down to 300 km depth beneath southern Tibet, north of the 

Yarlung-Zangbo Sutiu'e (YZS), although only in one particular segment within 

Tibet (87°E to 90°E). In northern Tibet, north of the Bangong-Nujiang Suture 

(BXS), these models show low wave speeds in the entire uj)j3er mantle.
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Possible mechanisms oi the lithospheric convergence 

U nderthrusting V iscous thickening

vTopography

V iscous th ickening and 
convective rem oval

shallow  angle

" \ Topography

^ i s t h e n o s p h e r e

Subductlon:

ste ep  angle

IN D IA

A3

northw ard and  southw ard

F ig u re  3 .2 : Coiice])tual models (not to scale) for the India-Asia lithospheric con
vergence. The three end-nieniber models include underthrusting of India’s lithos])here 
beneath Tibet, viscous thickening of the lithosjihere, and subduction.

Southward subduction ben('ath north-eastern  T ibet has been proposc'd based 

on evidence from P  receiver functions (Kosarei) et ai ,  1999; Kind et ai ,  2002). 

Subduction reaching as far south  as southern Q iangtang Terrane has recently been 

inferred from S  receiver functions as well {Kurnar et ai ,  2006; Zhao et a i ,  2010, 

2 0 1 1 ) .

Surface-w'ave tom ographic models, bo th  global {Shapiro and Ritzwoller, 2002; 

Lebedev and van der Hilst, 2008, Figure 3.3) and regional {Debayle et a l ,  2001; 

Friederich, 2003; Priestley et ai ,  2006; Kustowski et ah, 2008; Panning et ai ,  2012), 

show low shear speeds in the  upperm ost m antle beneath  northern  and eastern 

T ibet, underlain by high S  velocities (Vg) a t ~200 km depth. W hile the  high- 

velocity m antle lithosphere beneath  the Himalayas and southernm ost T ibet is likely 

to  l)e Indian {Friederich, 2003; Priestley et a i ,  2006), th e  lithospheric configuration 

beneath  the  central, northern  and eastern  T ibet is debated.

T he th ird  end-m em ber model of lithospheric convergence beneath  T ibet is vis

cous lithospheric thickening. In one of the proposed scenarios, the  m antle litho

sphere thickens and rem ains in tact, while in another scenario the thickened litho

sphere becomes destabilised, w ith large p arts  of it removed convectively and sink

ing into deej) m antle (Figure 3.2). McKenzie and Priestley  (2008) com pared the
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lithospheric structure of Tibet to tha t of cratons and suggested that a craton was 

forming beneath Tibet today. They proposed th a t shortening of the hthsopheric 

mantle would thicken the lithosphere and transport depleted material downwards, 

to form a cratonic root. They argued, further, tha t the crust was insulated from 

the convecting mantle and th a t crustal radioactive heating was responsible for 

the lower Fs in the uj)permost mantle, just beneath the Mohoro^•icic discontinuity 

(Moho). The alternative scenario (e.g., Houseman et ai, 1981; Molnar et ai, 1993; 

Hatzfeld and Molnar, 2010) invokes convective removal of T ibet’s thickened mantle 

lithosphere, with the cold lower lithosphere dripping into sinking plumes and the 

warm asthenosphere flowing in to replace it.

In s])ite of decades of intensive study, there is surprisingly little agreement, as 

of today, regarding even the most basic: features of the lithospheric configuration 

beneath Tibet. W hat is the fate of the Indian lithosj:)here after it descends beneath 

the Himalayas? Is it still within the upper mantle beneath Til)et, and how does 

it influence the dynamics of the plateau? W hat is the thermal structure and 

thickness of the lithosi)h('r(> of Tibet itself? W hat are the basic mechanisms of 

the lithospheric convergenc^e? Surface-wave tomographic models show, in nnitual 

agreement with each other, high-velocity anomalies in the upi^er mantle beneath 

nnich of Til)et. Most of the recent body-wave models, in contrast, do not display 

such anoniahes (e.g., Li et ai, 2008).

In this study we aim to resolve the controversy by measuring accurate surface- 

wave pha^e velocities using stations within and around Tibet and deriving robust 

shear-velocity profiles for different parts of the plateau. The one-dimensional, 

radially anisotropic (1-D) Vs models are obtained in small, simple inverse problems, 

with features of the models showing clear relationships to anomalies in the data. 

The data reciuire substantial high-velocity anomalies in the uj:)i)er mantle beneath 

much of the plateau. Using ])etro-physical models, we then estimate the large 

temperatvu'e anomalies necessary to account for the observations and show that 

they are consistent with the presence of subducted Indian lithosi)here in the upper 

mantle beneath most of the plateau. The character of subduction, however, shows 

significant changes across Tibet.
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3.2 D ata  and m ethods

The fuiidainental advantage of inter-station nieasiu'enients of surface-wave phase 

velocities. conii)ared to the source-station measurements normally used in large- 

scale tomogra])hy, is tha t they can be performed in l^roader frequency bands (Meier 

et ai ,  2001; Lebedev et ai,  2006). This allows us to resoh'e trade-offs betw'een model 

parameters in the crust and in the upper mantle and to determine seismic structure 

within both with higher accuracy. Here we aimed to obtain tight constraints on V’s 

profiles beneath a selection of locations across T ibet, in order to derive inferences 

on the structure and dynamics of the upper mantle beneath it.

We chose 29 pairs of broadband seismic stations, including both permanent 

stations and the stations from recently dej^loyc'd tem porary networks (PASSCAL 

(91/92) {Owens et ai,  1993), INDEPTH II and III (Nelson et ai,  1996; Huang 

et al,  2000), HI-CLIMB (NdbHek et ai,  2005), PASSCAL (Lehigh) (Sol et a/., 

2007), Figure 3.1). Each i)air was such that numerous suital)le earthciuake record

ings wer(' available for the niea.surements of inter-station surface-wave disjier- 

sion, resulting in rol)ust average plia«e-velocity curves. The thousands of threcv 

comi)onent seismogranis used in the analysis were retriev(;d from the In(X)ri)orat('d 

Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) databa.se.

3.2.1 P hase-velocity  m easurem ents

Robust inter-station phase-velocity measurements were performed in broad period 

ranges using a conil)ination (Lebedev et ai,  2006) of cross-correlation (Meier et ai,  

2001) and the Automated-Multimode-Inversion (AMI) of surface and S  waveforms 

(Lebedev et ai,  2005). The cross correlation of the vertical components from two 

stations aligned along the same great circle path  with an earthquake measures 

the phase delay of Rayleigh waves. The Rayleigh-wave fundamental-mode inter- 

.station ])hrt.sc velocity is then calculated using the difference? of the distance's from 

the source to the two stations. Similarly, Love-wave phase velocity is measm-ed 

using the transverse components. The main advantage of the cross-correlation 

teclmiciue is that it can measure acciu’ate phase velocities for broad period ranges 

(5 300 s), even at short periods where seismogranis are often complex due to the 

diffraction of the surface-wave fundamental mode.
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Phase velocities eaii be difficult to  ex tract using cross correlation a t long peri

ods, a t which surface waves often interfere w ith energetic S  and nniltiple S  waves, 

especially for Love waves. These are be tte r calculated using soiu'ce-station phase- 

velocity m easurem ents derived from full waveform fits com puted by AMI, S, mul

tiple S, and surface waves are sinuiltaneously fit w ithin a set of time-freciuency 

windows, using synthetic seismograms generated through norm al-m ode sum m a

tion. T he fundam ental-m ode station-station  dispersion curve can therefore be de

term ined from pairs of the source-station measiu'ements (same event, two sta tion  

on the  same great-circle path ).

Only events w ith the  difference between the back azim uths and station-station  

azinniths of less than  10° were included. This great circle i)ath condition is used 

not because we assume th a t the  surface waves propagate exactly along the  station- 

s ta tion  azim uth bu t bec:ause errors due to  tunnodeUxl surface-wave diffraction in

crease w'ith an increasing difference between the  event-station and station-station  

azinniths.

Th(' earthcjuakes contribu ting  to  our nieasur('m ents are from both  directions 

along the in ter-station  paths, although jiredom inantly from the ea«t (from western 

Pacific and southeast Asia, Figure 3.4, e-h). The sim ilarity of phase-velocity mea-

F ig u re  3 .4  ( fac in g  p a g e ) :  Pliase-velocity measurements for inter-station ])airs and 
grouped regional averages. Top (a-d): tlie location of the stations (red triangles), and 
inter-station paths (black lines). The global maps (e-h) show earthquakes (blue dots) 
and earthquake-station great circle paths (black lines). Love- and Rayleigh-wave disper
sion curves are displayed in separate plots (i-1, m-p), each showing superimposed one- 
event measurements from different methods: cross-c^orrelation (x-corr) and Automated- 
Multimode-Inversion (AMI). Different colours indicate the measurement method and 
wave-propagation direction. Grey curves show the dispersion curves computed for the 
AK135 reference model {Kennett et ai, 1995). The total number of measurements at 
each period for Love and Rayleigh waves are shown in red and blue, respectively, in 
the count graph (q-t). Different colours show the measurement count from different 
methods. The bottom frame shows the resulting average dispersion curves for Love and 
Rayleigh waves and their standard deviations (black curves) (u-x); pink curves show the 
most robust measurements selected to be used for the inversions. The two colunms in the 
middle illustrate inter-station measurements for individual station pairs. The colunms on 
the left and on the right show examples of region-average phase-velocity measurements, 
using all the data from all inter-station pairs within the regions.
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surenients calculated from earthqiuikes located on opposite sides of the iiiter-station 

paths is im portant, as systematic differences indicate timing errors or measurement 

biases arising from lateral heterogeneity between the somce and the stations. For 

all the station pairs in our dataset, the measurements from the opposite directions 

are in mutual agreement (Figure 3.4, i-p).

The fundamental-mode dispersion curves measm'ed by cross-correlation and 

AMI were combined together. The measurements from both methods are consis

tent and complement each other cross-correlation measurements contribute to 

the short periods and AMI measm-ements provide more longer-period disj^ersion 

curves. Only smooth portions of each of the one-event curves were selected. Rough 

(not smooth) curves, rough portions of ciu'ves, and obvious outliers (measurements 

away from the general trend) were excluded. The selection of smooth curves is 

important because errors due to diffraction of the fundamental mode {Pedersen, 

2006) and errors due to interference with higher modes are frequency-dejjendent 

and often result in roughness of ni(^a.sured disjjersion curves.

The selection of smooth cmves and the averaging over hundreds of measure

ments from earthquakes from different directions and distances enhanc;e the ac

curacy of the phase-velocity measurements. The average' i)hase velocity and the 

standard deviation are computed for each })eriod. In the final selection stej), only 

the smoothest j)arts of the average dispersion curves, with smallest standard devi

ations, were selected for further processing (Figure 3.4, u-x).

3.2.2 P hase-velocity  curves

Th(' sliajx' of tlie dispersion curves reflects the distribution of ('lastic i)aramet('rs 

within the Earth. Short-period waves travel closer to the surface, whereas long- 

period waves travel at greater depths and sample broader depth ranges. In the 

7-50 second period range, both our Love- and Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity curves 

are well below the curves computed for global-average AK135 reference model 

{Kennett et ai,  1995), due to the very thick crust beneath Tibet {Romanowicz, 

1982). Our focus here is on longer-period smiace waves, more sensitive to the 

deeper, mantle structure. We observe systematic differences Ijetween dispersion 

curves from diffen-nt parts of Tibc't at jx'riods longer than 40 s('conds, at which 

Rayleigh waves sample the upper mantle.
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Coin])ariiig our lueasurenieiits, we find that neighbouring station pairs show 

similar inter-station dispersion curves. Station pairs H140()-H159() and H1380- 

H1G30 (Figure 3.4, b and c), for example, are close to each other within western 

Qiangtang Terrane; as expected, they have very similar dispersion curves (Figure 

3.4, j k and n o). In addition to these two pairs, 6 other station pairs along 

the northern HI-CLIMB network also show very similar dispersion curves. These 

niea.surements can thus be grouped together, to characterise the structure of this 

region within Tibet, W^est Qiangtang (Figure 3.4d). W ith hundreds of “one-event” 

Love- and Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves measured within this region (Figm-e 3.1, 

1, p and t). the average phase-velocity curves for it are robust in a broad j^eriod 

range, for both Rayleigh and Love waves (Figure 3.4x). Similarly, three inter

station ])airs across South-east Qiangtang are also grouj)ed together (Figure 3.4a). 

Although the stations are relatively far apart, they yield very similar Rayleigli- 

and Love-wave dispersion curves (Figure 3.4, i and ni). Lhilike in West Qiangtang, 

the inter-station paths in South-east Qiangtang have different azimuths, so tha t 

the ('artlujuak's contributing signal for the measurements are distributc'd in nior(' 

div('rs(' source regions around the globe (Figure 3.4e).

3.2.3 Regions within T ibet

Guided by the degree of similarity of phase-velocity curves, we identify seven dis

tinct regions within Tibet th a t our measurements sample; West Lhasa, Central 

Lhasa, W-^st Qiangtang, South-east Qiangtang, East-central Qiangtang, Songpan- 

Ganzi and Qinling-Qilian. Figure 3.5a shows the grouped inter-station j)airs, in

dicating the location of each region. The dispersion curves from West Lhasa and 

Qinling-Qilian have the most distinctive curves when compared to the other regions 

across Tibet (Figure 3.5b). Between 10 and 50 seconds, phase velocities from the 

two paths sampling Qinling-Qilian orogen (region 7) are higher than from other 

paths (Figure 3.5, b and h); this is due to the thinner crust in Qinling-Qilian, just 

outside of the high plateau. W ithin the high plateau (regions 1-6), Rayleigh and 

Love waves have very similar phase velocities in all regions between 10 and 40 s, 

with variations of less than 0.2 km s“ * (Figure 3.5b). Beyond 40 s, pronounced 

contrasts in tlu' rates of phasc'-vc'locity incr('as(!s with period in diffen'ut regions 

indicate strong heterogeneity in the upj^er mantle.
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W ithin each region, phase-veloeity differences l)etween inchvidual inter-station 

jjairs are mostly at short jieriods. The thin, pale-coloured curves in Figure 3.5, 

c- h, show the within-region velocity variations, most visible at 7-25 seconds. At 

very short periods these variations may be an effect of sediments; at intermediate 

periods (10 25 seconds) the anomalies are likely due to deeper crustal heterogene

ity. Beyond 30 seconds, individiial Rayleigh-wave measurements are remarkably 

consistent with each other within each region. Individual Love-wave inter-station 

disj)ersion measurements tend to be noisier and plot within somewhat broader 

bands. Bold, dark coloured phase-velocity curves in Figure 3.5 are the averages 

over all the station pairs within a region. These averages yield robust j^hase- 

velocity curves in jieriod ranges l)roader than those of the curves for individual 

inter-station pairs (pale curves). This is l)ecause the region averages are computed 

from the larger ninnber of all the “one-event” measurements from the region.

For the purposes of this study, we focus primarily on measurements at periods 

longer than 40 s. Dei)th sensitivity kernels (Frechet derivatives of surface-wave 

phase velocity with resi)OH:t to the shear speed at different de])ths, Figure 3.6) show 

how surface waves at longer ]K’riods are sensitive to greater depths and broader 

depth ranges. At 50 s, Rayleigh-wave ])liase velocity has a j)eak sensitivity at 

65 km (lei)tli, just al)ove the Moho, and at 130 s the maxinnnn sensitivity is at 

al)out 190 km. Love-wave pc'ak sensitivity is shallower than the sensitivity of 

Rayleigh waves for the same periods.

A comparison of region-average curves at intermediate and long periods indi

cates strong lateral heterogeneity in the upper mantle beneath Til>et. The neigh- 

boiu'ing West Lhasa and West Qiangtang regions show the largest contrast in the 

Rayleigh-wave disj:>ersion curves, with a sharp pha.se-velocity increase at periods 

al)ove 30 s in West Lhasa indicating uppermost-niantle seismic velocities in this 

region tha t are much higher than those beneath West Qiangtang (Figure 3.5c). 

Between 40 and 100 seconds, Rayleigh-wave phase velocities in Central Lhasa are 

lower than in West Lhasa (Figure 3.5d) but still slightly faster than in South

east Qiangtang (Figm-e 3.5e). The Rayleigh-wave phase velocities in East-central 

Qiangtang are slightly higher than in South-east Qiangtang l)etween 50 and 110 

seconds, but both exceed the glol)al reference values between 110 and 180 s. The 

measurements for the Songpan-Ganzi region show that beyond 70 seconds the
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Rayleigh-wave phase-velocities are lower than in the neighbouring eastern Qiang- 

tang (Fignu'e 3.5, h and g). At 40-60 s, Rayleigh-wave phase velocities in W^st 

C^iangtang are lower than in eastern Qiangtang and the dispersion curve then keeps 

to the global reference for periods beyond 100 seconds (Figiu'e 3.5b). Dispersion 

measurements from paths sampling the Qinling-Qilian region, north of the Kunlun 

Fault and with a crust thinner than l)eneath the other regions, show substantially 

higher phase velocities of both Love and Rayleigh waves, at periods up to 100 s 

(Figm-e 3.5h).
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F ig u re  3 .5 : Broad-hand phase-velocity curves measured across Tibet, (a) Inter-station paths within 7 colour-coded regions. 
Different symbols indicate stations of different networks as in Figure 3.1. (b) The 7 Love-wave and 7 Rayleigh-wave, region-
average phase-velocity curves. Grey lines: Dispersion curves computed for the AK135 reference model {Kennett et al,  1995). (c-h) 
Comparisons of region-average dispersion curves. The colour code is as in (a). Pale, thin curves are the phase-velocity measurements 
from individual inter-station paths within the region, bold curves are region averages.
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3.2.4 Inversion of phase-velocity curves for shear-velocity  

profiles

\\V invert Rayleigh- and Love-wave dispersion ciu’ves simultaneously for a 1-D 

l)rofil(> of the is()tro])ic- average shear speed Vs =  Vs(avg) =  (V"sv+Ksn)/2 and radial 

anisotropy (Vsv~Vsii)/2, where Vsv Vsii the vertically and horizontally 
polarised shear sj^eeds, respectively. The inversion is performed using a fully non

linear, L('venl)(!rg-]\Iar(iuardt gradient search. The search direction is (X)nii)uted 

at each iteration with the synthetic phase velocities coin])ut('d directly from the 

VsH find Vsv models, using a suitalily fast version of the MINEOS modes code 

(Masters, littj)://geodynam ics.org/cig/software/niineos). Compressional velocity 

Vp has a small but non-n('gligil)le influ('nce on tlu ' Rayleigh-wav(' j)liase velocity. 

Vp is assumed isotroj^ic and the ratio between the isotropic-average shear speed 

^S(iso) k('i)t fix(‘d during tlu' inversion. In Figun^s 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 we

plot the Voigt isotropic average Vs(iso) =  (2Vsv+Vsh) / 3 instead of the arithmetic 

average Vs(avg)-
Perturl^ations in the model are controlled by basis functions, boxcar-shaped 

in the crust and triangular in the mantle {Bartzsch et ai,  2011). Thes(‘ define 

the sensitivity depth range of two independent inversion parameters: one for the 

isotropic average \ s ^uid one for the amoimt of radial anisotropy. The depth of the 

Moho and three intra-crustal discontinuities are additional inversion parameters. 

Slight norm dami)ing is applied in order to avoid physically unreasonal)le models. 

The inversions are fundamentally non-unique. Rather than selecting one j)re-

Rayleigh Love

130 s 130 s
170 s 170 s

F ig u re  3.6: Depth sensitivity kernels 
for the fiuidaniental mode Rayleigh- 
aiid Love-wave phase velocities. Each 
curve is scaled independently. These 
Frechet derivatives of phase \'elocities 
are conijiuted for a 1-D Fs profile from 
Soutli-east Qiangtang, witli a four layer 
crust and a 65-kni deep Moho.

^C/aVq ac/sv.
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ferred model, we obtain a suite of models tha t fit the data. The bmidles of Vs 

profiles are generated in grid searches, complemented by targeted test inversions 

designed to answer specific questions, as described below.

Although our prim ary aim is to investigate the structures of the upper mantle, 

the influence of the c:rust is significant and is taken into acc:ount. All the Vs profiles 

start from the surface, at 0 km depth. Topography is taken into account. The 

parameterisation for the crustal layers allows for radial anisotropy and isotropic- 

average shear-speed perturbations. The synthetic dispersion curves from all the 

S'-velocity models fit the data within the standard deviation at all jjeriods. A 

detailed investigatioJi of th(? crust is beyond the scope of this study and will be 

]iresented in a separate study (Chapter 4).

We j)lot the models for each region colom-coded according to the data-synthetic 

fit they provide. In Figure 3.7, both the non-uniqueness of the models and their 

robust features are readily api>arent. The colour of eac:h profile and synthetic 

dispersion curve is determined from the i)hase-velocity, data-synthetic misfit com

puted over the frequency band most sensitive to the ui>])er mantle (T>1() s). The 

(“oloured depth ranges of the Vs profiles indicate the depth sensitivity of the data. 

The data-synthetic misfits for the Love and Rayleigh waves are shown in Figure 

3.7c and d, respectively. The remaining misfits for the best fitting models (darkest 

lines) are due to noise in the data (given the broad de{)th ranges of j)hase-velocity 

sensitivity (Figure 3.6), sharp kinks in phase velocity curves cannot be explained 

by any realistic structure). Note that for most of the better-fitting models, the 

misfits are within the range of only ±0.5%.

Overviewing the models, we note that the profiles for West Lhasa show mantle 

lithos])liere tha t is 100 km thick and characterised by very high shear s]:>eeds, 

down to 175 km depth (Figure 3.7, region 1). In West Qiangtang (region 2), in 

contrast, the upperm ost mantle layer (from the Moho down to 100 125 km dej^th) 

shows low average \ s- This layer, however, is underlain by a ~100 km thick, high 

velocity anomaly with Vs exceeding 4.7 k n is“ '. A similar high-velocity anomaly 

is present beneath central and southeastern Qiangtang (regions 4 and 5), where 

it is decider and broader (150-300 km depth). Although less prominent, the high- 

velocity anomaly is also observed beneath Songpan-Ganzi (region G), below 150 km 

depth, but not beneath Qinling-Qilian (region 7).
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I'ppennost-niantle S  velocities in central and northeastern Tibet are relatively 

low, but not as low as those in \\"est Qiangtang. In contrast to West Lhasa, 

Central Lhasa displays no craton-like, high Ks hi the uppermost mantle, with the 

best fitting profiles there close to the global average values.

3.2.5 Targeted test inversions and param eter-range  

estim ation

Shear-velocity models yielded by inversions of phase-velocity curves are non-imique. 

For ('xani])l(', the LAB is not always wc'll d('fiu('d by th(' Vs models as the data can 

be fit ecjually well with or without a sharp discontinuity (e.g.. Dartzsch et ai, 2011). 

Similarly, a (h'C'jx'r Moho trades-off with faster low('r crust and up])('r maiitl(!, and 

vice versa for a shallower Moho.

Ill ord('r to detcnniiK' if a spcciHc litlios})h('ric conHgiiratioiis (its the surfacc'- 

wav(' data, information on the Moho depth and S,, velocity wer(' inchuU'd in the 

background niod('l and were not allow'ed to change during the inversion (e.g., Figure 

3.9). These joint inversions are im portant to find a holistic solution to the different 

data sets and lead to a better constraint on the surface-wave data.

In another approach, a series of targeted test inversions to delimit ranges of 

shear speed and radial anisotropy were made by strong damping of the Vs 

anisotropic parameters within a tested depth range. Thus, the inversion is encour- 

ag('d to mak(' iis(' of the otlu'r k'ss damp('d paramet(‘rs to find a model th a t fits the 

data in the set conditions. These test inversions are performed in a systematic way, 

anak)gous to a “grid search” aj)proach, with the test param eter set at a new step 

for the next inversion. Tests for Is  ranges were performed in stej)s of 0.025 km s“ \  

Tlu' b('tt('r or wors(? fit from <;ach t('st is visible' in the data-syiithetic misfit as tlu' 

affected periods reflect the depth range sensitivity (e.g., Figures 3.7 and 3.8).

For each inverted model we calculate the data-synthetic root mean square 

(RMS) of the combined Love and Rayleigh waves for periods longer than 40 s. 

The advantage of using RMS is that it accumulates misfit over a number of sam- 

j)les rather than being biased by one noisy sample. As a criteria to discriminate 

between acceptable and rejected models we allow for RMS values of uj) to 3.5 n is“  ̂

above the best fitting regional model.
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F ig u r e  3 .7 : Shear-speed profiles for the seven regions within T ibet, (a) Each 1-D Vg profile is obtained in an independent, 
non-linear, gradient-search inversion with a generally different param eterisation. (b) Synthetic phase velocities corresponding to  the 
1-D Vg profiles, (c. d) The data-synthetic; misfit for Love- and Rayleigh-wave phase velocity, respectively. The colour scale indicates 
the data-synthetic RMS misfit for the combined Rayleigh- and Love-wave dispersion curves for periods >40 s. The colonrod depth 
range of the Vs profiles shows the depth  sensitivity for periods from 40 s up to the long-period cut-off for these data. All synthetic 
dispersion curves fit w ithin the m easured standard  deviation (solid black curves). Dashed lines are the AK135 reference model (a) 
and synthetic pliase-velocity curves com puted for it (b) {Kennett et ai .  1995).
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3.3 U pper m antle structure

The upi^er m antle l)eneath the T ibetan  P la teau  is strongly heterogeneous w ith the 

most striking feature being across western profiles (Figure 3.5c and Figure 3.7, 

regions 1 and 2). B eneath West Lhasa all the 1-D V"s profiles rec^uire high upper- 

niantle S  velocities close to 5 k m s“ ’ whereas in West Q iangtang the upperm ost 

75 km m antle ajijiears conij)lex having broad low-velocity varial)ility l)etween 4.0 

4.5 k m s“ ’ . This con trast across the BNS is in agreem ent w ith the tom ographic 

model in Figure 3.3 (110 km depth) which shows a dram atic  shear-velocity decrease 

at 85°E 31°N. At 150 and 200 km depths, high S  ^'elocities ar(' now beneath  central 

and eastern T ibet also in agreem ent w ith profiles 4, 5 and 6 (Figure 3.7).

In general body- and surface-wave tom ographic models agree on the shallow 

npper-niantle archit('cture of West Lhasa w ith both  techniciuc's show'ing fast seismic 

velocitic's. This is not the cas(' for the northern  and eastern  T ibe tan  regions such 

as West C^iangtang as body-wave tom ographic models show low velocities in the 

up])er m antle {Huang and Zhao, 200(); Lt et ai ,  2008) in contrast to  high velocities 

obsc'rvc'd by surface-wave models {Debayle et ai,  2001; Friederich, 2003; Priestley 

et ai ,  200G; Kustowski et al., 2008; Pamiing et ai ,  2012). In j^ractice, surface- 

wave models have good resolution to  vertical heterogeneity w ithin lithospheric 

depths w hereas body-w'ave models, using near-vertical rays and sam pling through 

a very thick cn ist, find it hard  to  resolve vertical anomalies. On the o ther hand 

thin, shallow, upi^erniost-m antle discontinuities modelled by receiver functions are 

difficult to  resolve by surface waves. Thus models of low S  velocity ju s t beneath  

the Moho increasing w ith depth  below {Friederich, 2003; Priestley et ai ,  2006), 

challenge models th a t have a th in  lid on top of a w^arm asthenosphere {Houseman 

et ai,  1981; Molnar et ai ,  1993; Hatzfeld and Molnar,  2010; Zhao et ai ,  2010; 

Zhao et ai ,  2011). In th is study  we investigate th e  different configurations and 

consider only the models th a t fit the surface-wave data.

3.3.1 U nderthrusting of India beneath  W est Lhasa

To determ ine the average shear velocity and hence the  streng th  of the  ui)perm ost 

m antle Ix'iu'ath tlu ' T ilx 'tan  P lat('au wv run a seri('s of sjx'cific te st inversions with 

set I s  values in th e  upper ~70  km of the m antle. Paranie terisation  above and
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below the test depths allows the inversion to  pertu rb  the  model to  fit the  data. 

Figure 3.8a shows test models for E ast-central Q iangtang, their corresponding 

synthetic dispersion, and data-synthetic  misfits. T he S  velocity a t the  lower crust 

and below the  test dei)ths appears to  trades off w ith the  upper and lower Vs ranges. 

The change in the  data-synthetic  dispersion fit can be clearly seen between 50-80 

seconds for bo th  Love and Rayleigh waves in the misfit frame.

h i W est Lhasa, between the  Moho and 155 km depth , the  average shear veloc

ities of the  b e tte r fitting models are between 4.87-5.01 k m s“  ̂ (Figure 3.7, Table 

3.1, region 1). These velocities are aj^proximately 5% faster th an  the average Vs of 

cratons {Lebedev et al. (2009), also illustrated  in Figure 3.11a) and highlights the 

strong rigid na tu re  of north  western India. Across C entral Lhasa, as exj^ected from 

the surface-w'ave tom ography (Figure 3.3), the S  velocities are clos(' to  continental 

average (Figiu’e 3.7, Table 3.1, region 3). It is unclear w hether the  Vs i‘‘’ fhe true 

velocity throughout the  entire area beneath  the in ter-station  paths or w hether it 

is a result of averaging across a fragm ented uj)per m antle as suggest('d by Liang 

et al. (2012).

The upj)cr m antle high S  velocities in West Lhasa contrasts w ith th e  very low 

Ks of nearby West Q iangtang in the north  (4.18 4.33 k m s“ \  Table 3.1, region 

2). This dram atic  change in shear speed is also mappc'fl in the surface-wave to- 

mogra])hy (Figure 3.3, 110 km depth). O ur S  velocities for the northern  T ibetan  

regions, Q iangtang and Songpan-Ganzi, are also very low but increases in aver

age Vs tow ards the north  east (Table 3.1, Figure 3.12a). The sharp  contrasts of 

fast and slow Vs indicate th a t the  regions have different litliospheric: mantles: one 

we identify as Indian litliospheric m antle (West Lhasa) and the o ther as T ibetan  

litliospheric m antle (north  of the  BNS) (Figure 3.12a). T he im m ediate, large Vs 

increase at the Moho beneath  \ \e s t  Lhasa fits our definition of underthrusting , 

hence Indian litliospheric m antle underth rusts  the  T ibetan  P la teau  only as far as 

the BNS along 85°E (Figure 3.13, central profile).
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F ig u r e  3 .8 : Fovir examples of the grid-search test inversions, ])erformed to delimit 
Vs ranges, am ounts of radial anisotropy, and tem perature anomalies. The colom- scale 
indicates the data-synthetic RMS misfit of the combined Rayleigh- and Love-wave dis- 
])ersion curves for periods >40 s. Black Vs profiles and the corresponding synthetic 
phase velocities are the upper and lower bound determ ined for the average Vs or radial 
anisotropy within the depth range tested. The RMS misfit given by models within the 
ranges are up to 3.5m s“ ' larger than  the global minimum misfit. Thin red curves in the 
misfit frames are the data-.synthetic misfits given by the be.st-fitting profiles, (a) The 
test for the u])permost-mantle-average Vs range beneath East-central Q iangtang. (b) 
The test for the Vs range between 175 and 225 km depths beneath East-central Qiang
tang; anomaly in percent relative to AI<C135 references is also shown, (c) The test for 
upperm ost m antle radial anisotropy in the Songpan-Ganzi region. The isotropic average 
V's(iso) =  (2Vsv+V^sm)/3. (d) The tem perature anomaly beneath South-east Q iangtang. 
Tem perature anomalies are relative to the m antle adiabat with Tp 1337°C (see Figure 
3.10). Dashed curves: synthetic dispersion curves com puted for AK135 {Kennett et ah, 
1995).



Uppermost M antle Subducted Lithosphere
Region Region

No.
(Fig. 3.5)

Depth range 
(km)

Average Vs
range
(k m s - ’ )

Depth
range
(km)

V's range 
(km s-^)

Vs anomaly 
(%)

Temp, 
anomaly 
from 1337 
°C m antle 
aciiahat

W^st Q iangtang 2 Moho -  115 4.18 -  4.33 150 -  200 4.70 -  4.84 5.1 -  8.3 -580
South-east Qiangtang 4 Moho -  135 4.26 -  4.45 215 -  265 4.82 -  5.10 6.6 -  12.9 -740
EfVst-central Q iangtang 5 Moho -  135 4.32 -  4.54 175 -  225 4.68 -  5.00 4.7 -  11.8 -490
Songpan-Ganzi 6 Moho -  135 4.32 -  4.53 185 -  235 4.63 -  4.88 3.2 -  8.9 -300
West Lhasa 1 Moho -  155 4.87 -  5.01
C entral Lliasa 3 Moho -  145 4.41 -  4.65

Table 3.1: A vei'Rge shear velocity and temperature anomalies for the lithospheric mantle beneath Til)et.
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3.3.2 W arm, low ^'-velocity T ibetan  lithospheric and  

asthenospheric m antle

The invcsligatioii for thi' fiiu-r Hiruclun' of tlu' Tibciaii lithospln'ric uiaullc' rccjuircs 

that we perform a joint analysis of sm’face-wave data with data of other tyj)es such 

as Sn velocities (uppermost mantle velocities just below the Moho) and Moho 

depths. Regional travel-time tomography for projiagation within northern Ti

bet show slow-to-average S’n velocities with minimum Vs ranging from 4.33 kn is“ ' 

[Ritzwoller cf ai, 2002), 1.15 kn is“ ’ {Sun et aL, 2008a,b) and 1.47 km s“  ̂ {Pei 

et ai, 2007). Low frequency Sn waves (0.2-1.0 Hz) have been observc'd to j)ropagate 

efficiently across the northern part of the plateau with a velocity of ~4.7 km s“ ’ 

{Barron and Priestley, 2009). At higher frequencies (>1 Hz), 6’,, coda ])roi)a- 

gates inefficiently through vast areas of northern Tibet and neighbouring regions 

{Darazanfji and Ni, 1982; McNa^niara et a.L, 1995; Barron, and Priestley, 2009).

Pn v('lociti('s across north of BNS are close to continental averag(> vc'locities 

with Vp at a typical 8.0 km s“ ‘ {McNamara et ai, 1997; Hearn et ai, 2004; Liang 

et ai, 2004; Meissner et a,L, 2004; Phillips et a.L, 2005; Liang and Son,g, 200G; Sun 

a,nd Toksoz, 2006; Pei et ai, 2007). Hearn et ai (2004) differ('utiat(!s P„ vek)ci- 

ties pro])agating between an ui)per and a lower lid and concludes tha t u])i:)ermost 

mantle P-wave velocity increases slightly with depth.

In Figure 3.9 we selec:t three different 1-D Vs models tha t rej)resent possible 

uppermost mantle structures for the northern T ibetan regions. These velocity 

models match average Moho depths from receiver functions {Kind et ai, 2002; 

Kumar et ai,  2006; Tseng et ai, 2009; Ndlxlek et a i,  2009; Yue et ai, 2012) and 

deep seismic sounding {Zhao et aL, 2001; Zhang and Klemperer, 2005; Liu et ai, 

2006; Li et aL, 2006), and, accommodate for average S„ velocity {Ritzwoller et aL, 

2002; Stin and Toksoz, 2006; S^ln et aL, 2008a,b). We show that surface-wave 

data  can lit mod(4s with .S',, values just below the Moho as well as with models 

tha t have the shear velocity matching 5„ at 20 and 35 km deeper; this to take into 

consideration the frequency-depth dependence of propagating .S',, waves. Hence, the 

latter models comply with observations of inefficient high-frequenc:y proi)agation 

of S„ in northern Tibet and with observations of faster P„ at sub-Moho depths. 

The data can be fit equally well with models th a t have a sub-Moho monotonic
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F ig u re  3.9; Example Vs profiles for northern Tibet that fit the surface-wave data and 
the published Moho depths and S„ velocities. 5n velocity is matched at Moho de])th 
(light grey), at 20 km below the Moho (black), and at 35 km below the Moho (dark 
grey). The depth extent of the profiles varies according to the sensitivity (frequency 
band) of j)hase-velocity curves for the regions. Dashed line is the AK135 reference model 
{Kennett et ai, 1995).

^-velocity and with models with an uppermost mantle low-velocity zone; such a 

LVZ coincides wdth the negative phase discontinuities observed by S-to-P  receiver 

functions across western and central Tibet {Zhao et ai, 2010, 2011).

The bottom  of the low S'-velocity varies from 125 km dej)th in West Qiangtang 

to 160 km depth in east Qiangtang (Figure 3.7). These depths are similar to a 

lithospheric interface modelled by S-to-P  conversions by Wittlinger et al. (2004) 

and Yue et a l  (2012).
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Irrespective of the  fine or average s tn ic tu re  in the  upper 75 kni of the  m an

tle, all our moflels for northern  T ibet recjuire low S'-wave velocity (Figure 3.7 and 

3.9, Table 3.1, regions 2, -1, 5 and 6). T he sensitivity of S  velocities to  tem per

a tu re  suggests th a t these regions have high tem peratu res, hence a warm T ibe tan  

lithospheric and asthenospheric m antle (Figure 3.12a).

3.3.3 Shallow -angle subduction  o f India

Fast upj)er m antle shear-velocity anomalies beneath  th e  T ibe tan  P lateaii have been 

subject to  various discussions particu larly  on their origin and role in the continental 

collision between India and Asia. O ur south-north  regional V's profile's (Figure' 3.7, 

regions 1 2 and 3 6) show a 75-100 km thick high S’-velocity “deei^ening” from 

\\'est Lhasa to West Q iangtang and deei:)er down to  300 km in east Q iangtang 

deeper th an  th e  fast anomalies mapj^ed by sm'face-wave tom ographic models 

{Shapiro and R-itzwoller, 2002; Fiiederich, 2003; Priestley et a/., 2006; Panning 

et ai ,  2012). T he dec])eniug fast anom aly in the sou th-north  profiles autom atically  

rule out models of c:onii)lete Indian underth rust beneath  th e  plateau.

The high shear speeds a t ~200 km de])tli m app('d by regional surface-wave to- 

mograi)hic horizontal cross sections {Debayle et ai ,  2001; Friederich, 2003; Priest

ley et ai ,  2006; Kustowski et ai,  2008; Panning et a i ,  2012), indicate th a t the 

anom aly is a large-scale featiu'e beneath  vast areas of the  plateau. Hyi)othesised 

models describing the  upper m antle’s low and high Vs anom alies from convective 

removal of m antle lithosphere or from craton form ation of a thickened lithosjihere 

are speculative and w ith little  or no evidence. In the  case for convective removal 

{Molnar et ai ,  1993; Hatzfeld and Molnar,  2010), irrespective of w hether the drip

ping j^rocess was from an individual or several downwelling plumes, or w hether the 

drii)i>ing ])r()C(\ss hav<' taken place a t diffennit tim es, tlu^ larg(' volume downwelling 

over a few million years, would have led to  catastrophic lithospheric processes. At 

the surface, no colossal volcanism is observed {Chung et ai ,  2005). B eneath the 

high 5-velocity anom aly our profiles show a decrease in Vs values down to typical 

global uj^per m antle averages, hence we see no obvious reason for retard ing  or ha lt

ing of sinking lithosj^heric m antle. In the  case of craton  form ation from a thicken('d 

lithosphere, the deep, thick lithospheric m antle acts as a therm al lid from the hot 

asthenosi)here below, and therefore, the only source for in ternal lithosjiheric heat
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is crustal radioactiv ity  {McKenzie and Priestley,  2008). T he decrease of Vs due 

to  the  conduction of heat as illustrated  l)y McKenzie and Priestley (2008) does 

not resemble our b e tte r  fitting jjrofiles for northern  T ibet; our profiles have very 

low velocities up to  ~4 .5  k n is^ ’ from the Moho down to  ~150 km depth  whereas 

McKenzie and Priestley (2008) num erical models have a m inim um  of 4.5 k m s “  ̂

starting  from the Moho increasing w ith depth. It is xmlikely th a t heat solely pro

duced by a radiogenic crust is sufficient to  warm a 75 km thick layer below the 

T ibe tan  Moho.

Vertical cross sections from surface-wave toniograj^hy show high shear-sjieeds 

crossing from south to  north  T ibet a t a shallow angle and w ith the highest velocity 

contours localised lieneath north  India {Shapiro and Ritzwoller, 2002; Fiiederich, 

2003; Priestley et ai ,  2006; Panning et ai ,  2012). High S'-wave velocities are 

indicative of low tem ])eratures, typical for subduction, and hence to  resolve for the 

origin of the  high ^-vekjcity m aterial, we infer tem perature. H(>re we determ ine 

((uantitative tc 'm jx 'rature estim ates for the  deep high Vs and comi:)are it to  the 

expected tem pera tm e of subducted Indian lithosphere.

O ur 5-velocity estim ates for the de(']) lithosi)here show th a t across Q iangtang 

\ s anomalies between 150 265 km de])th are 1.7-12.9% faster th an  glol)al values 

(Table 3.1). Figure 3.8b illustrates the Vs tests  for E ast-central Q iangtang region, 

each inverted independently w ith a specific fixed Vs between 175 225 km depth. 

The misfit frame clearly shows the response of each of the  Vs models w ith the 

synthetic dispersion fit worsening Ijetween 100 and 200 s. Note th a t the  Love-wave 

synthetic phase velocity is imaffected by the  deep Vs variations.

We select the  least anom alous 1-D V's model from the best fitting regional bun

dle and com pare it to  a series of Vs profiles generated from assorted m antle adia- 

bats. W'e use the  software package LitM od {Afonso et a/., 2008; Fullea et ai ,  2009) 

to  generate six geotherm s defined by potential tem peratu res Tp ranging from 537 to 

1337°C. LitM od combines petrological and geophysical modeling of the lithosphere 

and sub-lithospheric upper m antle. For each ad iabat, LitM od calculates the shear 

velocity, (lensity and attenuation  as a fiuiction of tem j)erature, pressure and bulk 

com position. Stable mineral assemblages and their physical j^roperties are com

puted by solving a G ibbs energy m inim isation scheme (i.e., Perple_X, Connolly, 

2005). Bulk density and seismic velocities are calculated according to  different
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averaging of the mineral physical properties as clescril)ed in Afonso et al. (2008) 

and F'ullea et al. (2009). Figure 3.10 shows the  ou tpu t relationship of tem pera tine  

w ith density, a ttenuation  and shear velocity. W ith  the decrease in tem perature, 

the dep th  of the phase transform ations from orthojw roxene to  high-pressure Mg- 

rich clinopyroxene between 200 300 km {Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2007), 

the dissolution of the  pyroxene into garnet on toj) of the ‘410’ discontinuity, and, 

the dep th  a t which olivine goes to  wadsleyite, are seen rising in the Fs fnifl density 

models (Figure 3.10). The m antle ad iabats are parallel and consistent w ith those 

of Cobden et al. (2008). We \is(> our 1-D Fg model th a t has the lower-bound deep 

shear-velocity anom aly to  estim ate the tem peratu re  difference from the  1337°C 

ad iabat (Figure 3.8d and 3.10). T em perature anom alies for the  deep lithosphere 

beneath  Q iangtang are w ithin 190 740°C cooler th a n  the 1337°C m antle ad iabat 

(Table 3.1). Com])aring the AK135 Vs model to  the tem peratu re  estim ates gives 

an uncertain ty  of ±100°C.

A conceptual tem i)eratm 'e estim ate for the sul)ducted Indian lithosphere be

neath  Til)et can l)c illustratc'd by “pushing down” the g('otherm of the  stable 

Indian Shield by Priestley et a l  (2008). The 5-velocity l)and of the b e tte r fitting 

models for W est Lhasa (Figure 3.7a, region 1) are ~5%  faster than  the  average Vs 

of cratons (Figure 3.11a, Lebedev et al. (2009)), suggesting th a t the lithospheric 

m antle is stronger and i)robably colder th an  the tyj)ical craton. Assuming th a t 

the STibducting Indian slal) had a sim ilar geotherm  to  continental India prior the 

collision w ith Eiu'asia, and, th a t it will take tens of millions of years for the  slab to 

internally warm-uj) to  the  surrounding tem peratu res (e.g.. Deal and Nolet, 1999), 

we can then  estim ate the ex])ecte(i tem peratu re  anom aly l)etween the  deepened 

and the  present-day Indian Shield geotherm . The M oho beneath  W est Lhasa is at 

abou t 75 km depth , 40 km deeper th an  continental Indian Moho (~35 km depth, 

e.g., Gupta et al. (2003); Rai et al. (2003)). Thus if the  shield geotherm  is deep

ened by 40 km, the  Indian lithos])liere l)elow W^st Lhasa would have a tem peratu re  

anom aly of ~250°C  cooler (Figure 3.11a).

T he deei:)er high shear speeds found beneath  W est Q iangtang have very similar 

velocities to  those found in West Lhasa bu t at ~55  km  deeper (Figiu'e 3.11a and b). 

Hence, if the Indian geotherm  is “j^ushed down” fu rther to  mimic India suliducting 

underneath  W est Q iangtang, the tem peratu re  anom aly is about 700°C (Figure
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F ig u r e  3 .1 0 : Estiiiiation of teiiiperatiire anomalies in the upper mantle. F irst, a set 
of reference 1-D models, each comprising the profiles of tem peratiire, density, Qs and 
Vs, is computed numerically using LitM od {Afonso et a i ,  2008; Fullea et al.  ̂ 2009). 
For each assumed adiabat, LitM od calculates shear si)eed, density and attenuation as a 
function of teni])erature, ])ressure and bulk composition; an average m antle comi)osition 
is assmned here (e.g., Fullea et. a i,  2012). Note how the decrease in tem perature causes 
decreaseis in the de])ths of the ])yroxcne ])hase transform ation at 200 300 km, of the 
dissolution of the pyroxene into garnet above the ‘410’ discontinuity, and of the olivine- 
wadsleyite phase transform ation nominally a t 410-km depth. The profiles are calculated 
for a reference m antle adiabat with ])otential tem ])erature Tp 1337°C (red) and for a 
series of tem perature profiles th a t are cooler than  the reference adiabat by the same 
amount a t all de])ths, with the tenijjerature decrease of uj) to  800°C (blue). The set 
of petro-j)hysical models provides a m apping of shear velocities into tem perature. Dark 
grey profiles: Vs for South-east Q iangtang (best-fitting model in Figure 3.8d) and the 
(istimated temp<'ratm(' profile and t('m peratur(' anomaly.

3.11b). This conceptual estimate for the sul)ducteci Indian lithosphere temperature 

anomaly is remarkahly similar to the independent, more accurate jjetroj^hysical 

estimate (Figure 3.10). Taking into account the close proximity of both regions 

(West Lhasa and W'est Qiangtang), we consider that the similarities of the fast 

S  velocities and layer thickness, and the agreement in the temperature estimates 

with that of a subducted Indian lithosphere as a signature that links the high 

Vs lithosphere below Qiangtang with the lithosi)heric mantle of West Lhasa and 

continental India. In view' that the anomaly is north of the BNS, models of Indian 

steep-angle subduction are eliminated.

Measurements across Songpan-Ganzi are similar to central Qiangtang, low' 

shear speed in the ui)i)er 100 km of the mantle imderlain by high Ks below. Since
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F ig u r e  3 .1 1 : The therm al o rig in  o f h igh-ve loc ity  anomalies beneath the West Lluisa 
and West Q iangtang regions, (a, le ft): The S'-velocity jjro file  range for West Lhasa, w ith  
an average M oho at 75 km depth (ligh t blue), and the 5 -ve loc ity  profile  range for cratons, 
w ith  an average M oho ( le jit li at 35 km (ligh t grey) {Lebedev et a i ,  2009). (a, centre): the 
Ind ian  Shield geotherm (bold solid line) {Priest ley et a i ,  2008), and the same geotherm 
pushed down by 40 km (dashed line). 40 km  is an estim ate o f how much the Ind ian lower 
crust and m antle lithosphere need to  go down to  underth rust the H imalayas and western 
Lhasa, w ith  the upper crust removed, (a, r igh t) The estim ated tem jie ra tu re  anomaly 
at depth, (b): Same a.s (a), l)u t for W^est Q iangtang, w ith  the Ind ian  Shield geotherni 
pushed 95 km  down.

th e  phase -ve loc ity  curves fo r th is  reg ion are less b road , to  reduce th e  m is f it  in fluence 

fro m  the  sh o rte r periods, the  d a ta -s y iith e tic  R M S  fo r the  h ig h  Vs anom a ly  in ve r

s ion tests are ca lcu la ted  using  d ispers ion  > 7 0  s. Betw een 185 235 k n i d e p th  the  Vs 

is h ig h  w ith  values between 4.G3 4.88 k n is " ’ (T a l)le  3.1). N o te  th a t  the  anom a ly  

d e p th  range is at the  weaker end o f the  R ay le igh-w ave d ispers ion  se n s itiv ity , and al-
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though the ^-velocity tends to be high similar to the profiles across Qiangtang, the 

I'si tem perature and bottom  of the anomaly are weakly constrained. Thus south

ward subduction of Asia beneath Songpan-Ganzi is not ruled out. Further north, 

across the Kmihm Fault, 1-D S'-velocity models for Qinling-Qilian region have 

continental-average mantle velocities and show' no pronounced anomalies (Figiu’e 

3.7, region 7).

We conchide th a t beneath Qiangtang the deep high S'-velocities and cold teni- 

peratTU'e estimates are of an Indian lithosphere subducted at a shallow angle, at 

least up to the Jinsha River Suture (JRS). Our profiles show th a t the high Ks 

beneath East Qiangtang and Songpan Ganzi lies relatively flat at 150 km depth 

(Figure 3.7, regions 4-6). The depth of the Vs increase agree with positive lithoi)- 

sheric interfaces maj:)ped by S  receiver functions ( Wittlirujer et a l, 2004; Yue et a l, 

2012). Figure 3.12b shows the -1-2.5% Vs anomaly contour line from global surface- 

wave tomography at 200 km de])th (Figiu'e 3.3) which seems to border with the 

Kunlun Fault, possibly indicating the northern edge of h id ia’s sulxluction beneath 

Tibet (Figure 3.13 eastern profile). The large area covered by the high Vs can well 

l)e the “missing India” identified by Replumaz et al. (2010b), still intact, beneath 

the Til)etan Plateau.

3.3.4 Subducted Indian lithosphere-asthenosphere  

boundary

T Ik' l a b ,  normally identifi('d as a reduction of Vs below the hthos])here, is notice

able in many regional profiles. In western Lhasa the LAB is clearly seen at the 

sharj) velocity step between 150 175 km depth establishing the lithospheric mantle 

thickness to be ~100 km (Figure 3.7, region 1). The bottom  of a similar 100 km 

fast layer deepens across West Qiangtang (region 2) down to 250 km and further 

down to 300 km towards east and north-eastern Tibet (regions 4-6). The depth 

of these negative shear-velocity gradients are deeper than the interfaces modelled 

from S  receiver functions by Zhao et al. (2011), but, can be compared to the deep

ening interface imaged by Zhao et al. (2010) for central Til)et marked as the Indian 

LAB.
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3.3.5 Shallow m antle radial anisotropy

Measureineut of shear-si)eed anisotropy within the hthosi)here and asthenosphere 

helji us investigate present anci past deformation processes. Radial anisotropy, the 

(Ufference Ix'twecni 1h(' horizontal and vertical sh('ar sp('(‘ds, can yield information 

al)Out strain and flow within roc.'ks. Love-wave phase-velocity measurements for 

central and northern Tibet are broad enough to sample down to 150 km depths. 

Each of our 1-D profiles are ])arameterised to allow for radial anisotropy at crustal 

and upj)er mantle depths. Crustal radial anisotroi)y is discussed in Clia[)ter 4.

W ithin Qiangtang terrane (regions 2, 4 and 5), between the Moho and 150 km 

deplli, th(' b('st litting profile's n'(iuir(' weak (<2% average) or no radial anisotropy 

to fit the data. Profiles for Songpan-Ganzi j)ersistently showed strong radial 

anisotroi)y within the upper 80 km of the mantle on top of the high S  veloc

ity. The anisotrojiy is ('vident in the data as the Love and Rayleigh phase-velocity 

curves diverge between GO and 100 seconds (Figure 3.5g). A s('ii(>s of sp(‘cific test 

inversions for Songj)an-Ganzi, adding implicit radial anisotropy in the background 

Vs model (Vsn>ysv): showed that a forced isotro])ic u])])cr mantk' fits the data 

badly and a mininnnn of 3.4% is reciuired (Figure 3.8c). It is interesting to see 

how the test S'-velocity models (-hange in structure from one with a low-velocity 

zone at 125 km dei:)th (isotrojiic), to one with a monotonic Fs increase below the 

Moho having strong radial anisotropy of 8.G% uj) to 145 km depth. Shallow upper 

mantle radial anisotropy is also reciuired across Qinling-Qilian and is in the range 

of 0.6-5.7% between the Moho and 125 km depth.

Our models suggest a well developed anisotroj^ic fabric in the upper mantle lay

ers of north-eastern Tilx't tha t could Ix* a result from different or a combination of 

mechanical scenarios: lithospheric compression and extension, asthenosj^heric flow 

at the edge of the Indian slab, or frozen anisotropy in the Tibetan lithospheric 

mantle. Although we are unable to resolve whether the anisotropy is confined to 

the T ibetan mantle lithosphere or asthenosphere, our tests show tha t the strong 

radial anisotropy beneath Songpan-Ganzi lies between the Moho and above a high 

^-velocity anomaly (~145 km depth). It is interesting to note tha t where our 

models show strong radial anisotroj^y in the uppermost mantle, no crustal radial 

anisotropy has been modelled {Shapiro et ai, 2004). and, where om- models show 

regions of weak or no anisotropy, strong crustal radial anisotropy has been indi-
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cato'd pr(’(loininantly in western Tibet. Shapiro ef al. (2004) suggested that the 

strength of cnistal radial anisotroi\y is consistent with the thinning of the crust 

and flow within it. Outward flow of material from western Tibet might not only 

1)6 restricted to tlie mid-lithosphere, but perhaps extend deeper across the sm'- 

rounding northeastern regions. East-west fast propagation azimuthal anisotropy, 

considered as a record of the flow direction, have Ijeen modelled by different seis

mic studies; shear-wave splitting show an increasing delay time towards northern 

Tibet {McNamara ef. a l, 1994; Sandvol et a l, 1997; Huang et al., 2000; Herquel 

and Tapponnier, 2005; Lev et al., 200C; Sol et al., 2007; Che7i et al., 2010; Leon 

Soto et al., 2012), and, surface-waves studies suggest possible large deformation in 

the asthenosphere beneath the northeastern Tibetan margin {Zhan<j et al., 2011). 

From our 1-D S'-velocity profiles for Songpan-Ganzi we c:onclude that probable 

lateral flow is confined within the upper 80 km of the mantle, on top of a high Vs 

anomaly.

F ig u re  3.12 (facing page):  Shear-speed distributions, temperatures, and radial 
anisotro])y in Tibetan ui>per mantle. Shaded areas indicate the regions within Tibet for 
which the estimates were derived, (a) Uppermost-mantle-average Vs ranges constrained 
in this study. The de])th ranges for which the averages are determined sample the Indian 
cratonic lithosj)here in the West Lhasa and the Tibetan lithosphere and asthenosphere in 
central, northern, and eastern Tibet. Specifically, the depth ranges extend from the Moho 
dow'ii to 115 km (W^st Qiangtang), 135 km (East-central Qiangtang, South-east Qiang- 
tang, and Songpan-Ganzi), 145 km (Central Lhasa), and 155 km (West Lhasa) (Table 
3.1). Dashed, thick pink line: the approximate northern boundary of the high-velocity 
Indian lithosphere beneath western and southern Tibet at 110 km depth according to 
global surface-wave tomography (Figm'e 3.3, Lebedev and van der Hilst (2008)). (b) 
Temperatures within the anomalously cold upper mantle zones at 150-300 km depth, 
inter])reted to contain the subducted Indian lithosphere. Thick, dashed blue line is a 
+2.5% anomaly contour at 200 km depth beneath Tibet from the global surface-wave 
tomograjihy (Figure 3.3). (c) Uppermost mantle radial anisotro])y in northeastern Tibet, 
in the dej^th ranges from the Moho to 125 km depth (Qinling-Qilian) and from the Moho 
to 145 km de])th (Songpan-Ganzi).
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3.4 C onclusions

111 order to deteniiiiie the inechaiiisms of hthospheric convergence between India 

and Eurasia, we measured accurate, l)roadband phase-velocity curves across central 

and northeastern Tibet, inverted them for 1-D shear-velocity profiles, and derived 

tenii)erature estimates based on petro-physical modelling. According to the de

gree of similarity of measurements from neighbouring station pairs, we identified 

7 regions within Tibet, each with relatively homogeneous structure within it.

For each region we performed an extensive series of non-linear, gradieiit-search 

inversions n^sulling in btnidles of shear-vc'locity jnofiles charactf'rising the mantle 

stru(^ture. We constrained the range of possible shear speed and radial anisotropy 

values within the npi)er mantle.

Our models suggest that the upper 75 km of the mantle beneath Tibet is made 

up of the Indian cratonic lithosi)here in the west of the plateau and the Tibetan 

lithosi)here and astheliosphere elsewhere. A cold, 75 km thick Indian lithosi)here, 

comi^rising mantle lithosphere and, ])ossibly, lower crust, underthrusts West Lhasa 

at 85°E to as far north as the BNS (Figure 3.13 central profile). This is evidenced 

])y the pronounced high-velocity anomaly beneath the West Lhasa region. Under 

Central Lhasa, in contrast. Vs average over the uppermost-niantle dei)th range is 

close to continental-average values (Figure 3.12a).

The Tibetan mantle lithosphere, present beneath the Moho in the central, 

northern and eastern plateau, is warm and thin. The ^-velocity average over 

the depth span including the mantle lithosphere and shallow asthenosphere are in 

the 4.18 4.54 k m s“ ’ range (Figure 3.12a), indicating relatively high temperatures. 

These low 5-velocities across northern Tibet contrast with the high velocities in 

the southwest and, hence, render unlikely the models with the underthrusting of 

India Ijeneath all or most of Tibet.

Surface-wave measurements are easily reconcik'd with published Moho depths 

and Sn wave velocities. Models with the Sn values equal to \ s  .I'lst below the 

Moho, as well as models tha t have shear velocity matching S„ at depths 20 or 

35 km below the Moho, are consistent with surface-wave data. The latter models 

also coinijly with the obsi'ivations of iueflici('iit projjagation of high-fr(!(|ueiicy S,, 

and w-ith observations of relatively fast P„ at sub-Moho dei)ths. Surface-wave data
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F ig u re  3.13: T he complex subduction of Indian lithosphere beneath Tibet. Left: 
Elevation map of Tibet and the locations of the central and eastern profiles. Right: the 
steep-angle subduction of India beneath central Tibet and the shallow-angle subduction 
of India beneath ea.stern Tibet.

can also b(' fit with or without a low velocity zone below a thin Titx^tan mantle 

lithosphere. For models with a low-velocity zone in the upper 100 km of the mantle, 

the toj) of the lower velocity zon(' (assumefi LAB) shows general consistency with 

int(>rfaces inferr('d from S  receiver functions in w(>stern and central Tibet {Zhao 

et al, 2010).

Shallow upper mantle radial anisotropy, indic-ative of the deformation pattern, 

is weak beneath the Qiangtang Terrane but strong b(;neath eastern Songpan-Ganzi 

(>3.4%). Radial anisotropy is also required to fit the da ta  to the north of the 

Kunhm Fault, benemth Qinhng-Qilian (Figure 3.12c). Our models suggest a well 

developed anisotropic fabric in the upper layers of the mantle in northeastern 

Tibet, a region which, unlike western Tibet, has weak or no radial anisotropy in 

the crust and is experiencing crustal thickening {Shapiro et ai, 2004). Our tests 

confirm th a t the strong radial anisotropy beneath Songpan-Ganzi lies within the 

upper 80 km of the mantle, the depth range that contains the T ibetan lithosphere 

and astheiiosphere and is above the high 5-velocity anomaly located below 145 km 

depth.

At 150 300 km dei)th beneath central and northeastern Tibet, phase-velocity 

data require a major high-velocity anomaly, with a thickness and a shear-speed in

crease within it similar to those fovmd within the Indian lithosphere im derthrusting 

West Lhasa. The dei)th to the top of the fast anomaly shows agreement with the 

depths of interfaces mapjx'd by S  receiver fiuictions {Wittlinger et «/., 2004; Yue 

et ai, 2012). The location of the high-velocity anomaly is also consistent with
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tha t given l)y large-scale tomography {Lebedev and van der Hilst, 2008), although 

the depth range and amplitude of the anomaly are resolved nmch more accurately 

using the broad-band dispersion inversions in this study. The presence of high S  

velocities beneath both Qiangtang and Songpan-Ganzi confirms tha t this is an ex

tensive feature. Beneath the high S'-velocity anomaly, our profiles show a decrease 

in Vg values, down to global upper-mantle averages.

Petro-])hysical tem perature estimates for the high ^-velocity zone suggest that 

the deep lithosphere below Qiangtang is about 490 740°C cooler than normal as- 

thenosphere at the same depth (Figure 3.12b). These temperatm-e anomalies are 

consistent with those th a t would occur within subducted Indian lithosphere.

We thus conclude th a t the lithospheric convergence mechanisms beneath Tibet 

are as follows: underthrusting of India beneath Tibet in the west (as already 

evidenced by published tomographic models); underthrusting followed by steep- 

angle subduction l)eneath west-central Tibet (around 85°E; the West Lhasa and 

West Qiangtang regions in this study); and shallow-angle subduction of India in 

(^astern Tibet, with the subducting Indian lithosphere reaching as far north as 

northern Qiangtang Songpan-Ganzi.



4
Shear-velocity structure and 

radial anisotropy of the Tibetan  
crust

4.1 Introduction

Tibet is the world’s largest and highest plateau {Fieldiyig et ai,  1994), sandwiched 

between the northward-moving India to the south and the relatively stable Eurasia 

to the north {Molnar and Tapponnier, 1975). The tectonic blocks tha t make up 

the plateau {Allegre et ai,  1984), Figure 4.1, have been sul)jected to considerable 

deformation since ~50 My ago, following the continental collision (e.g., Besse et ai,

'r i i is  c h a p te r  will b e  su b m itte d  to  G eophysica l J o u rn a l In te rn a tio n a l  as:
A gius, M. R. an d  S. L ebedev . S h ear-v e lo c ity  s tr u c tu r e  an d  rad ia l a n iso tro p y  o f th e  T ib e ta n  c ru s t.
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1984; Patriat and Achache, 1984). How this convergence is acconnnodated today 

is still debated.

One end-nieinber model invokes deformation primarily at narrow boundaries 

between "rigid blocks” , the boundaries being active faults (e.g., Avouac and Tap- 

pomiier, 1993). The other end-niember model invokes “continuous deformation” , 

wdth viscous behavioiu* of the lithosphere (e.g., Dewey and Burke, 1973; Eng

land and Houseman, 1986; England and Molnar, 1997a). The different scenarios 

pro]:)osed for the continuous deformation of the lithosphere inchide “vertically co

herent deformation” , in which the lithosphere deforms in approximately the same 

way within its entire thickness (e.g., Flesch et ai, 2005; Wang et ai, 2008), and 

mid-crustal “channel fl(jw” , in which mechanically weak mid-lower crust undergoes 

flow that is distinctly different from the motions of the (stronger) layers above and 

below (e.g., Royden, 1997; Beaumont et ai, 2001). Detailed discussion of the differ

ent deformation mecdianisms can be found in a nmnber of reviews (e.g., Klemperer, 

200G; Searle et ai, 2011). In this study we investigate the crustal shear-velocity 

structure beneath the plateau, and, interpreting our findings together with other 

geoi)hysical and geological observations, aim to deterniine which mechanisms ar(> 

most consistent with the data.

Shear velocities are connnonly used to infer the composition and i)liysical state 

of the rocks at depth, including their tem perature; estimates of the melt fraction 

and viscosity can also be derived. An intra-crustal low velocity zone (LVZ) has 

been inferred for Tibet from intermediate- and short-period surface-wave observa

tions, using one-dimensional (1-D) crustal models (e.g., Chun and Yoshii, 1977; 

Romanowicz, 1982; Kind et ai, 1996; Cotte et ai, 1999; Rapine et ai, 2003) and 

regional tomographic maps (e.g., Guo et ai, 2009; Yang et ai, 2012). The LVZ and 

the low resistivity zone at the same depth detected in magnetotelluric studies (MT) 

(e.g., Chen et ai, 1996; Wei et ai, 2001; Arora et ai, 2007) have been interpreted 

as evidence for the existence of a weak, partially molten layer within T ibetan mid- 

lower crust tha t is prone to viscous flow’ (Nelson et ai, 1996). W hether such a 

low-viscosity layer is present beneath the entire plateau is debated. Uncertainty 

remains over how' rei)resentative the seismic and MT models are for the whole of 

Tibet, and to what extent they may be affected by anisotropy.

T ibet’s crust is characterised by strong seismic anisotroi)y, both radial {Shapiro
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F ig u r e  4 .1 : Scisuiic stations used in this study. Diticn'nt symbols correspond to
different networks deployed across the Tibetan Plateau. Black lines indicate sntnres and 
faults: YZS (Yarlung-Zangbo Suture), BNS (Bangong-Nujiang Suture), JRS (Jinsha 
River Suture), KF (Kunlun Fault) and ATF (Altyn Tagh Fault), which divide Tibet in 
major terranes. White shade highlights high elevation. To]) right map: Location of the 
map region in Asia.

et ai,  2004) and azimuthal [Huang et ai, 2004; Su et ai, 2008). Most published 

slicar-speed models, however, have l)een computed from Rayleigh-w-ave dispersion 

and, thus, rej^resent vertically j^olarised shear waves only (Vsv)- Hence, it is still 

uncertain if the report(>d decrease in shear velocity within the T ibetan mid-lower 

crust reflects the isotropic-average seismic velocity (which can be used as a proxy 

for partial melt and viscosity), or whether the low Vsv velocities are a result of 

strong radial anisotropy, instead. Low' S  velocities arising from higher tem peratures 

and melts would decrease both Vsv and Vsh, whereas radial anisotropy, due to 

deformation, would result in divergence of the Vsv fi'oni Vsh values.

The 1-D model for western Tibet presented by Shapiro et a i  (2004), inferred 

from both Love- and Rayleigh-wave data, did not reqiiire a LVZ for both Vsv 

and Vsn- 1-D models by Duret et al. (2010), averaging over long paths across 

Tibet, show only a small decrease in Vsv and an increase in Vsii from the upjjer-
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middle to the lower-middle crust. In contrast, the recent tomography of Yang 

et al. (2012), performed using ambient-noise, cross-correlation mea.surements for 

minierous inter-station paths across Tibet, shows a very pronoimced LVZ in Vsv, 

laterally continuous across large parts of the plateau and with no obvious correla

tion to surface tectonics.

The distribution and, in particular, magnitude of the radial anisotropy itself 

are also still uncertain. Duret et al. (2010) confirmed the occurrence of strong 

radial anisotropy in Tibet, as previously reported by Shapiro et al. (2004), by 

computing average anisotrojMC profiles along long paths across the plateau. Tighter 

constraints on the shear-velocity and radial-anisotropy ranges within Tibetan crust 

and their lateral variations are im portant in order to advance our understanding 

of the current state and the dynamics of the orogen.

The main purpose of this study is to determine the isotropi(; structure and radial 

anisotroi)y and their lateral variations within the T ibetan crust. To this end, w(̂  

nu^asure accurate, broadband Love and Rayleigh surface-wave phase velocities in 

different regions across the plateau. Inverting the measurements for 1-D, radially 

anisotropic, shear-velocity models, we determine the ranges of S'-velocity and radial 

anisotroj^y values consistent with the data. We detect a ])ronounced low-velocity 

layer within the crust across the high plateau and derive estimates of partial melt 

within it. While the probable very low viscosity within this layer shows potential 

for pervasive flow within it, radial anisotropy characterises the laterally varying 

pattern  of the deformation tha t has actually occurred.

4.2 D ata  and m easurem ents

The recording of seismic surface waves propagating between two stations can be 

used to derive imj)ortant information about the structure, geophysical proper

ties and rheology of rocks betw'een the stations. We measured broad-band, inter

station, phase-velocity curves of Love and Rayleigh surface waves for central and 

eastern Tibet and surrounding regions. The pairs of stations were selected such 

that a large number of earthquake recordings suitable for the measurements were 

available. In total, 34 station pairs were selected. The stations are broadband 

instrum ents belonging to various temj^orary networks (PASSCAL (91/92) {Owens
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eA. ai ,  1993), IN D EPTH  II and III {Nelson et aL, 1996; Huang et oL, 2000), HI- 

CLIMB {Ndbelek et al ,  2005), PASSCAL (Lehigh) {Sol et aL, 2007), PASSCAL 

(M IT) {Lev et aL, 2006)) and from the perm anent China Digital Seismic Network 

(Figure 4.1). The seismograms were retrieved from the Incori)orat('d Research 

Institu tions for Seismology (IRIS) D ata  M anagem ent C enter (DMC). Axitomatic 

quality  control on the d a ta  is perform ed to  check for clij^ping and incom plete seis

mogram s. The seismograms are then response-corrected to  displacem ent, and the 

horizontal conij^onents are ro ta ted  to  ob ta in  the transverse com ponent.

Surface-wave dis])ersion m easurem ents are m ade using a com bination of two 

different, indei)endent technic}ues: direct sta tion -sta tion  c;ross-correlation of seis

m ogram s {Meier et aL, 2001) and the derivation of in ter-station  phase velocities 

from source-station m easurem ents, performed using au tom ated , nuilti-niode wave

form fitting {Lebedev et oL, 2005). In the  first m ethod, two vertical-comi)onent 

(for Rayleigh wav(\s) or transverse-com ponent (for Love waves) seismograms with 

recording of tlu ' sam e eartlujuake at bo th  stations of a j)air ar(! cross correlated. The 

cross-correlation function is filtered w ith a fre(iuency-de])endent l)andpass filter. In 

order to  enhaiux! tlu ' signal-to-noise ratio  and to  flown-weight side lobes resulting 

from correlations of the fundam ental mode with scattered  waves or higher modes, 

a freciuency-dependent tim e window is applied. T he fundam ental-m ode, Rayleigh- 

wave phase velocity is then calculated from the  phase of the  cross-correlation func

tion and the  difference in source-station distances {Meier et aL, 2004). The strength  

of th is technique is th a t it can measure accurate phase velocities at l)oth short 

(~ 5  s) and long (>200 s) periods.

In the  second m ethod, we use the  A utom ated  M tiltim ode Inversion (AMI) of 

surface and S'-wave forms {Lebedev et aL, 2005) to  sim ultaneously fit S, nuiltiple 

S  and siu'face waves, using synthetic seismograms generated by m ode sum m ation. 

AMI is run on each of the two stations of a pair for the sam e earthciuake. From 

the  waveform fits of both  seismograms, we ex tract th e  fundam ental-m ode phase 

velocities and then calculate the in ter-station  phase-velocity curves. AM I’s key 

strength , for our pur])()ses here, is in m easuring phase-velocities of long-j^eriod 

surface waves even when they interfere w ith energetic body waves.

To decrease the effects of siuface-wave diffraction we restric t the  selection of 

eartluiuakes to  those api)roxiniately on the same great circle pa th  w ith the two
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stations (statioii-eartliquake l)ack azim uth w ithin less than  10° from the  station- 

s ta tion  back azim uth). W'e select earthquakes listed in the Centroid M oment Ten

sor catalogue (e.g., Dziewonski et a i,  1994), w ith m om ent m agnitudes larger than  

al)ont 4.8, and ej^icentral distances to the stations from 860 to  16,400 km. In an in

teractive selection, the sm oothest portions of the fim dam ental-m ode Rayleigh- and 

Love-wave disj)ersion cm'ves are selected. Kinks or roughness in the  curves are usu

ally caused by diffraction of the  fundam ental m ode or its interference w ith higher 

modes; rough portion of the ciu'ves are not accepted. Olndous outlier curves, away 

from the average, are also not accepted. Careful a tten tion  was paid to  visually iden

tify system atic differences in phase-velocity m easurem ents th a t are propagation- 

direction dependent; these would l)e indicative of incorrect sta tion  tim ing or a 

m easurem ent bias due to  w'ave propagation, from a t least one direction. For the 

sta tion  j^airs select('d, no direc'tion-dependent biases were detectc'd. Averaging over 

a large num ber of one-event m easurem ents, m ade using recordings of eartlujuakes 

in different source regions, in diffc'rent directions from th(' sta tion  i>air, results in 

robust m easurem ents in br(jad period ranges. The rigorous s(>lection of only the 

sm ooth parts  of the dispersion curves increases the  accuracy of the  phase-velocity

F ig u re  4 .2  (facing page): Phase-velocity incasurenients for station ])airs and for 
region averages. Top maps (a d) show the location of the station pairs (red triangles), 
and tlie inter-station ])aths (black lines). The global maps (e h) show earthquakes (dark 
blue dots) and source-station great circle j^aths corresponding to Love-wave (brown) and 
Rayleigh-wave (cyan) measurements. The measured Love- and Rayieigh-wave dispersion 
curves an' shown in (i-1) and (m-p). respectively. Different colours indicalc' th(' nu'tliod 
and the direction each measurement corresponds to. AML Measmements from the Auto
mated Multimode Inversion technique {Lebedev et ai, 2005). x-corr: Measurements from 
the cross-correlation technique {Meier et al., 2004). Dashed grey curves show the pliase- 
velocities computed for the AK135 reference model {Kenriett et ai, 1995). Count graphs 
(q-t) show the total number of measurements at each period for Love and Rayleigh waves 
(red and blue respectively); different coloiu’s show the coimt from different methods. The 
bottom frame shows the resulting average dispersion curves for Love and Rayleigh waves 
and their standard deviations (black curves) (u-x); pink curves show the most robust 
measurements selected to be used for the inversions. The two colunms in the middle il
lustrate inter-station measurements for individual station pairs. The colunms on the left 
and on the right show exani])les of region-average phase-velocity measinernents, using 
all the data from all inter-station ])airs within the regions.
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cm'ves.

Figure 1.2 shows examples of Rayleigh- and Love-wave disj^ersion nieaxure- 

ments. HI-CLIMB station pairs H0810-H1421 and H1050-H1350 are on nearly the 

same great-circle paths (Figures 4.2b and c) and thus have almost the same set of 

earthquakes used in the measm'ements (Figures 4.2f and g). Their close proximity 

also means tha t the surface waves sample nearly the same structure, resulting in 

very similar dispersion curves (Figures 4.2 j-k  and n-o). Note the numerous, super

imposed, consistent measurements from the different methods and opposite source 

directions (Figures 4.2r and s). Many of the phase-velocity measurements start 

from very short periods (<1() s), sampling primarily the shallow, upper-crustal 

structure. Between 10 and 40 s periods, ]:)hase velocities are very low compared to 

glol)al averages, due to the very thick crust and low shear velocities within it. Be

tween 40 and GO seconds, jihase velocities increase rapidly with ]:)eriod, a])proaching 

the reference values comj^uted for the 1-D global ref(;rence model AK135 {Kennetf 

et «/., 1995). For each j^atli, the average phase velocity and the standard deviation 

is calculateri at each period (Figures 4.2v and w). Dispersion differences between 

the two paths are mostly at p('riods <20 s, likely due to shallow', upper crustal 

heterogeneity.

Although the average dis])ersion curves derived from our measm'ements are 

very smooth, and mostly with small standard deviations, there may l>e undetect(‘d 

l)iases remaining in the measurements. In this paper, we base our inferences and 

conclusions only on rol)ust, persistent patterns th a t are j)resent in the data mea

sured along multiple inter-station paths.

4.2.1 R egion-average m easurem ents

Nearl^y station pairs are often contained within the same tectonic units and ex

hibit similar phase-velocity curves (Figures 4.2b and c). Thus, station pairs with 

similar disi)ersion curves between 15 and 50 seconds period were grouped together, 

with the measurements combined so as to characterise the entire region. Figures 

4.21 and p, show the conil)in('d Love- and Rayleigh-wave measurements from all 

the individual station pairs across West Lhasa (FigTires 4.2b and c). Combining 

dispersion curves together yields more robust and broadband measurements, aver

aged from many hundreds of Love- and Rayleigh-wave curves. The region-average
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phase-velocity curve and the corresponding standard deviation are calculated at 

each period (Figiue 1.2x). Only the smoothest j^art of the curve is then selected, 

to be used in inversions (j)ink curve in the bottom  frame).

In another examj:)le, Figure 4.2a shows the measurements for Songpan-Ganzi, 

coml)ined from a number of differently aligned station pairs. Unlike West Lhasa, 

the earthquakes used for the measurements are distril)uted more widely across the 

globe since the inter-station paths have very different azinmths (Figures 4.2a and 

e). The dispersion curves from each individual station pair are very similar, even 

though the j)airs are at significant distances from eac:h other. The similarity of 

the dispersion curves indicates relatively homogeneous structure across the entire 

region.

We identify nine sub regions, with weak heterogeneity within each: West Lhasa, 

Central Lhasa, W 'st C^iangtang, East-central Qiangtang, South-east Qiangtang, 

Songi)an-Ganzi, North Yunnan, South Yunnan and Qinling-Qilian. Figxue 1.3 

shows th(! int('r-station pairs within each region and also a comparison of the dis- 

])ersion curA'es from different regions. All the 9 regions have very low Lov('- and 

Rayleigh-wave phas(! velocities for periods less than 50 seconds, when compart'd to 

phase vckx'ities computed for the global reference model AK135 [Kennett et ai,  

1995). Regions at highest elevations within Tibet display the slowest phase ve

locities (Figm’e 4.3, regions 1 6). Between 10 and 20 s, Rayleigh- and Lovevwave 

l)hase-velocity variations of the 9 regions are less than  0.2 k m s“ ’ and are likely to 

be due to sedimentary-layer and other upper-crustal heterogeneity.

The Rayleigh-wave dis])ersion cvu've from West Qiangtang shows a dip at ~20 

seconds. Between 30 and 40 second period, all six regions in the central, high- 

elevation part of the plateau are characterised by remarkably similar Rayleigh-wave 

phase velocities, suggesting a largely homogeneous structure within the deep crust. 

At periods longer than  40 s, the phase velocity in West Lhasa increase rapidly with 

period, to exceed the gio])al reference at 60-second period. Phase velocities in other 

high-elevation parts of Tibet increase with period more gently.

The dispersion cm'ves from Qinling-Qilian and South Yunnan are distinguished 

by their high velocities between 20 and 50 second ])eriods and are very similar, indi

cating very similar crustal structure at the northeastern and southeastern margins 

of the plateau. Dispersion measurements from North Yunnan display intermediate
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F ig u r e  4 .3 : Broad-band phasc-velocity curves measured in regions across the Tibetan 
Plateau. Left: Map showing inter-station paths within 9 colour coded regions. Different 
symViols indicate stations of different networks, as in Figure 4.1. Centre: the 9 Love- 
wave and 9 Rayleigh-wave, region-average, ])hase-velocity curves. Right: Comjjarison 
of region-average dis])ersion curves within the high-elevation ])art of the plateau (pink 
shade) and those from outside the high ])lateau. Dashed grey curves: Disj)crsion curves 
com])uted for the AK135 reference model {Kennett et ai ,  1995).

phase velocities, higher than in the central but lower than in the outermost parts of 

the plateau, indicating gradual changes in the crustal thickness and shear-velocity 

structure from the central towards the southeastern part of Tibet (Figure 4.3).

4.2.2 Surface-wave depth sensitiv ity

Rayleigh and Love waves sample the Earth differently and are sensitive to differ

ent depth ranges at the same period. Figure 4.4 sliows Frechet derivatives of the 

fundamental-mode Rayleigh and Love phase velocities with respect to shear veloc

ity at depth, for 4 different ])eriods at which the waves sample the thick Tibf^tan 

crust. The normalised sensitivity kernels are computed for a 1-D shear-velocity 

model of West Lhasa. At a 10 s period, the peak sensitivity of Rayleigh waves is 

at about 10 km dej^tli; the maximum sensitivity depth and the depth span of sen

sitivity increases with period. Love waves are sensitive to shallower depths at the 

same periods. Joint inversion of l)road-band, Love and Rayleigh dispersion curves 

can ])ut tight constraints on isotropic-average shear sj)eeds and radial anisotropy 

within the entire crust.
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F ig u re  4.4: Depth sensitivity
kernels for phase velocities of the 
fundaniental-niode Rayleigh and 
Love waves. The curves for different 
periods are scaled independently. 
These kernels are computed for a 1-D 
shear-velocity profile of West Lhasa, 
with a four layer crust and a Molio 
discontinuity at 74 km depth.

4.3 Inversion o f phase-velocity  curves for 

shear-velocity  profiles

Shear velocities are sensitive to tem perature and comi)osition and can offer impor

tant information on the stat(' of the rocks at depth. The advantage of inverting an 

inter-station phase-velocity curve for a 1-D profile is tha t the model is free from 

lateral smoothing tha t characterises 3-D models. Furthermore, the use (jf local 

measmements brings the advantage of their simple, clear relationship to the local 

Earth structure. Rayleigh and Love-wave dispersion curves are inverted sinnilta- 

neously for an isotropic average shear speed profile (\s(avg) =  (Vsv+V"su)/2) and a 

radial anisotro])y ])rofil(' ((V sv~^sn)/2), where Vsv anfl Vsn are the vertically and 

horizontally polarised shear speeds, respectively. The phase-velocity curves used 

for the inversion are re-sampled at a logarithmic samjile sj^acing to balance the 

structural sensitivity along the broad-band dispersion curves.

The inversion is a non-linear, least square, Levenberg-Marcjuardt gradient 

search, run from MATLAB®. For each perturbation in the sliear-speed ])rofile, 

the Love- and Rayleigh-w’ave synthetic phase velocities are computed from the Vsii 

and Vsv niodels, respectively, using a suitably fast version of the MINEOS modes 

code (Masters, http://geodynaniics.org/cig/softw are/m ineos). The non-Hnear in

version algorithm minimises the data-synthetic misfit and converges to the true 

best-fitting solution. The small but non-negligible influence of the compressional- 

w^ave velocity (Vp(is„)) on Rayleigh-w’ave dispersion is taken into account by

R ayleigh Love

10s — 
20 s — 
35 s — 
60 s M

0 1
dC/dy^ ac/av„
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keeping a fixed ratio  to  the isotroi)ic-average shear si)eed (Vs(avg)), sam e as in the 

s tarting  (background) model.

The inversion is param eterised using boxcar and triangu lar basis functions, each 

used for two independent param eters, one for th e  isotroj)ic average Vs p ertm b atio n  

and the other for radial anisotropy. In m ost inversions, the  dep th  of the  Moho and 

3 in tra-crustal discontinuities are also inversion param eters. W ith  15 20 depth  

basis functions sj)anning the crust and upper m antle and mild norm  dam ping, 

the inversions can fit the  d a ta  closely w ith relatively sm ooth, 1-D shear-velocity 

models.

4.3.1 K ey param eters for the crust

Changes in the shape of the  dispersion curve at short and in term ediate periods 

indicate heterogeneity in tlu; crust. How m any i^arameters are necessary to  ca])ture 

the crustal shear-v(>locity s tructu re? In order to  determ ine w hat general structu re  

best describes the data , we first j)erform an over-i)araniet('ris(Kl te st in^•ersion with 

no in tra-crustal discontinuities. Ten triangu lar l)asis functions w ithin crustal dei:)th 

range provide am ple frc'edom for the I'sn find Fsv uiodels to  i>erturb and fit the 

short period d a ta  (Figure 4.5a). Anotlu^r 10 triangular l)asis functions are dcfinc'd 

to  paranieterise the upi)er m antle down to  th e  transition  zone, in order to  fit 

any anomalies required by the longer periods. T he dep th  of the  crust-m antle 

discontinuity is also included in the param eterisation.

Figm'e 4.5a shows the model from the over-param eterised test inversion for 

E ast-central Q iangtang, showing the Vsv (blue) and Vsh (I'Pd) i)rofiles and also 

the Voigt isotropic average shear speed (Vs(iso) =  (2Vsv+V^SH)/3) (orange). The 

conspicuous reduction in Vs between 20 and 40 km dep ths is required by the 

Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity cm've, which shows a decrease in its slope between 

12 and 20 seconds (Figure 4.5a, dispersion frame, dark  grey curve behind the 

synthetic disjx'rsion). Tlu' misfit of the synthetic disp('rsion curves w ith the; d a ta  

is very low for bo th  Rayleigh and Love wave, well below ±0.5%  (Figure 4.5a, 

misfit franu^. Love (])ale red) and Rayk'igh wave (])ak' bhu')). T lu ' rtnnaining data- 

synthetic misfit, larger for Love waves, is due to  noise in th e  m easurem ents. The 

Vs(iso) (find Vsv) model in Figure 4.5a has s truc tu re  sinnlar to  th a t of the  i)ublished 

\ sv models for northw est Himalaya by Caldwell et al. (2009), although somewhat
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faster.

The results of the over-i)aranieterised inversion show four basic layers within 

the crust: a 7 10 kin thick upper crust with relatively low velocities in it, higher- 

velocity upper-middle crust (10 20 km), lower*middle crust with lower velocities 

in it (20-40 km), and higher-velocity lower crust. A test inversion for a four-layer 

crustal model, with 4 boxcar basis functions for the crust, fits the data nearly as well 

as the over-parameterised model (Figure 4.5b). The four l)asis functions control 

the Vs perturbations and the amount of radial anisotropy within the boxcar depth 

range. The depth of crustal discontinuities, including the crust-mantle boundary 

(Moho), are also free to  vary. The data-synthetic fit of the four-layer model is 

nearly identical to tha t given by the over-parameterised inversion (Figure 4.5b, 

misfit frame, i)ale colours), with the difference in the misfit given by the two 

inversions being very small (Figme 4.5b, misfit frame, bold colours). A three- 

layer crust test inversion, however, shows a sul)stantially worse data-synthetic: fit 

for 10 20 second j)eriods (Figure 4.5c), deimmstrating th a t a mininnnn of foiu' 

crustal layers are necc'ssary to describe Tibetan crust.

The difference between Vsii and l^rofiles for the same models is radial 

anisotropy. Anisotropy is present in the middle and lower crust of all the three mod

els, but predominantly in the mid-lower crust in the 20 45 km depth range (Figiu’e 

4.5). Joint inversion of Love and Rayleigh-wave da ta  also yields the isotropic av

erage shear s})eed profiles, which can be more readily related to tem perature and 

composition at dejith than the previously published Vsv models (e.g., Caldwell 

et a i,  2009; Acton et a i, 2010; Yang et a/., 2012).

All our models are paranieterised from the surface at 0 km depth. Topogra

phy is taken into account in phase-velocity calculations. The background model 

for each of the 9 regions is determined from a two-step inversion. First, an over- 

parameterised inversion is performed using a starting model composed of an aver

age crustal Vs from Crust 2.0 {Bassin et al, 2000) and an AK135 mantle {Kennett 

et a l,  1995). In the second inversion tha t follows, the backgrovmd model has 

crustal discontinuities, Moho de]:)th, and the average crustal \ s determined in the 

first inversion, and with the mantle set, again, to the AK135 reference model. All 

the models shown fit the data within the standard deviation.
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4.3.2 Investigation  o f param eter ranges

The shear-velocity models yielded l)y the  in\-ersions are non unicjue; many different 

models can fit the d a ta  almost equally well. Small variations in th e  thickness and 

S  velocity of a layer c^ui l)e com pensated by the velocities and thicknesses of the 

layers al)ove and l)elow. For examj^le, the Moho dep th  from the inversions of East- 

central Q iangtang trades off w ith the  lower crust shear velocity, shallower for a low 

\ s deeper for a high \’elocity, w ith little effect on the misfit for periods >40 s 

(Figures 4.5b and c).

R ather than  inverting dispersion curves for a single best-fitting  S'-velocity pro

file, we then  j)erforni a series of test inversions, com prising nniltiple grid searches 

w ithin sjx^cially select('d i)aram eter STib-spaces. These inversions are target('d  to 

determ ine ranges of V’s and radial anisotroi)y w'ithin s])ecific crustal depth  ranges 

and are desigiu'd to  answer (jnestions such as: how' low or high is th e  shear v('locity

F ig u re  4 .5  (facing page):  Three test inversions u.sing different crustal i)aranieteri- 
satioii for East-central Qiangtang. (a) An over-i>araineterised test inversion. Left; Ten 
triangular basis functions paranieterise the crust, to allow the inversion to fit the data. 
One discontinuity jmranieter is used to allow Moho de])th changes. Center: The best- 
fitting radially anisotroi^ic ^-velocity model, comi)rising the profiles of Vsv (blue), Vsn 
(red), and the Voigt isotro])ic average V's(iso) ((2\'sv+V sh)/3, orange). The model does 
not include any intra-crustal discontinuities. Right, upper frame: Synthetic Rayleigh- 
and Love-wave (lisj)ersion curves. Dark grey curve: measured dispersion cvu'ves (hidden 
behind the synthetic curves). Thin black lines show the standard deviations of the data. 
Dashed grey ciu'ves: Dispersion curves computed for the AK135 reference model {Ken- 
nett et ai,  1995). Right, lower frame: The data-synthetic misfit for Love waves (thick 
pale red) and Rayleigh waves (thick pale blue), (b) Test inversion with a four layer crust. 
Left: Four boxcar basis functions paranieterise the crust to allow for Vs perturbations; 
4 discontinuity parameters allow for depth changes of three intra-crustal discontinuities 
and the Moho. Center: B(\st-fitting 5-velocity model, depicted as in (a). Right: Corre
sponding synthetic phase velocities and data-synthetic misfit (thick pale curves) and the 
misfit relative to the synthetic dispersion curves from (a) (thin bold curves), (c) Test 
inversion with a three-layer crust. Left: Three boxcar basis functions ])arameterise the 
crust to allow for Vs perturbations; 3 discontiiuiity parameters allow for depth changes 
of two intra-crustal discontinuities and the Moho. Center: Inverted ^-velocity model, 
shown as in (a) and (b). Right: dispersion curves and misfits, shown as in (b). All the 
inversions have ui>per mantle i)arameterisation sufficient to fit the long period data.
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within the middle crust, or, what is the strength of the radial anisotroj^y in a depth 

range? The inversions are parameterised in a way th a t the property under investi

gation is fixed within the depth range in ciuestion, while all the other parameters 

remain free to perturb. Hence, the inversion is set up to find the l:>est model tha t 

fits the data  under the restricted condition. For example, an inversion is set with 

a fixed Vs between 20 45 km depth while the other parameters, such as the 

the other crustal layers, Moho and the upper crustal discontinuity, as well as the 

anisotropy within all the crustal layers are free to change. For each new inversion 

the Vs in the background model is incremented by a small step of 0.025 km s“ \  

The data-synthetic fits achieved in each inversion provide the quantitative criterion 

for which models are the most consistent with the data.

This approach is different from the grid search ai^i)lied Ijy Caldwell et al. (2009), 

who i)erformed a series of inversions by varying the Vs gradient from the surface 

down to 100 km dei)th of different starting models with no Moho discontinuity. 

Our ajjproach also differs from Monte-Cark) methods (e.g., Shapiro et al., 2004; 

Yao et al., 2008, 2010; Huang et al., 2010; Duret et a l, 2010; Yang et al., 2012), 

although, like them, it produces a suit of best-fitting models. The main advantage 

of our ap])roach is that it exi>lores the complete ranges of parameters identific'd as 

most relevant, with no a priori assumptions on how broad these ranges may be.

Figure 4.6 shows three test inversion series set up to delimit the ranges of 

shear velocity between 20 and 45 km depth and radial anisotropy averages over 

the 20 45 km depth range and over the entire crustal thickness. For each test 

we plot the Voigt isotropic average shear speed (Vs(iso)), the radial anisotroi:)y 

(rsH — Vsv/Vs(iso)), the corresj)onding Love- and Rayleigh-wave synthetic dispersion 

curves, and the data-synthetic misfits. Plots of Vs, dispersion curves, and misfits 

zoom on the crustal depths and periods. The tests for the mid-crustal shear- 

velocity range show expected trade-off’s between shear velocities in neighbouring 

layers and, also, radial anisotropy. When the S  velocity between 20 and 45 km 

depth is set high, both the upj^er and lower crustal velocities decrease whilst the 

radial anisotropy becomes stronger in order to push the synthetic Rayleigh-wave 

phase velocity lower and fit the data  (Figure 4.6, Songpan-Ganzi). Similarly, a very 

low \̂ s within the mid-crust results in a higher Vs in the adjacent upper and lower 

crustal layers and a decreased radial anisotropy. The best-fitting S'-velocity profile.
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shown in red, shows an intermediate Vs in the niid-crustal depth range and the 

adjacent layers. The divergence of the synthetic dis{)ersion curves corresponding 

to the different test models is apparent at 20-40 s periods, most sensitive to the 

L\^Z depth range, esj^ecially for Rayleigh waves. The same a])proacli is used to 

determine the ranges for mid-crustal radial anisotropy and crust al-average radial 

anisotropy.

The data-synthetic misfit given by the best fitting model (Figure 4.6, red curve 

in the misfit frame) is small, much less than 0.5% at all periods. The remaining 

misfit is due to noise in the data. In order to establish a cjuantitative criterion for 

which models are most consistent with the measurements, we, instead of setting 

a data-synthetic misfit threshold for all the samples (whic:h could be biased by a 

single noisy sani])le), use the root-mean-square (RMS) misfit computed over the 

length of both the Love- and Rayleigh-wave curves, uj:) to the GO second i)eriod. 

Param eter ranges determined in the tests are such that all the models with the 

])arameter in (juestion (e.g., lower-middle-crustal S  velocity) within the range yield 

a misfit smaller than the global-mininnun misfit plus a constant (2.-5 m s“ ’). The 

colour scale of the profiles and the corresponding dispersion curves correspond to 

the RMS misfits, with darker colours indicating better fits (Figure 4.G).

The shear-velocity tests for the mid-crustal LVZ of Songi)an-Ganzi, 20 45 km 

depths, yield the lower and U])per S  velocity limits of 3.08 and 3.43 k n is” \  respec

tively, with a best fitting Vs of 3.18 k m s - ’ (Figure 4.6 and Table 4.1, Songpan- 

Ganzi). In this and following figures. Vs find radial anisotropy j)rofiles are plotted 

in i)ale grey where the structure cannot be relial)ly resolved by the Rayleigh and 

Love data in the period range of the measurements.

In contrast to Songpan-Ganzi, the best-fitting Vs profile for West Lhasa shows 

no LVZ in isotropic-average S  velocities but features, instead, strong mid-crustal 

radial anisotropy of ~12% (Figure 4.6, West Lhasa, red best fit). Estimates of the 

radial anisotropy within 20 45 km depth were derived from test inversions with 

anisotropy fixed in the background model (Vsh>Vsv) and with the adjacent layers 

allowed to have between 0 and -1-3% anisotropy. M id-crustal radial anisotropy in 

\ \e s t Lhasa has a lower and upj)er limit between 8.5 and 13.8%. Crust al-aver age 

radial anisotropy estimates (dejitli span l^etween 10 km depth and the Moho) give 

a range of 5.5 to 8.6% (Figure 4.6, West Lhasa).
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F ig u r e  4 .6 : Grici-search test iiiversioiiy ])erforiiied to  de lim it the ranges o f Vs 'in fl rad ia l 
anisotro])y in  20 45 kn i depth range, and the range for cnistal-average rad ia l anisotro])y, 
between 10 k in  depth and the Moho. Next to  each o f the isotropic average Vs(iso) models 
( ( 2 V s v + V s h ) / 3 )  is the radia l anisotropy profiles ((Vsn-Vsv)/V^s(iso))- G rey shade in  the 
models show the range o f the tested values tha t tu rned out to  be consistent w ith  the data. 
Synthetic dispersion curves for each o f the Vs models is p lo tted  in the frame below. The 
colotu’ scale indicates the data-.synthetic RMS m is fit over the coinbiiu^d Rayleigh- and 
Love-wave dispersion curves, for periods up to  60 s. B lack curves represent the accej)ted 
data-synthetic fits  which have a RMS value between the best f it t in g  regional profile  (red) 
and a set RMS threshold. T h in  black curves show the standard devia tion o f the data. 
The profiles are coloured in  depth ranges where they are re liab ly  constrained by the data. 
The m is fit frames show the data-.synthetic m isfits at d ifferent periods for each Vs model. 
Le ft: The Vs range at 20 45 km  depths beneath Songpan-Ganzi. Centre: The range 
for rad ia l anisotropy a t 20 45 km  depths beneath West Lhasa. R ight: Crustal-average 
rad ia l anisotropy, between 10 km  depth and the Moho, West Lhasa.
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The tests illustrated in Figure 4.6 have been performed for all of our regions 

within Tibet. Strong damping is applied to S])ecific crustal layers and disconti

nuities tha t show unrealistic shear speeds, particularly when running tests for an 

isotroj)ic crust. In an effort to narrow down param eter ranges, the RMS threshold 

factor for the crustal-average radial anisotropy tests is set to 2 m s ’ and reduced 

further to 1 m s“ * for the mid-crustal radial anisotropy ranges. Because of the 

large trade-off of anisotroijy with the crustal thickness, regions which have a thin

ner crust (North and South Yunnan, and Qinling-Qilian) have the RMS threshold 

factor set to 1 m s  ’ for both anisotropic tests. The selection of the RMS threshold 

is subjecti^'e and our approach is to have ranges from reasonable models tha t fit 

the data well. A fixed threshold factor of 2.5 m s  ̂ on all the three tests would 

have result('d in very broad anisotroj^ic ranges.

A separate seri(>s of tests was i)erformed to determine shear-velocity ranges for 

the lower crust. These tests were unsuccessful, due to the strong trade-offs between 

de('p-crustal shear velociti(;s and the Moho dei)th and ui)i)erniost mantle velocities. 

To try and resolve this, information on the regional Moho dei)th and upj)ermost 

mantle velocitic's was incorjxjrated into the inversions. The low(’r crustal velocities 

wer(' kept below 1.0 kn is“ * and the Moho depths were not allowed to l)e shallower 

than published de])ths: 70 km for Lhasa (e.g., Priestley et ai, 2008; Schulte-Pelkiirn 

et ai, 2005; Ndbelek et ai, 2009), 60 km for Qiangtang and Songpan-Ganzi (e.g., 

Zhao et ai, 2001; Kind et a i,  2002; Kiimar et al,  2006; Ndbelek et ai, 2009; Tseng 

et ai, 2009; Yue et ai, 2012), 50 km in Qinhng-Qihan (e.g., Liu et a i,  2006; Shi 

et a/., 2009; Karplus et ai, 2011), and 50 km and 40 km in North and South Yunnan 

respectively (e.g., Kan et ai, 1986; Li et ai, 2006; Xu et ai, 2007). Nonetheless, 

equally well fitting models could Ije obtained for lower-crustal Vs values in ranges 

too broad to be useful.

Plotted together, the results of all the inversions for each region display lioth 

the uncertainty of the shear-speed and radial-anisotropy profiles, and the robust 

features within them. Figure 4.7 shows examples of the l^midles of isotroj)ic Vs and 

anisotro])v i)rofiles, as well as the corresponding disj^ersion curves and frequency- 

dependent misfits, all colour-coded according to misfit. The well fitting (dark 

coloured) l ' s ( i . s o )  models for East-central Qiangtang have mid-crustal shear sj^eeds 

between 3.2 and 3.5 km s“ \  with 0 8% radial anisotropy. The synthetic dispersion
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curves and da ta -syn tlie tic  m isfits show how narrow  the range o f b e s t-fitt in g  pfiase- 

ve loc ity  curves is. South-east Q iangtang displays m id -crusta l velocities s im ila r to  

East-centra l Q iangtang, bu t w ith  shallower rad ia l anisotropy. The broad ranges o f 

lower-crusta l shear sj^eeds and the M o lio  dei)tlis  are due to  the M olio-Vs trade-off.

4.4 R e su lts

\Ve present suites o f 1-D rad ia l an isotrop ic shear-velocity models fo r n ine regions 

across the T ibe tan  P lateau, displayed in  F igure 4.8. For each region we show the 

isotro ])ic shear ve loc ity  profiles as a function  o f depth from  all th(' test inversions, 

and the  corresponding rad ia l anisotropy. The profiles are colour-coded according to  

th e ir f it ,  dark being the  be tte r f it t in g  models. The w h ite  loops on the  map enclose 

the d iffe ren t regions represented by the profiles, approxim ated by the  in te r-s ta tion  

pairs (F igure  4.3).

The plateau is characteris('d by low m id -crusta l shear velocities (< 3 .5  k m s “ ^),
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across vast areas from west to soxitli east Til^et, even though in Yunnan the crust 

thins significantly. Internally within the plateau, strong velocity contrast exists 

between different regions; mid-ciustal shear velocities decrease towards the north 

of the plateau along West Lhasa to West Qiangtang, from 3.37 to 3.14 kn is“ ’ ; 

along Central Lhasa to Songpan-Ganzi, from 3.41 to 3.18 k m s“ ’ ; and from South 

to North Yimnan wdth velocities decreasing from 3.50 to 3.34 km s” ' (Figure 4.8 

and Table 4.1). Although the suite of better fitting models for the regions north 

of the BNS have a niid-crustal LVZ, only West Qiangtang, Songpan-Ganzi and 

South-east Qiangtang show robust patterns of a decrease in shear velocity l)etween 

10 and 30 km depth (Figure 4.8, regions 2, 4 and 6). The contrast between the 

monotonic velocity of Central Lhasa and the LVZ across Songjian-Ganzi (regions 3 

and G) is also liighlight('d t)y Yaiu] et al. (2012). In the case of West Lhasa, which 

also has no isotropic LVZ in the best fitting profile (Figures 4.G and 4.8, region 1), 

the strong radial anisotropy in the same depth range results in a large amplitude 

\ ’sv LVZ as observ('d in previous studies (e.g.. Rapine et al., 2003). The crustal 

structure and shear velocities of North Yunnan are similar to the regional profiles 

of central Tibet, including a small amplitude niid-crustal LVZ, despite this region 

l)('ing a considerable distance away from the central regions and having a shallower 

Moho.

At the northern and southeastern margins of the plateau the crustal structure is 

different to the profiles found within Tibet. In the north, the Kunlun Fault appears 

to  be a sharp boundary between the low velocities of Songpan-Ganzi and the high 

velocities of Qinling-Qilian, as Vs increases to about 3.G k n is^ ’ , ehminating the 

LVZ (region 6 and 9). Similarly across Ytuinan, as anticipated from the very similar 

disj^ersion curves to Qinling-Qilian (Figure 4.3, regions 8 and 9), the mid-crustal 

S  velocity increase diminishes the LVZ amplitude.

Radial anisotropy differs between regions. In western Tibet the better fitting 

models for W’est Lhasa and West Qiangtang have the strongest mid-crustal ra

dial anisotropy wdth minimums of 9 and 5%, respectively (Figure 4.8, Table 4.1, 

regions 1 and 2). Radial anisotropy at similar depths but with a lesser ampli

tude is ol)served in Central Lhasa, East-central Qiangtang, North and South Yun

nan, and Qinling-Qilian. The dispersion curves for Songpan-Ganzi and South-east 

Qiangtang require weak-to-no radial anisotroi:)y in the middle and lower crust, and
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F ig u re  4 .8 : Bundles of radially anisotropic, 5-v('locity jirofile.s conijjilod from all tlic' 
test inversions. The models re])resent average structure over regions shown on the map. 
Each individual profile is colour coded to show data-synthetic m isfit; darker colours 
indicate better fit. The profiles are coloured in depth ranges where they are reliably 
constrained by the data. A ll the jjrofiles fit the data w ith in  the standard deviation at 
all periods.

anisotropy seems to  occur shallower (F igures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8, Table 4.1, regions 

4 and 6). The  contrast in  rad ia l anisotropy between West Lhasa and Songpan- 

Ganzi can be observed d ire c tly  from  the phase velocities (F igure  4.2 u and x). 

The Rayleigh- and Love-wave dispersion ciuves for West Lhasa, when compared 

to  Songpan-Ganzi, diverge between 20 and 30 s period, which is sensitive to  the
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inicklle cnist. Similarly, radial anisotropy across South Yunnan is evident due to 

similar divergence of Love-wave disj^ersion from Rayleigh-wave, when compared 

with the dispersion of Qinling-Qilian (Figure 4.3, regions 8 and 9). The divergence 

takes place for periods longer than 30 seconds, which suggest th a t radial anisotropy 

occurs at greater depth.

Although no specific tests were performed to directly resolve the crustal thick

ness, and keej)ing in mind the strong trade-ofT of lower crustal shear velocities with 

Moho (lei)th, variations in the regional crustal thickness from the better fitting 

l)rofiles is observed. In southern Tibet the crustal thickness is between 70-80 km 

(regions 1 and 3), between GO 70 km in northern Tibet (regions 2, 4-G), between 

50 60 km thick in Qinling-Qilian (region 9), and thins gradually towards the soTith- 

east to about 40 50 km dej^tli (regions 7 and 8). The Moho dej)ths of all the nine 

regions in general agree with the average depths iuf('rred from other seismic stud

ies: a deej) Moho beneath the southern Til)et (e.g., Priestley et ai, 2008; Schulte- 

Pelkurii et a i,  2005; Ndbclek et ai, 2009) and a shallower Moho across northern 

Tibet ((’.g., Zhao et ai, 2001; Kind et (iL, 2002; Kwuar et a i,  2006; Ndbelek et al, 

2009; Tseng et ai,  2009; Yue et ai, 2012), a sudden jum p across the Kunlun Fault 

{Liu et al., 2006; Shi et al, 2009; Karplus et al,  2011), and a gradually rising 

Moho tow'ards southeast Til>et {Kan et al., 1986; Li et ai, 2006; X u et ai, 2007).

4.5 D iscussion

4.5.1 T he shear velocities w ith in  T ib e t’s crust

Many shear-velocity models inferred from surface-wave measiu'ements are based on 

Rayleigh-wave studies only. Modelled shear speeds from Rayleigh waves in regions 

tha t have significant radial anisotropy are only representative of the vertic'ally 

polarised shear waves Vsv- radial anisotropic models ht both wav(' types,

and hence the isotropic models are exi:>ected to represent a more accurate sliear- 

velocity structure.

In order to benchmark oiu’ models, we compare the best-fitting mid-crustal 

velocities estimates (\ "sv) with those of other 1-D models also inferred from surface 

waves. For example in Songpan-Ganzi, which has weak radial anisotropy, the mid-
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Depth (km)

Region Middle cru.st
Vs
( k m s - ')
20 45

Middle crust 
radial anisotropy 
(%)
20 45

Crustal average 
radial anisotropy
(%)
10 M

West Lhasa 1 3.37
3.21 3.41

9 14 6 9

West Qiangtang 2 3.14
3.02 3.36

5 9 5 8

Central Lha.sa 3 3.44
3.31 3.49

4 8 3 5

S.E. Qiangtang 4 3.43
3.27 3.49

0 1 0 2

E.C. Qiangtang 5 3.33
3.25 3.44

0 8 2 4

Songpan Ganzi 6 3.18
3.08 3.43

0 5 0 5

North Yunnan 7 3.34
3.23 3.52

0 10 3 6

South Yunnan 8 3.50
3.32 3.61

0 9 4 7

Qinling Qillan 9 3.59
3.38 3.63

1 8 2 5

T ab le  4.1: Shear velocity and radial anisotropy estimates for different regions within 
Tibet. Mid-crustal S velocities and radial anisotropy are from the i)est fitting profiles. 
Velocity and radial anisotropy ranges are from test inversions as illustrated in Figure 4.6.

crustal \ sv iw 3.18 kn is“ ’ a close match with the 1-D model of Yang et al. 

(2012). Similarly, Central Lhasa has a micl-crustal Vsv of 3.39 km s“ ', which is 

also in good agreement with the average value of Yang et al. (2012), however in 

our case the mid-crust has a radial anisotrojiy of 4-8%. Another good agreement 

in S  velocity is with that of Rapine et al. (2003) for West Lhasa, a region with even 

stronger radial anisotroj^y: our mid-crust Vsv is 3.23 km s“ ’ . Across Qiangtang, 

Rapine et al. (2003) rei)ort an increase in Vsv whereas our profiles show a droj) in 

S  velocity. The increase in \ sv could be due to parts of the sovu'ce-station paths 

sampling the strong Tarim basin and may also be due to azimuthal anisotropy 

biases favouring fast i:>ropagation in the west-east orientation across northern Tibet 

(Chapter 5). 1-D radial anisotropic models from paths crossing the entire ])lateau 

along the northern and southern regions have mid-crust al Vsv hi the range of 

3.15 3.3 km s“  ̂ {Duret et al., 2010), within our range of values for the different 

regions.

Likewise, consistency exists between our 1-D inid-crustal Vsv with the veloc

ities of recent tomograi^hic models using hundreds of paths crossing the entire 

plateau {Acton et al., 2010; Yang et al, 2012), and across Yunnan {Yao et al..
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2008, 2010). Isotropic Vs estimates for Yumian are within average velocities of the 

ra(hal anisotropic tomographic model l)y Huang et al. (2010). O ther tomographic 

maps either show weak lateral changes in the mid crust {Sun et ai,  2010) or show 

very low velocities located in the eastern region of the plateau {Li et ai, 2012), 

resulting in differences to  our and other published models.

The very good agreement of our vertically i)olarised shear velocities with Vsv 

of other models dem onstrate that om- inversions are rol)ust, and can infer shear 

speeds requiring varying strengths of radial anisotropy. This gives us confidence 

tha t the Vs estim ates for the different regions across the plateau represent the 

true isotropic shear velocity. Differences between Vsv and Vs(iso) hi regions that 

have strong radial anisotropy can be significant. For example in West Lhasa the 

mid-crustal isotroj^ic velocity is faster than Vsv by about 4% — this is significant 

('uough to distort inferences on the geophysical state  and composition of rocks if 

 ̂sv is assumed to l)e the true shear speed.

Figme 1.9 (cross-sections AA’. BB’, and CC’) coin])ares mid-crustal shear 

sp('('ds of various tomographic models (}'ao et ai, 2008, 2010; Huang et al, 2010; 

Acton et ai,  2010; Yang et ai, 2012) with our (istimates along three north-south 

])rofiles across Tibet. Although the different shear specnls have similar trends, 

the isotro])ic V's is notably faster lieneath regions with strong mid-crustal radial 

anisotroj^y such as West Qiangtang and Lhasa. Interestingly, West Qiangtang and 

Songpan-Ganzi have similar very low velocities, l)ut, the former has strong radial 

anisotropy (Vsh>Vsv, 5% minimum) and the la tter does not. Profiles AA’ and 

BB’ clearly show strong velocity variations between the different terranes. Along 

I)rofile BB’ radial anisotroi)y decreases from south to north as reflected in the con

verging shear velocities towards Songi:)an-Ganzi. The regional inter-station pairs 

for Central Lhasa miss a low Vs anomaly in southern Tibet {Acton et al., 2010; 

Yang et al., 2012) proljably originating from north of the Himalayas and across the 

Yarhmg-Zang1)o Suture {Unsworth et al., 2005; Rippe and Unsworth, 2010). In the 

north all three velocities come together beneath Songpan-Ganzi, and further north, 

across the Kunlun Fault, our Vs highlights a dram atic velocity increase. Shear ve

locities inferred from controlled-som’ce experiments across south and north of the 

Kunlun Fault are significantly higher and are not plotted {Mechie et ai, 2012). 

Along j)rofile CC” tomograi)hy suggests that there is strong local heterogeneity
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Middle crust: High conductivity, low shear velocities and partial melt
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F ig u r e  4 .9 : A lid -crusta l h igh conductiv ity , shear velocities and p a rtia l m elt across the 
T ibe tan  P lateau. M aj) shows the location o f d ifferent M T  experiments (dark brown th in  
lines) and the location o f three vertica l cross sections (th ick  grey lines). H igh lights along 
the M T  lines indicate regions o f m id-crusta l h igh conduc tiv ity  from  various studies {Chen 
et ai, 1996; Spratt et ai,  2005; Unsworth et ai, 2005; Rippe and Unsworth, 2010; Bai 
et ai, 2010; Le Pape et ai, 2012). For each cross section the elevation is shown along 
w ith  m id-crusta l average S  velocities and p a rtia l m elt estimates (20 45 km depth range). 
O ur bes t-fitting  shear velocities (Vs, bold th in  black lines) are shown along w ith  other 
estimates o f shear velocities (th ick  grey lines, Vsv^ ^ 0,0 et al., 2008, 2010; Acton et al, 
2010; Yang et ai, 2012, and Vs: Huang et ai, 2010). The differences between velocities 
can be explained, in  pa rt, by m id-cnxstal rad ia l anisotropy, indicated, as measured in 
th is  study, in the elevation frame. M id -crusta l p a rtia l melt estimates are p lo tted  in  the 
bo ttom  frames.
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{Yao et al ,  2008. 2010; Huanfj et ai ,  2010). O ur profiles average out local shear- 

velocity anomalies and o ther Fs changes arising from an alternating  positive and 

negative radial anisotropy [Huang et ai ,  2010).

The shear-velocity models represent the rol)ust s truc tu res beneath  the  regions, 

and provide a more accm 'ate estim ate of the crustal S  velocities aj^proj^riate to 

assess the  heterogeneity beneath  Til)et. IMid-crustal velocities vary across the 

p la teau  decreasing from ~ 3 .1  k n is“ ’ in the  south  to  3.14 and 3.18 k n is “  ̂ in the 

north  beneath  \Aest Q iangtang and Songpan-Ganzi, respectiv^ely. Similarly, in 

southeastern  Til)et, S  velocities decrease from South to  N orth Y unnan from 3.50 

to  3.34 k m s“ \  resi)ectively (Figure 4.11a).

4.5.2 R egional distribution o f low -velocity zones

Recent geophysical models have kejit alive the debate  regarding T ib e t’s internal 

s tru c tu re  and deform ation, between the two end-m em lx'r modes: “rigid blocks” 

and “continuous deform ation” . Topography-induc('d models for T ibet by Clark 

and Royden (2000) iiidicat(' th a t the mori)h()logy of the  ('ast('ru ])lateau rc'flects 

large-scale fluid flow w ithin the underlying crust th a t  oozes around strong rigid 

boundaries, creating broad, gentle nuu'gins. On the  o ther hand, M T studies cu tting  

across the  various terranes of ea.stern Til^et proj)osed two localised chaimels of high 

conductivity  th a t can act as shear zou('s a n d /o r acconm iodatf' flow (Bai et ai,  

2010).

Inferences from seismic shear velocities have been few. A m id-crustal LVZ, 

indic:ative of a vertically confined weak layer, has been determ ined in the south 

(e.g., Kind et ai,  1996; Cotte et ai,  1999; Caldwell et ai ,  2009), and across the 

p la teau  (e.g., Romanowicz,  1982; Rapine et ai ,  2003), too sparse to  discrim inate 

between any mechanisms. Only recently, w ith the  rap id  increase in the  num ber of 

sta tions, it is becom ing possible to  m ap th e  entire p lateau. South-north  vertical 

cross sections from tom ographic models of T ibet have two m id-crustal low-velocity 

anom alies, one on each side of the BNS, w ith th e  northern  anom aly having the 

lowest Vsv {Acton et a i ,  2010; Yarig et ai ,  2012). However, the lack of Love-wave 

inform ation in these models makes it unclear if the  decrease in Vsv reflects the 

true  isotropic velocity or w hether the low velocities are a result of strong radial 

anisotrop>'. 1-D models th a t fit l)oth Love- and Rayleigh-wave dis])ersion and have
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strong radial anisotropy between 20 and 45 km depth , do not have an explicit 

m id-crustal LVZ {Shapiro et a i,  2004; Duret et a i,  2010). A lbeit all the  available 

models, it is still not clear if the LVZ is platean-w ide or if the  LVZ is isolated 

beneath  specific regions.

The trend  of b e tte r  fitting models w ithin the  com pilation of regional profiles 

highlights robust Vs structures, including a LVZ (Figures 4.7 and 4.8). T he good 

agreement of the  best fitting models w ith th e  velocities of other models, discussed 

in the previous section, adds tru s t to  subsequent inferences. E stim ates for the  LVZ 

am plitude from the Vs decrease between 15 and 30 km depth , ((Vs{i5) —Vs(3 0 ))/Vs(i5), 

indicate th a t LVZ amj^litudes vary substantially  across the  plateau: strongly  pro

nounced in West Q iangtang and Songpan-G anzi (>9%  Vs reduction), weaker in 

c(!ntral and eastern  Q iangtang (<3% ), and unnecessary across Lhasa. T he western 

profiles have a similar Vsv reduction to  the  1-D i)rofiles of north-w est Himalaya 

( Caldwell et a l,  2009). The crustal s truc tu re  and shear velocities of N orth Yunnan 

are similar to  the  regional profiles of central T ibet, including the m id-crustal LVZ. 

The incr(?as(’ in Vs from N orth to South Yunnan dim inishes the am plitude of the 

LVZ in the south  (Figure 4.8, regions 7 and 8) resulting in a sim ilar s truc tu re  

to  Qinling-Qilian, as anticipated  from the alike disj)ersion ciu’ves of bo th  regions 

(Figure 4.3). The profiles for N orth Yunnan agree well w ith 1-D models from re

ceiver functions {Xu et a i ,  2007) but contrast w ith the tom ographic m odels th a t 

cither lack a distinctive LVZ or have very low shear speeds ju s t above the  Moho 

{Yao et a i,  2008, 2010; Huang et a i,  2010). Unlike southeast T ibe t where the 

velocity seems to  increase gradually, the  firm Vs increase beneath  Qinling-Qilian 

from Songpan-Ganzi suggest th a t the KTuilun Fault is a sharp boiuidarv  for the 

LVZ in north  T ibet.

The regional d istribu tion  of our LVZ agrees qualitatively  w ith the  tom ographic 

m ap of a LVZ by Yang et al. (2012). T hey show large LVZ am plitudes (>9% , Vsv) 

around the  periphery of T ibet, particularly  in western Q iangtang and Songpan- 

Ganzi, regions w'hich we also identify w ith strong LVZ am plitudes (Figure 4.8, 

regions 2 and 6; Figure 4.11b, red shaded regions). In sou th  and central T ibet, 

the model of Yang et al. (2012) has an interconnected LVZ in-between large areas 

w ithout an LVZ, also sim ilar to  regions we identify w ith none or a weak LVZ (Lhasa 

and central Q iangtang). We note th a t any existence of la teral (channels or local
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discontinuous LVZ [Hetenyi et ai, 2011) are smoothed in our profiles. Nonetheless, 

similar dispersion of the individual inter-station pairs within the same region, such 

as Songpan-Ganzi (Figure 1.2a, i and m). indicate th a t the crust is uniform within 

tha t region. Hence, the low shear velocities and other inferred properties such as 

melts, ^'iscosity and flow (discussed below) are the same beneath the inter-station 

path coverage of the region. A homogeneous crust beneath northern Tibet has also 

been modelled by tomography ( Yang et a/., 2012). We conclude th a t on a regional 

scale a mid-crustal low sliear-velocity zone varies across the j^lateau in a more sys

tem atic way from south to north, with the decease in velocities towards the north, 

up to the Kunlun Fault. Northeastern Tibet, Songpan-Ganzi, is characterised l)v 

a laterally broad LVZ that is prone to widespread deformation.

4.5.3 Low shear velocities due to  high tem peratures

W ith little knowk'dge about the temj^erature, comi)osition and water content be

neath Tibet we have to r(>ly on shear-velocities, seismic obsc'rvations, and labora

tory experiments to inf('r otlu'r gc'ophysical properties. Precise temperature-dei:)th 

estim ates for Til)et are deterniinc'd from the a  to P (juartz transition in quartz 

bearing rocks. The transition takes ])lace at the boundary between the upj)er and 

middle crust, generating a measurable seismic signature. Its detection yields ])recise 

tenijx 'rature <;stimat('s and marks s})ecific t(nnperatur('-de])th contours. Beneath 

north-central Lhasa the transition occurs at 32 km depth (0.85 GPa) and has a 

corres])onding temj^erature of 800°C {Mechie et ai, 2001). In order to estim ate the 

expected shear velocity at this dej^tli and tem perature we make use of laboratory 

measurements anfl relationshi])s - an approach also adopted by Caldwell et al. 

(2009) and Yang et al. (2012). Likewise we use the laboratory measurement of 

Christensen (199G) performed on a variety of dry rocks at room tem perature (r.t.) 

and at 1000 MPa (representative of pressures at 30 km depth). We select meta- 

niorphic rocks with the lowest shear velocities: metagraywacke, phyllite, granite 

gneiss, biotite (tonalite) gneiss, mica quartz schist, and j^aragranulite all in the 

range of 3.51 3.66 k n is " ', with an average of 3.62 km s ’ . Velocity reductions diie 

to high tem peratures are estimated by applying the Vs-temperature relationship 

of 2x 10“ '̂  km s  ̂ per degree Celsius determined from teniperature-i)ressure exper

iments on a variety of gneisses (Kern et ai, 2001). Thus at 800°C the expected
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Is  is 3.46 km s“ \  close to the Fs in Central Lhasa (3.44 k n is“ ’) and South-east 

Qiangtang (3.43 k n is“ ^). Plutonic rocks such as granite-granodiorite have a high 

Vs which at this depth and tem perature would not match the Vs for Central Lhasa.

Across Qiangtang (along the INDEPTH III profile) Mechie et al. (2004) de

termines th a t the a — transition occurs shallower at 18 km depth (0.48 GPa) 

with a corresponding tem perature of ~700°C. Such a transition is also thought to 

occur north of Songpan-Ganzi, at a similar depth, along the INDEPTH IV profile 

{Mechie et al., 2012). Other temj^erature estimates from nearby xenoliths indicate 

tha t tem peratures reach 1000°C at a depth of 50 km (1.3 GPa) {Hacker et al, 

2000). At these teniperatm-es the calculated reduced shear velocity for hot solid 

rocks, including politic rocks {Hacker et ai, 2000), is stih al)ove 3.1 k m s^’ , much 

higher than Vs across west and central Qiangtang.

Laboratory ex])eriments show tha t following the a — ft transition, further in

crease in temi)erature continues to decrease S  velocities at a higher rate, followed 

by rapid decrease at the onset of fluid induced partial melting (e.g., Mueller and 

Massonne, 2001). The dehydration-melting solidus for nniscovite bearing schist is 

in the range of 820 900"C between 1.0 1.6 G Pa (e.g., Clemens and Vielzeuf, 1987; 

Patino Douce and Harris, 1998; Patino Douce and McCarthy, 1998; Holyoke and 

Pushmer, 2002; Litvinovsky et al, 2000). Assiuning such a coniix)sition and high 

tem peratures in the range of 900-1000°C, partial melting starts  to occur and the 

shear velocities are reduced substantially. Our results indicate that mid-crustal 

tem peratures of about ~800°C can explain the low shear velocities in Central 

Lhasa, South-east Qiangtang and South Yunnan whereas in regions with lower 

mid-crustal velocities cannot be explained by higher tem peratures alone and re- 

(}uire some other velocity-reducing process such as jiartial melting.

4.5.4 Lower shear velocities due to  partial m elt

A partially molten middle crust beneath southern Tibet has been hypothesised 

from various geophysical studies {Nelson et al., 1996). The presence of fluids have 

b('on intern'd from strong s('ismic reflections (bright s])ots) obscrvf'd across the 

Himalaya at 15-20 km depth using the INDEPTH I and II data. The strong 

interfaces are thought to be j^roduced by magmas or partial melting {Brown et al., 

1996) and also water {Makovsky et ai, 1996). Makovsky and Klemperer (1999)
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Figure 4.10: M id-cnisl al part ial melt ('stiiiiat('s for (iilirrcut rrgioiis across I I k - plat ('an. 
Estim ates are based on the analytical shear-velocity relationship of V's/Vg’ and rock 
fluid fractions by Watanabe (1993) (light grey curve). Vs if’ the velocity within the 
niid-crustal (30 kni depth), according to the bost-htting. region-average prohle. Black 
scjuares: Partial melt estim ates using a reference S  velocity of crustal rocks on the onset 
of melting at 30 km depth, \'ĵ ’= 3 .4  k m s“ ' (see text for details). Dark grey circles: 
Partial melt estim ates t)ased on the decrease in velocity from the layer ai)ove the LVZ.

suggest that 10% by \'olunie of free aciueous fluids is recjuired to produce the 

ol)s('rv('d bright n'flections. In contrast to sontluun Tilx't, no strong shallow' s('isniic 

reflections have been observed in north-central Lhasa and south Qiangtang (along 

th(' INDEPTII III ])roIil('). TIk' lack of bright s])ots suggests tlu' abs<nic(  ̂ of fluid 

concentrations in these regions {Haines et al,  2003). Estim ates of melt are sparse 

and vary in numbers. It is still miclear whether melts are plateau-wide {Nelson 

et ai,  1996) or whether melts vary between south and north {Owens and Zandt, 

1997) or are only localised beneath rifts like the Yadong-Gulu. Furthermore it is 

also uncertain how nmch percentage of melt is involved.

As the shear-velocities in western and northern Til)et are lower than tha t of 

hot solid rocks and tem peratures are higher than the solidus, we consider the effect 

fluid-induced ])artial melting has on the S  velocities. W'e derive estimates for the 

fluid volume in the rocks assuming tha t the lower shear velocities are due solely 

to th(' ))r('S('nc(' of ('ither a<^U('ous fluids or melts, or both, and not du<' to the 

(])00rly known) composition. We determine two estimates for melt fraction, one
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based on the assumption that the Vg’ of dry cnistal rocks equals the velocity just 

on top of the LVZ (similar to the approach adopted by Caldwell et ai, 2009), and 

the other estimate is based on an unconstrained reference of 3.4 km s^ ' 

a velocity well below the expected Vs of hot dry solid rocks at 30 km depth (a 

conservative approach also applied by Yang et aL, 2012). Mid-crust Vs/Vg* ratios 

are compared to an analytical relationship small fluid fractions of silicate melts and 

water have on seismic velocities ( Watanabe, 1993, Figure 4.10). These relationships 

are similar to other Vs-nielt studies involving organic earth-analogue experiments 

[Takei, 2000) and theoretical calculations for horizontally-aligned melts {Taylor' 

and Singh, 2002), as also illustrated by Caldwell et al. (2009). Although we are 

unable to distinguish between the effec:ts of melt or water, the estimates of {)artial 

melt are critical to infer important information on the rheology of rocks.

Our estimates for mid-C“rustal j^artial melt fractions are completely dependent 

on shear velocities and hence have a similar (listril)ution to the low S  velocities 

(Figure 4.9). Percentages of melt derived from best fitting profiles show that West 

Qiangtang and Songpan-Ganzi have melt fractions b(>tween 3 and 6%, whereas 

North Yunnan, eastern Qiangtang and West Lhasa have melts less than 3, 2 

and 1%, respectively (Figure 4.10). Regions Central Lhasa, South Yunnan and 

(^inling-Qilian are unlikely to have any significant volume of melt. Although the 

two definitions we adapt for melt estimates are different, they ha\'e similar regional 

(listril)ution and melt fraction jiatterns, and show a correlation between percentage 

melt and the LVZ am plitude (Figure 4.11b). The partial melt estimates for West 

Qiangtang and Songpan-Ganzi are within the range of inferred melt for northwest 

Himalaya from 1-D Vsv seismic models (2.5-7%, Caldwell et ai, 2009). Melt esti

mates for North Yunnan are within suggested amounts of less than 4% from the 

Vs comparison with lal)oratorv experiments {Xu et ai, 2007).

4.5 .4 .1  E lectrical resistiv ity

Magnetotelhu'ic studies for Til)et’s crust show a drop in electrical resistivity at 

about 20 km depth. The resistivity (or its inverse, the electrical conductivity) 

of the rocks can be influenc‘ed by high tem peratures, melts, hydrous minerals or 

a combination of all. Mid-crustal conductivity is not the same across the entire 

plateau and variations takes place within the same terranes (Figure 4.9). Between
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F ig u r e  4 .1 1 :  Maps of inid-crustal shear velocities, low-velocity zones and estim ated  
partial melt, (a) Best fitting, isotropic-average S  velocities (hold) and Vs ranges for the 
middle crust in the 20 45 km depth range (Table 4.1). (b) Estim ates of mid-crustal 
partial melt based on the analytical shear-velocity relationshij) of Vs/Vg’ and rock fluid 
fractions by Watanahe (1993) (Figure 4.10). Values in bold font: Partial-melt estim ates 
from best fitting regional shear velocity and a reference S  velocity of 3.4 k n is“ * for hot 
solid rocks. Values in light font: Partial-melt estim ates from the decrease in Vs from the 
layer above the LVZ. Rc'd shad('d regions indicate areas that have a mid-crustal LVZ.

20 45 kni depth very high conductivity is ol)serve(l Ixnieath north of the Himalayas 

and southern Lhasa [Chen et ai, 199C; Unsworth et al., 2005; Spratt et ai,  2005), 

sparsely across Central Lhasa {Chen et ai, 199G; Rippe and Unsworth, 2010), highly 

conductive beneath Qiangtang {Rippe and Unsworth, 2010), beneath Songpan- 

Ganzi up to the Kunlun Fault {Le Pape et ai, 2012; Bai et ai, 2010), and across 

southeast Tibet {Bai et a i,  2010). The distribution of conductivity agrees with the 

mid-crustal shear velocity not only in terms of depth, l)ut also with the north-south 

pattern  of decreasing Vs find increasing conductivity, from Central Lhasa towards 

northern Tibet up to the Kunlun Fault. East-central Qiangtang, Songpan-Ganzi 

and North Yunnan are characterised l)y strong conductivity, lower Vs; a LVZ, and 

significant partial nudt. Lik(;wise, regions with relatively high Vs, no LVZ, and 

no melt have interm ittent or no conductivity such as \\%st and Central Lhasa, 

South-east Qiangtang, Qinling-Qilian, and South Yunnan. The latter has deeper 

conductivity, below 40 km depth {Bai et ai, 2010).

Partial melting has long been thought to be responsible for the high conductiv

ity in southern Tibet - across the Himalayas {Pham et ai, 1986). The coincidence
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of conductivity with bright seismic sjwts added support for regionally intercon

nected fluid phases {Chen et ai, 1996; Li et ai, 2003; Unswoiih et ai, 2005), 

with further synthesis of ductile flow of a partially molten middle crust {Nelson 

et al, 199C). Estimates of fluid content from elec;trical conductivity can be very 

broad. Magnetotelluric studies can only estimate the conductance of a fluid layer 

and hence a strong trade-off exists between melt volume, conductivity and the 

thickness of the partial molten layer {Li et ai, 2003). In addition, aqueous fluids 

could produce the same conductance with a lower fluid fraction and/or a lesser 

layer thickness. Li et ai  (2003) proposes tha t a layer of 10-15% aqueous fluid a 

few hundred metres thick overlying a thick layer of j^artial melt gives the most 

consistent explanation to both the MT and seismic data for the Himalayas and 

southern Lhasa. Melt estimates based on MT observations are between 2 to 4% 

melt for the Himalaya and 5 11% for southern Lhasa ( Unsworth et a i,  2005), 2 G% 

for northern Tibet ( UnswoHh et ai, 2004), and 5 20%> across southeast T ibet {Bai 

et ai, 2010). Melt estimates based on shear velocities are always at the lower end 

of the ranges based on MT. A joint analysis of shear velocities and conductivity 

for melt estimates remains desirable.

4 .5 .4 .2  D istr ib u tion  o f m elt across T ib et

Difler('nt geojjhysical obs('rvations consistently show north-south contrasts in the 

crustal properties across the plateau particularly distinguished by dry, wet or no 

nu'lts. W('t melts across the Himalayas are inf(;rr('d from bright s('ismic n'flc'ction 

{Drown et ai, 1996; Makovsky et ai, 1996) and high conductivity (e.g., Pham et a/., 

1986; Unsworth et ai, 2005). Across Central Lhasa, melts are unlikely as deduced 

from lack of l)right seismic spots {Haines et al, 2003), high resistivity (INDEPTH 

500 line, Rippe and Unsworth, 2010), and moderately low shear velocities (this 

study). Dry hot melts in northern Tibet are attributed to lack of bright seismic 

s])ots {Haines et a i,  2003), high tem perature and absence of hydrous minerals 

{Hacker et al., 2000), high conductivity (e.g., Unsworth et ai, 2004; Le Pape et ai, 

2012), and low S  velocities (this study, Yang et ai, 2012). Inferences of potentially 

less melt in Lhasa than northern Tibet is also noted in tomography (figure 12a in 

Yang et ai, 2012). In southernmost Tibet, wet melts can be a result of dehydration 

associated with eclogitization reaction in the lower crust {Hetenyi et ai, 2007). In
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the north, cnistal radiogenic sources {McKenzie and Priestley, 2008) and a warm 

hthospheric' mantle (e.g., Barron and Priestley, 2009, Section 3.3.2) are likely to 

be the cause for an elevated tem perature, low Vs and melts.

4.5.5 Im plications for large-scale, m id-crustal channel flow

Despite the increasingly corrol)orat(Hl conclusions of a weak crustal layer (see jjrevi- 

ous section), evidence of large-scale viscous flow will remain hard to attain. South

ward flow beneath southern Tibel has l)e('n derived from thermal-mechanical nu

merical models (Beaumont et ai, 2001) based on geophysical ol)servation of melt- 

weaken('d rocks {Nelson et ai, 199C). The model has been able to explain high- 

grade nietamori)hic rocks exhumed at the Greater Himalayan Sequence {Jamieson 

et ai, 2001). Northward flow is likc'ly to ('ucountc'r rc'sistance du(' to the struc

turally stronger Tarim and Qaidani Basin, l)ut still, injection of Til)etan crust 

l)en('ath Qaidam has been imaged from seismic {Karplus et ai, 2011) and MT ob

servations (Le Pape et a/., 2012). The jieuetration of T ibetan crust into the Asian 

lithosphere may b(' resj)onsil)le for ongoing thickening in the north (Figures 1.12 

a and b). On a larger scale, i)lateau-wide deep crustal flow has been deduced to 

exj^lain the regional topography and crustal thickness {Zhao and Morgan, 1987; 

Hoyden, 1997; Clark and Royden, 2000; DeCelles et ai, 2002; Hoyden et ai, 2008).

Laboratory experiments l)y Hosenberg and Handy (2005) show th a t as little as 

5% melt can drop viscosity l)y an order of m agnitude this is enough to trigger 

chann('l flow Ixuieath tlu' Tibc'tan Plat('au as inferred from numerical models ((!.g., 

Beaumont et ai, 2001). Evidence for a viscosity drop has been gathered from 

partial melt estimates based on MT studies {UnswoHh et ai, 2005) and seismic 

velocities {Caldwell et ai, 2009). Since our partial-m elt estimates are based on 

regional-average S  velocities, we prefer to look at the spatial patterns th a t would be 

susceptible to a low or high viscosity. West Qiangtang and Songpan-Ganzi, which 

are likely candidates of high volume fraction of melt, are the most prone to have a 

low viscosity whereas Lhasa probably has a higher viscosity. Viscosity is expected 

to increase in south-east Tibet, across North to South Yunnan to corres])ond with 

our Vs increase. Our inferences for regional low and high viscosity are comj)arable 

to the conipik'd estimates of Hippe and Unsworth (2010) that show high viscosity 

for northern Lhasa and low viscosities for the southernmost, northern, and eastern
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regions of Tibet.

One of the best ways to detect active or frozen deformation, such as flow, is 

from coherent patterns of seismic anisotropy, radial and azimuthal. Deep crustal 

strain induced by flattening and extension (flow) can cause anisotropic mineral 

crystals such as micas {Weiss et a i, 1999; Nishizawa and Yoshino, 2001; Meltzer 

and Christensen, 2001) and amphiboles {Barruol and Kern, 1996; Tatham et a l, 

2008) to realign. Azimuthal anisotropy from fast shear-wave propagation in a pre

ferred direction has been detected seismically across Tibet; short-period Rayleigh- 

wave group-velocity show a west-east fast propagation orientation in central Tibet 

{Huang et a l, 2004; Su et a i, 2008). The pattern  of azinnithal anisotropy, in

dicative of the flow direction, rotates clockwise north of the eastern Himalayan 

syntaxis and align in the direction of southeast Tibet. On the other hand, radial 

anisotropy from shear-speed differences l^etween horizontal and vertical shear-wave 

propagation, gives an indication of vertical strain. Radial anisotropy by Shapiro 

et al. (2004) show strong mid-crustal radial anisotrojw in the middle-to-lower crust 

across northwestern Tib(>t (Vsn>Vsv 10%) and no radial anisotroi)y across cast 

Songpan Ganzi. They comj^are the anisotropy distribution with the moment tensor 

of earthquakes and argue in favour of anisotroj^y caused by crustal thinning.

We establish ranges for the crustal radial anisotroj^y from the 1-D shear velocity 

I)rofiles. Mid-crustal radial anisotroj)y is strongest in ^^est Lhasa, W est Qiangtang 

and moderately in Central Lhasa. Specific inversions testing for crustal-average 

radial anisotropy, between 10 km depth and the Moho, give tighter values (Figure 

4.12c, Table 4.1). The spatial pattern of the regional radial anisotropy is similar 

to th a t inferred from the tomography of Shapiro et a l (2004), in particular the 

lack of anisotro])y across Songjian-Ganzi. The 1-D models from Duret et al. (2010) 

are likely to be an average of very strong radial anisotropy in western Tibet and 

weaker anisotropy in eastern Tibet.

We reiterate th a t the very similar dispersion curves of the individual inter

station pairs within a region (e.g., Songpan-Ganzi, see earlier discussion) indicates a 

homogeneous crust. Northeastern Tibet is characterised by a strong LVZ, high mid- 

crustal conductivity, low viscosity {Rippe and Unsworth, 2010), and weak radial 

anisotropy. Anisotropic crystals can become near-horizontally oriented as a result 

of ongoing crustal thinning, such as in western Tibet; likewise, horizontal pervasive
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flow may align micas in the ^■el•tical plane resulting in a weaker radial anisotropy 

similar to what is observed in Songpan-Ganzi. Hence oiu’ results favour models of 

broad internal deformation which is also corroborated with the low' topographic 

gradients and smooth to])ograpliy across eastern Tibet {Clark and Hoyden, 2000).

4 .5 .5 .1  C rust-m antle decoupling

A weak intra-crustal layer can result in decoupling ui)i)er crustal deformation from 

the underlying mantle {Jin et ai, 1994; Royden, 1997). Numerical models tha t 

have depth-dependent rheology for the T ibetan lithosphere (e.g., Beaumont et ai, 

2001; Clark and Royden, 2000) are opposed by other models with vertical coherent 

deformation (e.g., Flesch et ai, 2005; Wang et a i, 2008). Copley et al. (2011) niod- 

('Is 1h(' dillercnt Icclonic rcgiuH's of sirike-slip and normal fault ing and concludes 

that a nu'chanical coupling is requinui between the upper crust of southern Tibet 

and the und(>rthrusting Indian crust. Strong crust-m antle nu'clianical (X)ui)ling has 

been i)roposed for central and eastern Tibet by comparing surface ol)servations 

with mantle deformation inferred from SK S  shear wave s])litting {Flesch et ai, 

2005; Wang et ai, 2008). Holt (2000) also correlates crustal and mantle strain 

fields for tlu' sanu' regions, but r('uiarks th a t the v('rtical coln'n'ncc' may b<‘ influ

enced more by the velocity boimdary conditions imposed on both crust and upper 

mantle, and thus, strong couj^ling might not be necessary between crust and upper 

mantle.

If the lithosphere is undergoing miiform deformation it is expected to have sim

ilar anisotroj)ic properties. In a related study using a subset of this data set, the 

long-i)eriod disjiersion is used for a detailed investigation of the lithospheric-mantle 

shear-velocity structure (Section 3.3.5). In contrast to the crustal radial anisotropy 

across Qiangtang, the uj)per 100 km of the mantle has weak radial anisotroj^y. Con

versely Songpan-Ganzi has weak crustal radial anisotropy but strong upj^ermost 

niantU' radial anisotropy (3-8%). II('nc(', w(' find no corn'iation b('tw('(ni crustal and 

mantle radial anisotropy th a t would give support for a coupled mechanism. Alter- 

nativ('ly mineral alignnu'nt in crust and manth' may i)n)duc(' diflbrt'iit anisotropy 

w'hen under similar deformation.
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4.5.6 D eform ation m echanism s

The chaiiiicl flow models ILstc'd in the jneviouK section shar<' dilierent views on 

the  in itia tion of flow. These divide between models th a t have flow in itia ted  by 

stronger Indian crust injected into a weaker lower crust, analogous to  a “hydraulic 

p iston” (e.g., Zhao and Morgan, 1987; DeCelles et a l ,  2002), and topography- 

induced lateral extrusion of the  lower crust (e.g., Molnar and Tapponnier, 1978; 

Bird, 1991; Beaumont et a l ,  2001; Clark and Royden, 2000; Klemperer, 2006). 

B oth of these scenarios base their argum ents on the  sn:iooth topography charac

terising the ])lateau, w ith high elevations in the west and a  sm ooth decent tow ards 

the  east. However, flespite the  sm ooth morj^hology, in ternal s tructu res inferred 

from the shear velocity models here and in other studies (e.g., Acton et al., 2010; 

Yang et al., 2012) indicate' a nion ' comi)l{'x sc('nario. Mod('ls of dcH'p crustal flow 

m ust take into account the heter(jgeneous north-south  in ternal s tructu re . Fm-- 

therm ore, a t the surface, tlu; p lateau and surrounding regicnis have distinct fault 

system s indic;ating different deform ation regimes (e.g., Tapponnier' and. Molnar, 

1977; Taylor and Yin, 2009). The mechanism of norm al faults in west and central 

T ibet is a ttril)u ted  to  two opi)osing perspectives th a t re la te  to  the  different flow 

in itia tion  type: gravitational collapse {Molnar and Tapponnier, 1978), or intense 

com pression from India on the  Himalayan arc {Kapp and Gtiyiin, 2004).

Molnar and Tapponnier (1978) m atched the surface fault system s w ith ea rth 

quake fault j)lane solutions. They established th a t com pression earthquakes are 

located on the  m argins of the  high plateau, and th a t earthcnuikes w ithin central 

T ibet include large comj^onents of norm al faulting, w ith the  extensional compo

nent oriented east-west. They explain th a t norm al faulting in th e  highest parts  of 

the  p la teau  is associat('d w ith the adjacent th rust faulting; the  high pla teau  has 

reached its m axinm m  height and gravitational potential, and therefore, the  contin

uous elevation from th ru s t faulting yield the high ])lateau to  grow outw ard instead 

of increasing elevation. In Figure 4.12a we show the differ('nt fault systc'uis colour 

coded by their type {Taylor and Yin, 2009; Styron et a l ,  2010) superim posed on 

an orange shade indicating high elevation >5 km. The fault system s m atch the  re

gional earthquakes also colour-coded according to  their m echanism  (Figure 4.12b). 

A strong correlation seems to  exists between the surface fault types, earthquake fo

cal m echanisms and high toi)ograi)hy in w estern T ibet, as suggest('d by Molnar and
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Tapponnier (1978), but not in southeast Tibet. Such a correlation and proposed 

mechanism argues for a homogeneous crust beneath the high elevations, which is 

not observed in tomography ( Yang et ai, 2012) or in our 1-D models (Figure 4.11).

Kapp and Guynn (2004) model the strike of normal faults in Tibet from con

tinued insertion of Indian crust into Tibet. They argue tha t the onset of extension 

from the normal faults is not a j)roxy for when the plateau achieves a maximum 

elevation and tha t the plateau crustal thickness and elevation may be increasing 

concurrent with extension if the flow of Indian crust into Tibet exceeds th a t l)eing 

displaced away from the plateau.

We do not find any correlation between the internal high elevation of the plateau 

and low shear velocity (and its jwoxies, j)artial melt and viscosity), and also no 

c:orrelation between the high elevation and radial anisotropy, \^e find tha t radial 

anisotropy reflects the deformation — the focal mechanism of eartlujuakes and sur- 

fac(> fault tyj)es across the plateau. Strong radial anisotro])y is obs(n'V('d in regions 

experiencing crustal extension (flattening) in west-central Tibet and southeast Ti

bet, whereas regions experiencing only horizontal lateral deformation (strike-slii)) 

have no radial anisotropy (Figure 4.12c and d). Anisotropy is also detected in the 

northern margins of the j)lateau l)eneath regions exjjeriencing crustal thickening. 

Our results favour tlu' hypothesis of Kapp and Guynji (2004) in which the regional 

extension is a consequence of continued insertion of Indian crust, not only because 

it accounts for the strong radial anisotroj)y beneath the normal faults, but also 

because it explains the relative higher Vs (and lower tem peratures) across Lhasa.

4.5.7 Lower crust shear velocities of southern T ibet

The non-unique models from the lower crust test inversions limit us in making 

robust quantitative conclusions. Nonetheless, these tests can still contribute to the 

discussion about shear velocities at these depths. In order to get an estimate for 

the expected lower-crust Fs l^eneath Lhasa, ŵ e infer velocities from the adjacent 

Indian Shield, assuming tha t the underthrusting crust beneath southern Tibet is of 

Indian origin, and th a t prior to subduction the lower crust had had a very similar 

lower-crustal shear velocity to those found beneath undefornied India today.

Indian lower crust is considered to be basaltic (Kaila et ai,  19G8; Dube et al., 

1973) and has shear velocities between 3.8-4.0 km s“ ’ {Narain, 1973; Rai et ai,
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2003; Acton et o,L, 2010, 2011). These velocities are w ithin the  range of veloci

ties of lower crustal rocks m easured in laboratories sinuilating similar depth  and 

tem pera tu re  conditions. Rocks such as mafic granulite. gabbro-norite-troctolite, 

and greenschist facies basalt have Vs of 3.85 k n is“ ’ , 3.93 k n is “ \  and 3.96 k n is~ ’ 

respectively, at 1000 M Pa and at r.t. {Christensen,  1996). T he decrease of shear 

velocity due to the  increase in tem j^erature for lower crustal rocks is in the range 

of 1 2x10  k m s“  ̂ per degree Celsius {Nishimoto et al ,  2008). At tem peratiu ’es 

of 400°C, the Vs is between 3.85 3.95 k m s“ ' sim ilar to  those observed in Ind ia’s 

lower crust.

As the  lower crust is de(!peu(’d by approxim ately ~ 30  km (e.g., Ndbelek et ai ,  

2009), in order to  determ ine an estim ate for the expected S  velocity a t the  new 

(lei)th, w(' ex trapolate the m('a.surements of Christensen (1996) to  a pressure of 

2000 M Pa. The anticii)ated tem j^erature beneath  Lhasa is abou t 1000°C {Jim.enez- 

Munt et al ,  2008; Chan et al ,  2009) and the shear velocity reduction due to  the 

high tem peratu re  is 0.5 k m s“ ' ( ~ 5 x l0  * k m s“ ' per degree Celsius, Nishimoto 

et al., 2008). The calculat('d shear V('locity for the deepened Indian lower crust is 

~ 3 .5  k m s“ ^ well w ithin our be tte r fitting profiles for Lhasa (Figure 4.8, regions 1 

and 3).

Fast shear-velocity rocks w ithin the deep crust of southern T ibet have been 

hypothesized from images of large im pedance contrasts {Him et al., 1984; Kind  

et al ,  2002; Schulte-Pelhmi et al ,  2005; Ndbelek et al ,  2009; Wittlinger et al ,  

2009; Nowack et al ,  2010). Schulte-Pelkum. et al. (2005) and Ndbelek et al. (2009) 

suggested th a t the  deej) crustal interfaces imaged by receiver functions are from 

an eclogitized lower crust. Recently, outcrops of gabbro, diabase and basalt asso

ciated w ith eclogite and ultram afic rocks have been discovered in southern  T ibet 

{Yang et al ,  2009). The shear velocity of mafic eclogite at 1000 M Pa and r.t. is 

~ 4 .6  k m s^ ' {Christensen,  1996). Assuming sim ilar relationships to  the  inferred 

deej)ened lower crust, at deep crustal pressures and tem j^eratures the  shear veloc

ity for eclogite decreases to  ~ 4 .2  k n i s '^  far higher th an  our observed Vs- In tlii^ 

regard we do not observe the  very high shear-velocities inferred by Wittlinger et al  

(2009). Schulte-Pelkum et al  (2005) suggests th a t 30% of the lower Indian crust 

imdergoes the eclogite j:)hase transition . Hence the  expected average velocity of a 

30 km thick lower crust would be ~3.71 k m s“ ' — also w ithin our b e tte r  fitting
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models for West and Central Lhasa (Figure 4.8, regions 1 and 3).

Although the better fitting regional profiles for northern Tiljet have similar 

lower-crustal shear velocities to those in Lhasa, we are unal)le to distinguish dif

ferences between terranes (e.g., Chan et ai,  2009), and does not necessary mean 

th a t Indian lower crust underthrust so far north (e.g., DeCelles et ai,  2002).

4.6 C onclusions

We have measured accurate, broadband, Rayleigh- and Love-wave phase-velocity 

curves using pairs of stations located in various j)arts of the T ibetan Plateau. 

At short periods, disjiersion curves from within the high-elevation plateau show 

very low phase velocities, whereas the curves from lower-elevation margins of the 

plateau show higher phase velocities. In a joint inversion of Rayleigh and Love 

waves we compute 1-D, radially anisotrojMC shear-velocity models and run a series 

of rigorous tests to determine tlu^ ranges of crustal S  velocity and radial anisotrojiy 

most consistent with the data.

Shear velocities in the middle crust are anomalously low everywhere within 

the high-elevation, central i)art of Tibet, while also showing strong lateral vari

ations across the j:)lateaTi. Mid-crustal S  velocities decrease towards the north, 

from ~3.4 kn is“ ' in Lhasa to as low as ~ 3 .1-3.2 km s“ ’ in West Qiangtang and 

eastern Songjian-Ganzi. This decrease in Vs results in a pronounced mid-crustal 

low-velocity zone (LVZ) in the northern regions. Velocities increase gradually to

wards southeast Tibet (~3.5 km s“ ’) and increase abruptly across north of Kunlun 

Fault (Figure 4.11a). Comparing the mid-crustal shear velocities with the expected 

velocities of metaniori)hic rocks at corresponding depths and temperatures, we 

find that high tc'mjx'ratures alon(' (~800°C, Mechie et ai, 2004) can explain the 

low mid-crustal velocities across Central Lhasa, South-east Qiangtang and South 

Yunnan. Regions with very low velocities are in locations tha t have higher tem 

peratures (800 1000°C, Hacker et al, 2000) in the middle crust, exceeding typical 

melting temjieratures of rocks at these depths (e.g., Patino Douce and McCarthy, 

1998). Our conservative estimates yield between 3 and 6%, melt fractions for West 

Qiangtang and Songpan-Ganzi and melt fractions less than 3, 2 and 1% for North 

Yunnan, eastern Qiangtang and West Lhasa, respectively (Figure 4.11b). In South
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Yuiinaii, significant melting is unlikely. The higher shear veloc ities within the th in

ner crust of T ibet's margins could be explained by the smaller amounts of crustal 

radiogenic heating and, thus, lower tem peratures there.

The depth and lateral distribution of the LVZ show agreement with the dei)th 

and lateral distribution of a high conductivity layer, mapj^ed in MT studies. Re

gions with no LVZ, such as Lhasa, South Yunnan and Qinling-Qilian, have at 

most interm ittent high-conductivity zones, with no apparent melt, whereas north 

Qiangtang, Songpan-Ganzi and North Yunnan are characterised by a LVZ, high 

conductivity, and melt. Melt estimates leased on Vs are at the lower end of melt 

estimates tyi)ically inferred in published magnetotelluric studies (e.g., UnswmiJi 

et al, 2005; Bm et ai, 2010).

Dispersion curves measured at different station pairs within broad regions 

within Tibet are remarkal)ly similar. This indicates, in i)articular, that the mechan

ically weak middle crust is present and relatively uniform beneath entire regions, 

not at narrow zones of deformation. Thus, deformation and flow in the middle 

crust are likely to be diffuse and distributed over broad areas, rather than taking 

place in localised channels, along faults {Bai et a/., 2010) or elsewhere. TIk' extent 

of such diffuse deformation is corroborated by the low toi^ographic: gradients and 

smooth topography across Til)et {Clark and Royden, 2000). Crustal flow may be 

driven, in large part, by extensional deformation (crustal flattening) in the western 

and southern Tibet, possibly resulting in large-scale channel flow towards eastern 

Tibet {Clark and Royden, 2000; Royden et ai, 2008).

Our region-average 1-D models confirm the pattern  of lateral distribution of 

radial anisotropy across Tibet determined previously by surface-wave tomography 

{Shapiro et ai, 2004). The strongest radial anisotropy is observed across western 

Tibet, with moderately strong anisotropy in Central Lhasa, East-central Qiangtang 

and Yunnan. Interestingly, the strength of radial anisotropy within the crust and 

mantle lithosphere in central and northern Tibet do not correlate. This suggests 

th a t deformation in the crust and mantle lithosphere may be significantly different.

Radial anisotropy in the crust does not correlate with low shear velocities (and, 

thus, with j)artial melts and low viscosities) or with elevation. Instead, radial 

anisotropy reflects the deformation jmttern and is the strongest in regions experi

encing extension (crvistal flattening). Crustal thinning causes the radial anisotropy
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probal)ly l)y aligning mica crystals in horizontal planes {Shapiro et al., 2004). Sim

ilarly, horizontal flow may align micas in a vertical plane, resulting in a weak 

radial anisotrojw, as observed in Songpan-Ganzi, a region experiencing strike-slip 

earthcjuakes and no overall extension.



5
M ulti-layered azim uthal 

anisotropy and crustal and m antle  

deform ation beneath  T ibet

5.1 Introduction

Following India’s collision with Asia, the T ibetan Plateau has undergone signifi

cant, north-south shortening (e.g., Yin and Harrison, 2000). Global Positioning 

Systems (GPS) measurements show tha t India is still moving north today. The 

velocity vectors align north-northeast at stations in central Tibet, w’ith active N - 

S shortening, and show a smooth, clockwise rotation round the eastern syntaxis

T his chap ter will be .subm itted to  Journal o f  Geophysical Research as:
Agius. M. R. and S. Lebedev, M uhi-layeied azim uthal anisotropy and crustal and m antle deform ation beneath  
Tibet,
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(e.g., Wang et aL, 2001; Zhang et a i,  2004). How the  (lefoniiatioii is accoiiinio- 

(lated lieneath the surface, w ithin the deep crust and uj)per m antle, is still i)oorly 

understood, however.

A record of deform ation a t dej)th can be obtained from th e  seismic investigation 

of strain-induced anisotroi)y in crustal and m antle rocks. Studies of shear-wave 

sp litting  (birefringence of shear waves) have revealed strong  anisotropy beneath  

T ibet. Figure 5.1 shows a com prehensive com pilation of the  shear-wave sp litting  

m easurem ents in and around T ibet to  date (McNamara et a i ,  1994; Hirn^ et aL, 

1995; Sandvol et aL, 1997; Huang et aL, 2000; Herquel and Tapponnier, 2005; Lev 

et aL, 200G; Singh et aL, 2006; Singh et aL, 2007; Sol et aL, 2007; Fu et aL, 2008; 

K um ar and Singh, 2008: Waiig et aL, 2008; Chen et aL, 2010; Zhao et aL, 2010; 

Huang et aL, 2011; Leon Soto et aL, 2012). The d istribu tion  of the  fast-propagation 

directions shows a broad regional trend, w ith the  directions ro ta ting  aroim d the 

east Himalayan syntaxis. A detailed exam ination, however, reveals th a t, in many 

locations, m easurem ents from stations close to  one another show different fast 

directions and split timers, the la tte r ranging from null to >2  seconds. TIk' origins 

of these ajiparent inconsistencies are still unclear.

Most shear-w'ave sj)litting analyses to  date  have been perfornu'd under the 

assum ption th a t the  sp litting  originates w ithin a single anisotropic layer. The 

shear-wave birefringence is predom inantly due to  anisotropic fabric of the rocks 

at depth, induc'ed by finite strain . T he strain  beneath  T ibe t can be associatc'd 

w ith deform ation of the continental lithosphere, for exam ple, its N -S horizontal 

shortening in central T ibet (e.g., McNamara et aL, 1994; H im  et aL, 1995; Davis 

et aL, 1997; Huang et aL, 2000; Leoji Soto et aL, 2012), or flow in the  asthenospheric 

m antle (e.g., Leon Soto et aL, 2012).

Variations in shear-wave sp litting  param eters as a function of back azinnith 

(azim uth tow ards the  earthquake epicentre) are, normally, evidence for multii)le 

anisotropic layers below the station , with different orien tation  of anisotropic fabric 

w ithin each (e.g.. Silver and Savage, 1994; Savage, 1999; Levin et aL, 1999). Gao 

and Liu  (2009) reported  two layers w ith significant anisotropy beneath  the station 

Lhasa, previously marked w ith null m easurem ents when the  d a ta  were j)rocessed 

assiuning a single anisotropic layer. They concluded th a t the  upper layer had 

a fast direction consistent w ith the G PS-constrained surface movement, and the
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F ig u re  5 .1 : Dynamics beneath the Tibetan Platean and surroimding regions as inferred 
from shear-wave birefringence. The toj)ographic ma]) shows the contrasting elevation 
superimpose^d by a compilation of various shear-wave splitting time and fast ])olarisation 
direction from teleseismic waves such as SKS  and SKKS (McNamara et ai, 1994; Him  
et al., 1995; Sandvol et ai, 1997; Huang et ai, 2000; Herquel and Tapponnier, 2005; Lev 
et ai, 2006; Singh et ai,  2006; Singh et ai,  2007; Sol et ai, 2007; Fu et ai,  2008; Kumar 
and Singh, 2008; Wang et ai, 2008; Chen et al, 2010; Zhao et ai, 2010; Huang et ai, 
2011; Leon Soto et al., 2012). Colour-coded length-varying bars indicate the split time. 
Black closed circles are the location of seismic stations. Black oj)en squares are stations 
with null measurements. Dark grey lines show sutures and faults: YZS (Yarlung-Zangbo 
Suture), BNS (Bangoug-Nujiang Suture), JRS (Jinsha River Suture), KF (Kunhm Fault) 
and ATF (Altyn Tagh Fault). Bottom left map: Location on a regional map.

l()W(!r layer had a fast direction that roflect(;(l oitlior X-S shortening due to the 

India-Eurasia colhsion or flow in the asthenosphere related to the absolute motion 

of Eurasia towards the west {Gripp and Gordon, 2002). Similar two-layer mod- 

eUiug has been carried out at a number of sites within the plateau {Levin et al., 

2008; Huang et a l,  2011; Li et ai, 2011; Lemn et a i,  2012), although with ht- 

tle agreement, so far, on the fast-projiagation directions in the layers and on the
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interpretation of the anisotropy.

Svu'face waves provide dej^th resohition of seisniic-velocity structure and 

anisotropy in the entire hthosphere-asthenosphere dej)th range. In a nunil)er of 

Rayleigh-wave studies, depth-dependent azimuthal anisotropy beneath Tibet has 

been reported [Huang et ai,  2004; Su et ai, 2008; Yao et a i,  2010; Yi et ai,  

2010). Understanding the depth dej^endence of anisotropy is essential in order to 

determine the mechanisms of Til)et’s deformation, because the deformation itself 

is likely to be strongly dej^th-dependent. For example, models with large-scale 

channel flow within a low-viscosity middle-crustal layer have been ijroposed to ex

plain the lateral growth of the plateau (e.g., Bird, 1991; Clark and Royden, 2000). 

The weak, mid-crustal layer beneath Tibet (e.g., Nelson et ai, 1996) could me

chanically decouple the upi)er crust from the mantle, while, also, ac(X)mmodating 

pervasive flcjw within it quite different from the motions in the layers above and 

bellow (e.g., Royden, 1997).

In this study we investigate dei)th-dei)endent azinuithal anisotropy beneath Ti

bet using inter-station niea.surements of j:)liase velociti('s of Rayh'igh surface waves. 

Using a few tens of highly accurate, broadband dispersion curves from across cen

tral and eastern Tibet, we apply a number of alternative smface-wave analysis 

approaches and determine robust patterns of phase-velocity anisotropy a« a hmc- 

tion of period. \ \^  then use these results to constrain the direction and amplitude 

of shear-velocitv anisotropy as a function of de])th and infer the dominant defor

mation mechanisms that operate in the crust and upper mantle beneath Tibet.

5.2 M easurem ents

Seismic surface-waves propagating away from an earthquake, because of their dis

persive nature, travel at different velocities for different frequencies. Their fre

quency dependency enable us to infer shear velocity as a function of depth and 

determine im portant elastic properties of the rocks. We use accm ate, broadband, 

Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity measurements to detect azimuthal variations within 

the lithosphere and u])permost mantle. The data is the same as th a t used in Chap

ter 3 and 4, and, in addition we include new dispersion measurements for north

eastern Tibet (Songpan-Ganzi), south-east Tibet (across the Yunnan province),
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round the eastern syntaxis, and a few west-east paths across central Til^et. Mea

surements from all data sets are generated using the same methods. Dispersion 

ciu'ves from the new station pairs have similar i)hase-velocities to adjacent j^atlis 

from the combined data set.

5.2.1 T w o-station  m ethod

We use the well-established two-station method to measure the Rayleigh-wave 

fundamental-mode dispersion (e.g., Sato, 1955; Kv.ojmff', 1972; Meier et ai,  2001; 

E ndnm  et ai, 2008; Deschamps et ai, 2008; Yao et ai, 200G, 2010; Yang et ai, 

2010). \Ne ap])ly two independent techniques to extract broader-period j^hase- 

velocities; cross correlation of two seismograms (station-station) {Meier et ai, 

2001), and, (h'rived phas(> v('loci1 i<‘s from sourcc'-station wavc'form lilting {Lebe

dev et ai, 2005).
Intei-station i)has(' v('loci1 ies are d('termin('d by analysing tlu' ]>lias(' difh'r- 

ence of teleseismic surface waves, assuming a Jefi’reys-Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin 

(.I\M \B) ai)i)roximation for a spherically synunetric, isotropic Earth model. In th(> 

cross-correlation method, the vertical comix)nent seismograms of an earthquake 

recorded at two stations with the same back azinuith are cross correlated. A series 

of frequency-dei)endent band-pass Gaussian filters and frequency-dependent time 

windows are apj:)lied to the cross-correlation function to enhance the signal-to-noise 

ratio and reduce side lobe energy resulting from correlations of the fundamental 

mode with higher modes or with other scattered waves such as l)ody waves. The 

Rayleigh-wave pluise velocities are then computed from the phase of the cross corre

lation function and the stations separation. In an interactive interface, the correct 

dispersion curve of the fundamental mode is selected manually {Meier et ai, 2004).

Long-period surface waves can interfere with body waves and possibly distort 

the measiu’ement from the cross correlation function. The dispersion of these waves 

are b('tt(>r nu^asured using full waveform fitting. W(' us(> tlu- Automatt'd Multimode' 

Inversion (AMI) by Lebedev et al. (2005) to simultaneously fit source-station phase 

coda including S. multiple S, and surface wave's. From tlu' succc'ssful ht of an 

event recorded at both stations we extract the source-station dispersion cm’ve, 

and then derive the corresponding inter-station Rayleigh-wave fundamental-mode 

dispersion.
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F ig u r e  5 .2 : Broad-haiK l Rayleigli-wave fu iidanienta l-inode ])has(!-velocity inaasiire- 
ineiits from  in te r-s ta tio ii ])atliK ac;ross the T ibe tan  Plateau. Left: A ll the seismic; stations 
used for the measurements. D ifferent symbols correspond to  d ifferent seismic networks 
operated at specified times. R ight: D ispersion curves o f a ll the paths on the map, colour 
coded to  represents d ifferent regions o f the plateau.

h i order to  rc'cluce effects from  unnioclellecl surface-wave d iffrac tion , the selectcxl 

eartlK iiiakes have epicenters closely-aligned to  the great-circle pa th  o f the two sta

tions, less than  10° station-source back azinm th, respectively. These earthcpiakes 

have m agnitudes between 5 and 9, and epicentra l distances to  the stations between 

4.6° and 150°. Measurements made from  earthciuakes occvu'ring on opposite sides 

o f the in te r-s ta tion  paths have s im ila r dispersion. The measurements from  bo th  

m ethods com plem ent each o ther and are combined together; the cross-correlation 

produces most o f the measurements, even when waveforms aj^pear complex, and, 

A M I contribu tes to  the longer period measurements. A ll the dispersion curves are 

reselected m anually; o u tly ing  curves, or narrow-band kinks like ly  to  be frequency- 

dependent noise; or interfer(;nce from  d ifferent modes are rej(H;t(xl. Th is  rigorous 

process is im p o rta n t in  order to  ob ta in  the most accm ate dispersion curves th a t 

enable us to  observe; w(;ak ])atterns and differenc(;s o f a small perc;ent (~ 1% ).

The s im ila r dispersion curves from  the com p ila tion  o f a ll the  d ifferent earth-
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qiiake!S of varying distances, magnitude and directions, and from the two different 

methods confirms that the JW KB approximations holds. Thus the dispersion 

curves are representative of the path l)etween the stations. From the average of all 

the measurements, we produce smooth, robust, accurate j)hase velocities for broad 

period ranges. Figures 2.5, 3.4, and 4.2 show examples of combined measurements 

of AMI and cross correlation, resulting in broadband, smooth dispersion curves 

from hundreds of consistent measurements.

In total, the combined data set encompasses 56 station pairs distributed across 

the Tibetan Plateau. The stations are broadband instnnnents belonging to vari

ous tem porary networks tha t operated at different times (PASSCAL (1991-1992) 

{Owens et nl,  1993), INDEPTH II (1994) {Nelson et ai,  199G), INDEPTH HI 

(1997-1999) {Huang et a/., 2000), PASSCAL (Lehigh, 2003 2001) {Sol et al,  

2007), PASSCAL (AHT, 2003 2004) {Lev et al,  2000), and HI-CLIMB (2004 2005) 

{Nubelek et ai,  2005)) and from the permanent China Digital Seismic Network. 

All the seismograms were retriev(’d from the Incorporated R('S(>arch Institutions 

for Seismology Data Management Cc'utre. Figure 5.2 shows the stations location 

sort('d by their respective networks. Inter-station lines indicate the paired stations 

us('d to ot)tain the dispersion measurements plotted on the adjacent graj^li. At 

short periods, between 20 and 40 seconds, paths sampling outside high elevation 

(across Qinling-Qilian and Sichuan basin) have higher phase velocities than of those 

paths sampling the high T ibetan Plateati. Yunnan, which has a smooth changing 

elevation, has intermediate phase velocities of central Tibet and lower elevation 

(green curves). At very short periods, <20 s, dispersion curves vary strongly from 

one another indicating significant heterogeneity in the shallow crust, particularly 

in southern Tibet (close to the Himalayas) and at the eastern syntaxis.

5.2.2 Rayleigh-w ave dispersion across T ibet

Plms(sv('locity ma])s at different jxniods show relative velocity changes that high

light contrasting regions within the plateau (Figure 5.3). At 25 s the dispersion 

m(;asur('ments of diffen'ut station ]>airs in central Tilx't hav(' very similar i)has(' 

velocities, suggesting a homogeneous structiu'e. Velocities increase gradually to

wards South Yunnan in contrast to an abrupt change across the Kunlun Fault and 

across Sichuan Basin. The increase in velocity indicates that the crust either thins
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F ig u r e  5 .3 : Rayleigh-wave 35
fu iu lam eiita l-m ode phase-velocity 
variations across the T ibe tan  
Plateau. Coloured lines show
the in te r-s ta tion  paths between 
stations (black triangles). D if
ferent colours correspond to  the 
phase-velocity difference from  the 
reference ve locity  w ith in  the scale 
lim its , at 25, 50 and 80 seconds 
period.

Reference: 3.28 km/s 
Scale limits: ± 6.6 %

Reference: 3.68 km/s
Scale limits: ± 4.2 %

Reference: 3.98 km/s
Scale limits: ± 2.0 %
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F ig u re  5 .4 : Depth sensitivity ker
nels for the Rayleigh-wave fundamental- 
niode phase velocities. Different cinves 
represent the Frechet derivatives of 
phase velocities with respect to shear ve
locities and depth for periods 25, 50 and 
80 seconds, all scaled independently. 
These kernels are computed from a 1-D 
isotropic shear-velocity profile that has 
a foin- layer crust and a Moho disconti
nuity at 69 km depth, typical for East- 
Central Qiangtang.

or changes in com position, or a com bination of both. Upon closer insi)(!ction of 

central T ibet, west-east aligned sta tion  pairs have faster velocities than  the north- 

south  aligned i>airs — ])()ssibly an ('Ifect of azim uthal aniso1ro])y assum ing lh a t the 

increase in velocity is only due to the  alignm ent of the sta tion  pairs. A high-velocity 

anom aly is also not('d for northw est-southeast aligned paths in Songpan-Ganzi.

At longer periods the  infiuence of the lower crust and upper m antle on the 

surface-wave (lisi)ersion becomes evident (Figure 5.3). In central and northern  T i

bet, pliase-velocities are still relatively slower to  the  faster velocities in the south 

and outside the  high-elevated plateau. In W est Lhasa the fast velocities are prob

ably influenc;ed by th e  strong, cold underth rusting  India whereas in northern  T i

bet the  low phase velocities are [)robably due to  a warm shallow upper m antle 

{Barazangi and Ni,  1982; Priestley et ai ,  200C; Barron and Priestley,  2009, Sec

tion 3.3.2). A t 50 s period, regions w ith lower elevation th an  central T ibet (north 

of K unlun Faidt and sou theast T ibet) have phase velocities close to  global-average 

models. At 80 s period, j:)hase velocities of ad jacent paths w ithin east-central T ibet 

differ significantly. T he pa th s are in close proxim ity to  each other; at long periods 

they are likely to sam ple the  sam e structures.

5.2.3 D ep th  sensitiv ity  o f R ayleigh waves

T he freciuency-depth sensitivity  of the  Rayleigh-wave fundam ental-m ode pluise ve

locities is illustrated  in Figure 5.4. The different curves represent the Frechet 

derivatives of jihase velocities w ith resj)ect to  shear velocities and de])th. These
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kernels are computed from a typical 1-D four-layer crust shear-velocity model for 

East-central Qiangtang. Each curve is normalised to highlight the broad sensitiv

ity. A short period 25 s Rayleigh wave has a peak sensitivity between 20-30 km 

depth. At 50 s, the sensitivity broadens and deepens with a maxinuun depth 

sensitivity between 40-70 km. At longer periods the Rayleigh waves are now sen

sitive primarily to mantle structures. The shades within the curves highlight the 

phase-velocity depth-sensitive integral of each respective period.

5.3 E stim ating azim uthal anisotropy

Ongoing shear strain on crustal rocks can cause anisotropic mineral crystals such as 

micas {Weiss et a i, 1999; Nishizawa and Yoshino, 2001; Meltzer and Christensen, 

2001) and amphiboles {Ba,iruol and K em , 1996; Tathani et a i, 2008) to realign. 

Similarly, uj^per mantle crystals such as olivine, when under strain, deform to have 

a lattice preferred orientation parallel to the flow direction {Zhang and Karato, 

1995). The coherent anisotro]:)ic alignment is detected seismically from the si)eed 

differences of shear-wave propagation. Hence anisotroi)ic properties of rocks can 

yield im jwrtant information on the past or i)resent deformation jn'ocesses. We 

estimate the azinnith, amplitude, and depth range of two anisotro])ic layers beneath 

Tibet using various methodologically independent approaches.

5.3.1 2-D phase-velocity tom ographic m aps

The effect of elastic anisotropy on the pro})agation of surface waves gives rise 

to an azinuithal dependence on the phase velocities {Smith and Dahlen, 1973). 

Therefore, phase-velocity measurements of individual inter-station pairs are prone 

to propagation biases arising from their aligned orientation if they coincide with 

fast anisotropic directions. The regional azimuthal anisotropic pattern  is best 

analysed by a tomographic inversion which determines a solution tha t describes 

the dispersive data from structural and azinmthal v^ariations simultaneously (e.g., 

Deschamps et a i, 2008; Darhjshire and Lebedev, 2009).

For a specific frequency uj we solve for the anisotropic and isotropic phase-
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velocity anom alies, dC(co) and resj^ectively:

=  6Ĉ jgo(u>) + /I] (cj) cos 2̂ /.’ +  ^ 4 2 sin 2'0 

+  1̂3(0;) cos4il’ +  ,4 4 (0;) sin4i/'

Azim uthal wave-proi)agation variations are rejiresented by the 2ip and 4.ip term s to  

fit the periodic tt and |  variations, respectively, and by their corresponding am 

plitudes An (e.g., Descharnps et a l ,  2008; Darhyshire and Lebedev, 2009), ada])ted 

from Smith and Dahlen  (1973). In inversion we solve linearly for a m odel that 

fits all the data sinniltaneously by using the LSQR m ethod {Paige and Saunders, 

1982).

Usually, tom ographic inversions are j^erformed using large regional or global 

data sets, nuich larger tlian what we present here (e.g., Lebedev and van dev Hilst, 

2008; Priestley  et a l ,  200G), or applied on a smaller geographic scale (e.g., De- 

schamps et a i ,  2008; Darbyshire and Lebedev, 2009). Since wv have a small numb(;r 

of ])airs that s])read across a va.st area, we apply sm ooth and dami)ed parameter- 

isation to the lateral isotroj^ic and azim uthal ‘2ij> and IV’ anisotropic variations, 

and to their respective gradients. The m odel is further sm oothed by applying the  

param eterisation on a low-resolution grid w ith ~ 3 0 0  km knot spacing across the  

T ibetan Plateau, encom passing the area of all of the 56 inter-station paths.

The two-dim ensional (2-D) tom ographic m odel at 25 s j^eriod (Figure 5.5) shows 

low isotroj)ic phase velocities beneath the high-elevated plateau (j)ink shade). High 

velocities are m odelled beneath lower-elevated regions (blue shade), similar to the 

pattern of the inter-station phase velocity in Figure 5.3. At 50 and 80 s the shade 

in southern T ibet changes to reflect the dispersion, now sensitive to the subducting  

Indian plate. The yellow sticks represent the azinm thal anisotroi)y, the preferred 

fast shear-wave propagation orientation. Azim uthal anisotropy of a small percent 

in am plitude (~1% ) seem  enough to  reconcile phase-velocity differences within the 

plateau at the different periods.

In order to  test for the robustness of the m odels we run a series of test inversion 

using dilh'rent Ic'vc'ls of (lamping on all the paranu'tc'rs. Th(' mod('ls were also testc'd 

by running inversions w ith less data (the removal of inter-station paths that have 

outlier m easurem ents). Solutions from the test inversions consistently showed the
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F ig u r e  5 .5 : Tomographic
maps for Tibet using 25,
50 and 80 seconds ])oriod 
R ay leigh-wave fundamental- 
mode phase velocities. Thick 
grey lines are m ajor l)ound- 
aries across the i)lateau. Green 
lines indicate the inter-station 
paths used. Red and blue 3 0 ° 
shade show relative lower and 
higher isotropic phase-velocity 
variation to  the reference, 2 5 ° 
respectively. Length-varying 
yellow sticks show the fast 
2 ip  anisotropic direction and 
amplitude.
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Scale limits: ±11.1 %
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exp(?cted isotroiMC contrasts, and robust 2V' azim uthal anisotropic i)atterns. At 

25 and 50 s period frames the preferred fast-jnopagation orientation is E W  for 

west and central T ibet, and, N\V SE in eastern T ibet. At 80 s, east-central T ibet 

has a SSW -N N E orientation for faster propagation. T he p a tte rn  of azinnithal 

anisotropy at each period can be visually noticed directly from the fast and slow 

j)hase velocities of the in ter-station  paths (Figure 5.3).

5.3.2 R egional average azim uthal anisotropy

A change in azim uthal anisotro])y w ith period is identified acioss east-central T ibet; 

the  fast direction changes orientation l)etween 50 and 80 s (Figure 5.5). In order 

to  determ ine a more accurate azim uth and am plitude of anisotroi)y a t different 

j)eriods, we run a series of specific tests  on the  regional m easurem ents only. We  

coni])ile a da ta  set m ade up of selected in ter-station  paths th a t are adjacent to  each 

other and th a t together have an azinnithal coverage of about 360° to  represent fast 

propagation in all directions (Figure' 5.6). \\^ ' assum e th a t all the m easurem ents
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F ig u re  5.6: Variation of Rayleigh-wave fundaniental-niode phase-velocity azimuthal 
anisotro])y across north-eastern Tibet. The regional-average dispersion data is from se
lected inter-station j)aths that make up a 360° azimuthal coverage (inset). The measure
ments of tlie individual inter-station pairs are weighted at each period, and are assumed 
to sani])le a uniform anisotroj^ic structure beneath the paths {Adam and Lebedev, 2012). 
The vertical axis and the length-varying bars represent the strength of the azinnithal 
anisotropy. The orientation of the bars show the fast propagation direction as viewed on 
a ma]) (N indicates the North direction).
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sample a imiform structure and that variation in velocity is due to an azimuthal 

dependence. The data  set is sorted by azinnith, weighted, and averaged using 

a 15° sliding window {Adam, and Lebedev, 2012). At each period a least-squares 

linear inversion is run to solve for the azimuthal anisotropy that best describes the 

average velocity. The outcome from all the independently processed periods are 

two distinct anisotropic patterns (Figure 5.6). At short periods up to 50 s, the fast 

orientation is NW -SE with a diminishing strength from ~3.5 to 1%. The azinnith 

changes orientation to SSW-NNE within a narrow period range between 50 and 60 

seconds. The fast direction remains coherent for periods well over 100 seconds. In 

a similar analysis for a region farther ca«t to this regional average (north of Sichuan 

Basin), Zhang et al. (2011) finds fast directi(ms in the NW W -SEE direction at all 

periods with a ra])ifl increase in anisotropy amplitude from 1 to 3% at long periods 

>60 seconds.

5.3.3 D irect m easurem ent o f azim uthal anisotropy

Ai)i)li('d smoothing during inversions results in averaged estimates and diminished 

values, particularly of weak-signak'd properties like aziniuthal anisotroi)y. The 

anisotropic strength in the toniograi^hic models is less than 2% whereas in the 

regional-average anisotropy model the strength reaches a maxinnun of 3.5%. In 

order to establish the true anisotropic strength we make direct measurements from 

the dispersion curves of two adjacent inter-station paths. Assmning tha t nearby 

l)atiis sani])l(' similar tt'ctonic settings, we calculate tlu' jx'rcentagc' differ<;nc(' from 

the two Rayleigh-wave i)hase-velocity cur\'es. After comparing different paths with 

different azinniths to ('ach otlu'r w(' found tha t the j)aths with fast directions matcli 

those inferred from the inversions.

Figure 5.7 shows ('xampk's of i)has(vvelocity differences at short jxuiods of 

paired Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves, colour coded to correspond to the mapped 

inter-station paths. The disi)ersion difference's from inter-station ]>airs within ct'u- 

tral Qiangtang have a consistent 3% peak between 20 and 35 s period, the period 

range most sensitive to the Tibetan mid-crustal depths (Figure 5.4). This az- 

innithal anisotropy is considered as the mininnun strength and could increase if 

the selected fast and slow paths are not aligned exactly to the real fast and slow 

directions. Different inter-station pair c:ombinations sampling across different sur-
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face tectonics in central Tibet show a similar pattern, which adds confidence to 

our estimates. The change in azimuthal anisotropy across eastern Qiangtang and 

Songpan-Ganzi inferred in tomography (Figure 5.5) is evident in the direct mea

surements. Selected pairs reflecting the azimuthal change show a different pattern 

in the dispersion differences.

Collectively, the dispersion of near-W  E and near-N-S aligned pairs split nat

urally between ones with high and low phase velocities for periods between 20 and 

35 s (Figure 5.11, dispersion curves) supporting the assTunption that the dis

persion sample a relatively uniform crust and tha t the differences in phase velocity 

at mid-c;rustal i)eriods are of an anisotropic nature. \^'e disregard any significance 

of peaks or rough changes in the disi)ersion difference which could potentially be 

due to noise in the phasc'-velocity curves; therefore, we determine the average 

anisotropic estimates l^etween 20 and 35 s (grey shade). In Figure 5.11 we plot 

length-varying arrows between the ])aired int('r-station paths representing their 

average phase-velocity percentage difference (green arrows). Each arrow is ori- 

ent('d mid-angle Ix'tween tlu' paralk'l and peri)endicular direction of the fastest 

and slowest path, res])ectiv('ly, resulting in a similar jilot to the tomographic inver

sion. Beneath the arrows are the paired inter-station paths th a t show the faster 

E trending paths (pale blue) and the slower N S trending paths (pale red).

A similar api)roach is adapted for the longer j)eriods (>50 s) to investigate 

aziuuithal anisotropy in the upper mantle. A region of interest is East-central 

(Jiangtang which has paths with significant phase-^'elocity differences (Figure 5.3, 

80 s). W hilst the uppermost mantle beneath Tibet is expected to be heterogeneous, 

particularly because of India’s northward subduction, we deem that long-period 

dispersion of adjacent paths located in very close proximity to one another sample 

similar (same) deep structures. Figure 5.8 shows comparisons of paired broadband 

Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves zoomed in the longer periods. North-south trend

ing station paths in East-central Qiangtang (AMDO-ERDO, AMDO-BUDO, and 

AMDO-USHU) have very similar fast dispersion ciu-ves whereas in-between west- 

east trending station paths (USHU-WNDO, ERDO-USHU, and BUDO-USHU) 

have slow phase velocities. The paths of fast dispersion are sub-parallel to the fast 

SS^^" NNE direction inferred from the inverted models (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). In 

Figure 5.12 we i)lot the fa.st and slow dispersion curves (for periods greater than
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50 s), the corresponding fast-slow station paths, and the average phase-velocity 

percentage difference of the paired paths (purple arrows).

5.3.3.1 1-D shear-velocity  azim uthal anisotropy m odel

To constrain the depth range sensitive to the difference between two dispersion 

curves, we invert both Rayleigh-wave phase-velocities for a 1-D shear velocity with 

depth profile. Both dispersion curves are fit simultaneously during inversion by 

solving for a 1-D profile of an average' slu'ar spcH'd (Vsvi+V"sv2)/2 and anisotropy 

svi -1'sv2)/2. Both velocity i)rofiles are representati\'e of the vertically polaris('d 

shear velocity Vsv corresponding to each of the inter-station paths, respectively. 

The difference in Vsv i« assumed to l>e due to azinnithal anisotropy.

The inversion is a least squares, gradient search algorithm based on the 

Levenberg-Marciuardt im])lementation. This method is ideal for ciuve fit

ting problems such as these disj^ersion cm'ves. The model space is ex

plored w'ith small perturbations in the background shear-velocity model. 

At each perturbation, synthetic j^liase velocities are generated (Masters, 

htti)://geodynam ics.org/cig/software/m ineos) and compan'd to the data, making 

the aj^proach fully non linear. At the end of eac'li iteration, a solution with a lower 

data-synthetic residual is determined.

T I k' fl('xibility of tlu' invt'rsion to jx-rturb tli(' background model is defiiu'd by 

basis functions. These define the model spac:e and also control the Vs isotropic and 

anisotropic changes within the model. Although the increase of basis functions 

result in a model th a t better fits the data, attention needs to be made not to over 

Ht ])arts of tin; disi)ersiou curv(;s contaminatc'd with fr('(|u('ucy-dei)('n(k'nt noise 

(usually manifested as roughness in the curves). A balance needs to be found in- 

what is realistically resolved by the data. Deep, thin, anomalous layers are unlikely 

to be robust features and can easily be fit by a less anomalous alternative model. 

A detaiU'd investigatk)n of [)hase- to shear-velocity inversion trade-offs and non

unique 1-D S'-velocity models for Tibet has been demonstrated in Chapter 4 where 

it was d('termin('d tha t a four-lay(’r crust has an (upially good fit to a niockil with 

signific:antly more parameterisation. In this study we take a similar approach; four 

lay(!rs i)aranu'teris(' tli(' crust to fit tlu' short-jxniod data, and 10 i)asis functions 

are defined throughout the upj)er mantle to accommodate the deeper sensitivity of
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F ig u re  5 .9: Crustal 1-D shear-velocity azimuthal anisotropy across central and ea^itern 
Tibet from the joint inversion of two Rayleigh-wave dispersion ciu'ves to S  velocity. 
Top: 1-D S  velocities of fast pro])agating (west-east) and slow propagating (north-south) 
aligned station pairs across Central Qiangtang and the corresponding 1-D anisotropy 
and dispersion percentage difference. The selected paths are the same as in Figure 5.7. 
Each colovir-coded model corresponds to an inter-station path on the map. Coloured 
1-D profile depth ranges reflect the depths most sensitive to the Rayleigh waves. Grey 
shade in the 1-D anisotropy highlights faster propagation along west-east oriented paths. 
Shaded phasc'-velocity percc’iitage differfuicc' indicat(' periods most s(^nsit,ive to the middk? 
crust (Figure 5.4). Dark green curve is the synthetic dispersion percentage difference. 
Dashed grey line marks 3% dispersion difference. Bottom: Same as top, but for Lhasa 
and north eastern Tibet.
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F ig u re  5 .10 : Upper niantle 1-D shear-velocity azinuithal anisotropy across central 
and eastern Tibet from the joint inversion of two Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves to S 
velocity. Top: 1-D S  velocities of fast propagating (north-soiith) and slow projiagating 
(west-east) aligned station pairs across Eastern Lhasa and Songpan-Ganzi, Each model 
has a corresponding 1-D anisotropy profile and dispersion percentage difference. The 
selected paths are the same as in Figure 5.8. Each colour-coded model corresponds to 
an inter-station j^ath on the maj>. Coloured 1-D profile depth rang(\s r<'fiect the depths 
most sensitive to the Rayleigh waves. Grey shade in the 1-D anisotropy highlights 
faster propagation along north-south oriented paths. Shaded phase-velocity percentage 
difference indicate periods most sensitive to the upper mantle (Figure 5.4). Dark green 
curve is the synthetic dispersion percentage difference. Dashed grey line marks 2% 
dispersion difference. B(jttoin: same as top, but for East-c:entral Qiangtang.
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longer periods. Four crustal depth  discontinuities are paranieterised and are free 

to  pertu rb  during the  inversion. In order to  a tta in  a very good fit to  the  d a ta  and 

yet achieve sm ooth models, slight dam jiing was employed d in ing  the inversions.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show examples of 1-D shear-velocity models for the crust 

and m antle from the inversion of paired Rayleigh-w^ave phase velocities (using the 

same dispersion curves shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8). To highlight the p arts  of 

the models th a t constrain the data , the j^lots of the  1-D models and dispersion 

difference are zoomed into the sensitive dei)ths and periods. The percentage dif

ference in th e  shear speeds is shown in the  c;orres])onding 1-D anisotropy profiles 

(grey shade). The synthetic dispersion of each of the  Vsv niodels fits well with 

the res])ective d a ta  at all j^eriods (w ithin the s tandard  deviation of the da ta  and 

w ith <1%  data-synthetic  misfit). The disi)ersion difference between the two syn

thetic Rayleigh-wave phase velocities are very similar to  the difference of the  mea

surem ents (green curve in the period-percentage difference frame). Narrow-1 )and, 

oscillatory variations betw'een the m easured and synthetic (lisi)ersion differences 

are lik('ly to  be from freciuency-dep('nd('nt noise in the data . The coloured dei)th 

ranges of the  Vs and anisotroijy ]>rofil(?s indicate the  de])th sensitivity of the  data. 

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the spatial d istribu tion  of the 1-D S'-velocity azinm thal 

anisotropy, the  same as th a t of the  average dispersion differences.

5.4 R esults

In this study  we present various estim ates for azinuithal anisotroj^y across the 

T ibetan  P lateau . We use accurate phase-velocity m easurem ents to determ ine the 

depth-dependent azinm thal anisotropy across T ibet and to  establish the  am plitude 

of the anisotropy.

The tom ograi)hic model (Figure 5.5) shows low, isotroj)ic phase velocities be

neath  the  high-elevated pla teau  in contrast to  the  neighbouring lower-elevation 

high velocity regions: the Sichuan Basin, Q inling-Qilian and South Yunnan. The 

sm ooth, weak isotropic variations a t 25 s period w ithin central T ibet suggest a 

very homogeneous middle crust. At 50 s fast velocities are observed in West Lhasa 

probably due to  the  strong Indian lithosphere underth rusting  beneath  the p lateau 

(e.g., N dhdek et a/., 2005, Section 3.3.1). Coherent 2ip azim uthal anisotropy of a
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F ig u r e  5 .1 1 : M id-crustal azim uthal anisotropy across T ibet. Left: Selected Rayleigh- 
wave phase-velocity curves of paths th a t have fast propagating dispersion (blue curves) 
paired with paths tliat have slower pro])agation (red curves) for periods between 20 and 
35 seconds (similar paths as in Figures 5.7 and 5.9). Maps; Paired inter-station ])atlis 
colour coded for fast (])ale l)lue) and slow (pale red) pro])agation corresponding to the 
Rayleigh-wave (lisi)ersion curves. Left map: Green arrows represent the Rayleigh-wave 
average phas(>-velocity percentage ditt'en'uce b<'twe(ui 20-35 s pen iod of sp«'cihc oriented 
])aths (grey shade in Figure 5.7). The arrows are ])lotted between the two ])aired inter
station paths and oriented mid-angle l)etween the parallel and perpendicular direction 
of the fastest and slowest jiatlis, resj^ectively. Right map: Same as left ma]) but for 1-D 
shear-wave azim uthal anisotropy estim ates for the middle crust (~20 45 km dei)th) from 
the joint inversion of two Rayleigh-wave disjiersion curves for shear velocity (Figure 5.9).

few percent is required to reconcile phase-velocity differences within the plateau. In 

west and central Tibet azinnithal anisotropy indicates an E W orientation for fast 

surface-wave propagation. Towards the east, the azinnithal pattern  rotates clock

wise and align to a NW -SE direction, north of the eastern Himalayan syntaxis 

and in south-east Tibet. At 80 s the azinnith beneath East-central Qiangtang is 

SSW-NNE. The sudden change in direction takes place within a narrow frequency 

band between 50 and 60 s (Figure 5.6).

The am plitude of the anisotropy is determined from the direct comparison of 

dispersion measurements. Paths with fast directions match closely the fast di

rections inferred in tomography and regional average inversions. The direct mea

surements also narrow the period range th a t is mostly affected by the anisotropic 

velocities. At crustal periods W -E  aligned paths in central Tibet have 3% faster 

l^liase velocity between 20 and 35 seconds. The anisotropic characteristic is persis-
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from th e  jo in t inversion of two Rayleigh-wave dis])ersion curves for shear velocity (F igure 
5.10).

t(;nt (!von when i)atlis are across differc'nt torran(W (Lhasa and Qiangtang). Towards 
north-eastern Tibet the anisotropic strength varies with tlie orientation change of 
the paths, from 1 to 5% peak when in the NW-SE clirection (Figure 5.7). In in

version of phase velocity for 1-D shear velocity, the models for central Tibet have 
a mid-crustal anisotropic layer between 20 and 45 km depth, coinciding with a 

LVZ (Figure 5.9). The faster propagating paths have Vsv faster by about 5%. In 
eastern Tibet, as anticipated from the dispersion, the anisotropy varies with the 

change in alignment of the station pairs, from 2 to ~7.5% (Figure 5.11).
Azinuithal anisotropy is also detected in the upper 150 km of the mantle be

neath east-central Tibet. At long periods (>50 s) the fast orientation beneath 
east-central Qiangtang is SSW NNE (Figure 5.5) and has an amplitude of about 

2% (Figures 5.G and 5.8). 1-D shear-velocity models indicate that the azimuthal
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anisotropy is within a LVZ presumed to be the Tibetan asthenosphere (Figure 

5.10). A similar anisotropic layer is also inferred at other paired combinations 

close to east-central Tibet, but not in southern Lhasa (Figiu'e 5.12). The average 

amplitude of the S'-velocity anisotropy in east-central Tibet is in the range of 3-4%.

We stress tha t these estimates are imder the assumption of a uniform structure 

sampled beneath the matched inter-station pairs, and that the difference in phase 

velocities and inferred shear velocities are of an anisotropic nature. We cautiously 

note tha t the amplitude of the isotropic heterogeneity from the collective pairs 

is comparable to the amplitude of the anisotropy (overlapping fast and slow dis

persion ctnves in Figures 5.11 and 5.12). Hence, under the set assmnptions, these 

estimates represent the mininnun azinnithal anisotropy strength and could increase 

if the selected fast and slow i)aths are not aligned exactly to the real fast and slow 

directions. Isotroi)ic heterogeneity, likely within the upj)er 20 km of the crust and 

at the pei ipheral of the plateau would distort these estimate's. Nonetheless, the dif

ferent station-pair combinations sanijjling across different surface tect(mic;s display 

robust patterns.

The various estimates of azimuthal anisotropy j^rovided here show coherent 

results of a multi-layered anisotroj)ic structure. Figure 5.13 shows two exam])les of 

1-D shear-velocity models for East-central Tibet. Although the anisotropy in the 

mantle has a broader depth range than th a t within the crust, the crTistal anisotroj)y 

is significant. More im portantly is the change in the fast directicni between the two 

layers by about 90°.

5.5 D iscussion

Seismic azimuthal-dependent anisotropy, faster seismic wave propagation in a spe

cific direction, is often interpreted as a record of present-day deformation (e.g., 

Decker et a.L, 2012; Endrun et a i, 2011). Seismic experiments have successfully 

detected azimuthal anisotropy beneath Tibet using various techniques such as re

gional surface-wave dispersion (e.g., Griot et a i, 1998; Huang et a i, 2004), shear- 

wave birefringence (e.g., McNamara et a l, 1994; Lemi Soto et a/., 2012) and re

ceiver functions (e.g., Vergne et a i, 2003; Levin et a i, 2008). Albeit the numerous 

studies, the j)attern and magnitude of the azinnithal anisotropy inferred from the
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Multi-layered Anisotropy
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F ig u r e  5 .1 3 : Sliear-velocity and azinnithal anisotropy with res])ec't to do])th. 1-D 
sh('ar-veloc’ity models from the inversion of paired Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves of 
near-per])endicular selected inter-station jmths located in east-central T ibet. Inset maj): 
The location of the paired inter-station i)aths, colour codc'd to m atch the 1-D models. 
Positive and negative anisotropy reflects different directions of fast propagation, east-west 
and north-south trending orientations, res])ectively. Orange and l)lue shade indic:ate the 
])eriod range most sensitive to  the crustal and m antle dej)ths, receptively. Dark green 
curve is the synthetic disp(;rsion pt'rcc'ntage difierc'ucc' from the corresponding models.

different techniques differ, and furthermore, it is still iniclear what is the depth 

range and cause of the anisotropy. Our results show two anisotropic layers con

fined within the lithosphere and asthenosphere, respectively, both governed by the 

hidia-Eurasia convergence.

5.5.1 A m plitude and azim uth o f anisotropy constrained by 

R ayleigh-w ave dispersion

Patterns of azinnithal anisotropy inferred from regional tomograi)hic Rayleigh- 

wave grouj) velocity {Huang et ai ,  2001; Su et ai ,  2008) and phase velocity {Yao 

et ai ,  2010; et ai ,  2010) differ not only in amplitude but also with the inferred
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fast directions at different periods. At ~10 s within the plateau Su et al. (2008) 

has a smooth changing azimuthal anisotropy rotating clockwise from SSW-NNE 

in far west Tibet to N^^"' SE in eastern Tibet with an amplitude varying from 1 

5%, whereas Huang et al. (2004) has sudden variations in amplitude and azinnith 

in central Qiangtang. At ~60 s, Huang et al. (2004) has an azinuithal clockwise 

rotation aroimd east-central Lhasa (90-95°E) to align from SW NE in the west to 

N \\’-SE in the east with very strong amplitudes of 10%, whereas Su et al. (2008) 

has a wider rotation round 85-95°E and weaker anisotropy of less than 5%. At 

~150 seconds, both Su et al. (2008) and Huang et al. (2004) have weak WSW 

ENE anisotrojw in central Tibet, but the latter model has strong anisotroi)y in 

Tarim and Burma, whereas the former maintains a weak anisotropy throughout. 

Phase velocities disagree too. For example, at ~30 s beneath North Yunnan, Yao 

et al. (2010) has a ~2%  fast N S direction whereas Yi et al. (2010) has very weak 

anisotroi)y In a (|ualitative comparison with grouj) velocity, at ~30 s Su et al. 

(2008) has a 5% fast NW SE direction for the same region. (At short periods, 

group-velocity disjiersion are sensitive to a slightly shallower structure than phas('- 

v(’k)city dispersion [Smith et a l, 2004; Lebedev et al., 2012)). At 100 s, Yao et al. 

(2010) and Yi, et al. (2010) disagree significantly, particularly in eastern Qiangtang 

with both models having different, strong variations.

Our azimuthal anisotropy inferred from the tomographic maps (Figure 5.5) 

shows different anisotropic patterns than those previously published, hi west- 

central Tibet, at 85°E, our models for 25 and 50 s (the periods sensitive to the 

mid-lower crust) show relatively strong W -E  anisotropy whereas others show fast 

N-S directions at similar depth sensitivity [Huang et a/., 2004; Su et al., 2008;

Yi et al., 2010). We note th a t these models have few stations located in west 

Tibet, particularly they lack the stations from the HI-CLIMB profile. This profile 

certainly adds more constraint to the models. Similarly, at longer periods >80 s, 

our tomography and regional-average phase-velocity models for north-eastern Ti

bet have very good local station coverage (Figures 5.5 and 5.6); both our models 

indicate a SSW-NNE fast directions which differ from the W SW -ENE and N-S 

fast directions inferred from the long period group and phase velocity, resj^ectively.

The different methods applied in this study show how the amplitude of the 

anisotroi^y strongly depends on the technique and parameterisation adajjted. Though
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the  addition of more paths in the  tom ographic model increases the azinuithal reso

lution, consequently tlu ' model results in strongly averaged isotrojwc and anisotropic 

estim ates. At 25 s, the anisotropy has an am i)litude of ~1.5%  (Figure 5.5). The 

anisotrojjy determ ined from the more specific regional-average phase velocity has 

less paths to  fit and assumes a uniform structm ’e; the  recovered am plitude at 25 s is 

now 2.5% (Figure 5.C). Finally, from the direct com parison of ju s t two in ter-station  

paths and w ithout any averaging, the  ‘tru e ’ azim uthal anisotropy a t 25 s in Cen

tra l Q iangtang is about 3% and up to 5% in north-eastern  T ibet (Figures 5.7 and 

5.11). Likew'ise, at longer i)eriods the phase-velocity anisotropy has a maxinm m  

am jihtude of 3% (Figiu’es 5.8 and 5.12).

5.5 .1 .1  D ep th -d ep en d en t azim uthal an isotropy

T he de])th dejK'ndence of the (lisj)ersion d a ta  gives an indicaticm of the s tructu ra l 

azinuithal variation and in tu rn  lieljis in understanding  dei:)th'varying deform ation. 

Huang et al. (2001) divide the anisotroi>ic' p a tte rn  at different periods into three- 

layers: upi)er crust, low'('r crust and sub-M oho, and m antle lithosphere. They 

suggest th a t the anisotropy of each layer reflects different deforniation regimes 

such as surfac(' faults, dec-]) crustal flow and m antk ' com])r('ssioii. S^i et al. (2008) 

concludes th a t strong azim uthal anisotroj)ies reside w^ithiii the  upper 100 km of 

the  crust and m antle. Yao et al. (2010) make a  tigh ter constrain t on the  de]ith 

of the  anisotropic structu res by inverting the  dispersion d a ta  for shear velocity. 

T hey determ ine azim uthal anisotropy in the  upjierm ost crust, m id-crust, and in 

the  ui^jiermost m antle (80 and 110 km depth). T hey suggests th a t at 10 km depth  

the fast i^olarisation axes are near-parallel to  the m ajor strike slip fault system s 

and also resembles the p a tte rn  of surface m otion from GPS. T he anisotropy in the 

m id-crust has complex p a tte rn s and w ith an am plitude less th an  3%, lower than  

our 1-D Vs estim ates of 3- 6% (Figure 5.11).

The upper 250 kin of the  m antle, modelled from large-scale Vs tom ography, has 

azim uthal anisotropy on the order of ~2.5%  {G riot et al., 1998; Priestley et al., 

2006). O ur 1-D Vs models have upj^er m antle (<200 km depth) anisotropy in 

the  range of 2 4% w ith a SSW -N N E azim uth (Figure 5.12). The fast directions 

com pare well w ith those inferred l)y tom ography of Priestley et al. (2006) (1-2%  

at 200 km depth) bu t not w ith those of Griot et al. (1998). At shallower depth
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(100 kin) the tomographic models are characterised by strong complex patterns of 

anisotropy. These are likely an artifact of the strong shallower anisotropy, which, in 

our models, is resolved to be within the crust, distinct from the mantle anisotropic 

layer.

5.5.2 Shear-wave birefringence

Numerous studies have successfully detected the splitting of shear waves tha t tra 

verse beneath Tibet (Figure 5.1). Despite the fast jjolarisation orientation of the 

measurements appearing to show a coherent clockwise rotation around the e^istern 

Himalayan syntaxis, measurements of neighbouring stations show large splitting

time differences tha t are hard to understand. A series of stations in the south have 

null split time innnediately next to stations tha t have splitting time >1 s. Simi

larly in northern Tibet, stations that exhibit delay times of over 2 s are juxtaposed 

to stations with a nnich lesser splitting time (e.g., McNainam et. al., 1994; Huang 

et at,., 2000; Leon Soto et al., 2012). These measurements were made assuming a 

single anisotroj:)ic layer.

The delay time of a near-A'ertical proi)agating ])hase, in its simplest configura

tion of a single anisotropic layer, is dej^endent on the anisotroj)ic strength, shear 

velocity, and thickness of the medium travelled in. Observations turn complex 

when ])hases traverse through more than one anisotropic layer. The splitting time 

as well as the polarisation of the fast wave becomes strongly back-azinuith depen

dent as illustrated in the review by Savage (1999). Hence, in order to determine 

if the observed birefringence reflects the splitting time of a single anisotroi)ic layer 

or multi])l(' layers, one re(iuires nunu'rous m(!asur(>m('nts from different back az

imuths to detect periodic patterns of splitting parameters. This may be difficult to 

achieve because either earth(juak(;s may not occur at s])ocihc back azimuths and/or 

short-term instrument deployments may not have enough time to record adequate 

seismicity.

Many of the shear-wave sjilitting measurements across Tibet are from tempo

rary arrays and thus risk tha t most of the teleseismic sources are limited from 

the east, from the active subduction zones in the West Pacific. Studies on the 

permanent station in Lhasa (LSA, orange triangle in Figure 5.14) have previously 

reported to have not observed any splitting time and hence null fast directions
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{McNamarn et ai, 1991). Recently, because of its long operation, a detailed in

vestigation using more phase arrivals provided from a wider l)ack-aziniuth spread 

revealed that LSA indeed has significant anisotro])v {Gao and Liu, 2009). Results 

suggest that the phases travel through two anisotropic layers and th a t splitting 

times can be up to 1.5 seconds.

To overcome the lack of vertical constraints j^rovided l)y shear-wave l)irefrin- 

gence, inferences based on the near-vertical path traversed l)y the phases can helj) 

establish a depth range for the anisotropy. For example, because of the variation 

in splitting parameters across the plateau, the lower mantle is ruled out as a dom

inant anisotropic source {McNamara et n.L, 1991). The crustal contrilnition to the 

anisotro])y can l)e determined from the analysis of Moho convert('d P-to-S  j^hases. 

Delay times in the range of 0.2 0.3 s have l)een report(>d for T ibet’s crust {McNa- 

vuira et al., 1991; Herquel et a/., 1995; Chen et ai, 2012). Although the crustal 

s])litting time is considered small when conijjarc'd to the longer lag time of deeper 

phases, it still has a signihcaut c'ontribution.

5 .5 .2 .1  Shear-w ave sp littin g  w ith  two an isotropic layers

Here we estimate sj)litting times for the two anisotropic layers determined in our 

1-D models, for the crust and mantle. For each layer we use an approximate 

relationshij) l)etween the anisotropic layer thickness L and shear velocity (i to 

determine the shear phase split time 5t:

where Po is the isotroj)ic shear velocity of the layer, and S/3 is the difference in S  

velocity {McNamara et ai, 1994). Figiu'e 5.14 shows selected estim ated splitting 

time for the crust and mantle. The time is calculated from the anisotropy and S  

velocity of the fom‘ crustal layers and from the Moho down to 200 kni depth, for 

the crust and mantle respectively. The orientation of the arrows are inferred from 

the direct comparison of the dispersion ciu'ves and are only meant for a qualitative 

comparison (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). The predicted crustal splitting time varies 

between 0.2 and 0.5 s for Lhasa and Qiangtang, close to measured Ps delay times 

from the same regions {McNamara et a i,  1994; Herquel et ai, 1995). Predicted
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values for Songi)an-Ganzi tend to be higher. The predicted split time within the 

mantle is in the range of 0.5 1.2 seconds. The two time estimates cannot l)c added 

together to match the observed delay time at the surface as shear-wave splitting 

from more than one layer are suliject to back azimuth periodic patterns {Silver 

and Savage, 1994; Savage, 1999; Levin et ai, 1999; Gao and Liu, 2009). Likewise 

we do not expect our inferred fast directions to match directly those of shear-wave 

sphtting.

Efforts to resolve for two or more anisotropic layers beneath Tibet from the 

shear-wave splitting parameters are few and these have l)een challenged by the 

limited back-azimuth coverage (e.g., Lev et ai, 2006; Wang et ai, 2008). Interest

ingly those with confident models show similar patterns for eastern Tibet — a fast 

SW NE polarisation upj)er layer and a fast NW SE polarisation in a lower layer 

{Gao and Liu, 2009; Huang et ai, 2011; Li et ai,  2011), a stark contrast to our 

models. The layers seem to switch in western Tibet with fast NW -SE direction in 

the ujiper layer and fast SW NE direction in the lower layer {Levin et ai, 2008, 
2012).

In order to determine a qualitative api)roximate range of the exj)ected splitting 

l)aranieters from our azinnithal anisotroi)y, we compare our results to those of Gao 

and Liu (2009). The azimuthal difference between our two anisotropic layers in 

East-central Tibet are close to the azinnithal configuration of Gao and Liu (2009), 

but, the synthetic s])litting parameters have to l:ie rotated (shifted) by about +70° 

to match our up])er and lower fast directions. The shift in the synthetic pattern  is 

justified as the fast axes of each layer with respect to each other are not changed 

and hence the tt/2  i)attern is maintained. Earthquakes typically used for shear- 

wave splitting measiu'ements in Tibet occur in the Tonga subduction zone at about 

125°N back azinmth from the stations (e.g., Chen et al, 2010). The Gao and Liu 

(2009) synthetics suggest tha t at about 195° back azinmth (70° +  125°), the fast 

polarisation is at about 20° with a corresponding split time of 1 s. A change in the 

back azimuth of ±15° will result in fast directions tha t can alternate between 90° 

and 0° or in the range between 0° to 50°, and with a delay time between 0.5 to 2.0 

seconds. These ranges for azimuth and split time resemble the various different 

shear birefringence for East-central Tibet (Figures 5.14). In another exami^le, 

synthetic jjatterns of splitting parameters for a two-layer azimuthal anisotropy by
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Shear-wave splitting across central Tibet
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F ig u re  5 .14 ; Published shear-wave splitting from teleseismic waves and predicted 
s])litting from 1-D shear velocity models. Large map: A compilation of various S'-wave 
splitting estimates across central Tibet as in Figure 5.1. Coloiu'-coded length-varying 
bars indicate the split time and fast polarisation direction. Black closed circles are the 
location of seismic stations. Black open squares are stations with null measurements. 
Orange triangle is station Lhasa (LSA). Grey dashed rectangle is the location of the inset. 
Inset: Shear-wave splitting time predicted from selected 1-D 5-velocity models for east- 
central Tibet. Green arrows represent si^litting time calculated from crustal S  velocity 
and anisotropy (Figure 5.9). Pm-])le arrows represent splitting time calculated from 
upper mantle S  velocities and anisotropy (<200 km depth, Figure 5.10). The arrows are 
])lotted between the belonging paired inter-station paths and oriented mid-angle between 
the parallel and perpendicular direction of the respective fastest and slowest path.
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LeA)in et al. (1999) also result in a delay tim e jum p of ~ 1  s and large changes in 

the  fast polarisation direction when shifted to  represent our configuration.

5.5.3 A nisotropic interfaces

Seismic interfaces imaged l)y receiver functions indicate strong anisotropic surfaces 

w ithin the crust. T he azinnith-dependent am plitude of strong P -to-S” conversions 

obtained for Songi)an-Ganzi were modelled using one or two anisotropic layers 

{Vergne et al., 2003). Highly (h'fornu'd flyschs and schists were sugg(!st(>d to (!x- 

plain the  large am plitude anisotroi)y of about 15% in the  uj)per 25 km of the 

crust. An arlvantage of this techni(iue is the param eterisation  for the downward 

plunge in the direction of the fa«t direction. Hence the  anisotroi^y can alternatively 

be explained, to  some extent, by a dii>i)ing interface. Nonetheless, Vergne et al. 

(2003) conclude th a t the ])hases are best descril)ed by an iso tropy  Similar strong 

anisotropy (>10% ) w ith a more detailed crustal s truc tu re  has been modelled across 

the southern terranes (Sherrington et al., 2004), a t the BNS {Ozacar and Zandt, 

2004), across the Himalaya [Schulte-Pelkurn et al., 2005), and in western T ibet 

using a joint application of teleseismic shear wave sj^litting w ith receiver functions 

{Levin et al., 2008). P redicted  birefringence in teleseismic shear waves from these 

anisotropic crustal layers contribute to  about ~0 .5  s in Songpan-Ganzi ( Vergne 

et al., 2003) and up to  ~ 0 .3  s in western T ibet {Levin et al., 2008).

Many of the shear-velocity models derived from the  receiver fimctions are very 

different from our 1-D mod('ls and also h(!tw('('n each other. T lu'y eitlu 'r liave high 

crustal S  velocities or have very narrow  LVZs, or l)oth. Interfaces from within the 

shallow crust are highly sensitive to  localised features (just below the station) and 

may not reflect the regional structures. O ur anisotropic models have a sm ooth 

transition  from west to  east T ibet bo th  in am plitude and direction and do not 

observe the detailed changes suggested by, for exam ple, Sherrington et al. (2004). 

Hence we conclude th a t the very strong  anisotropic p a tte rn  is either very shallow 

in the upperm ost crust such th a t it is not detected by our short period data , or 

th a t the  very large am plitude anisotropy are local features and are averaged-out 

in our in ter-station  m easurem ents.
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5.5.4 T ibetan  lithospheric deform ation

The present-day uj^i^er crustal deform ation of the p la teau  is best observed by earth- 

(juake source mechanisms. D isregarding deep events related to  Ind ia’s subduction, 

earthciuakes across T ibet and the  surrounding regions occur only w ithin the uj)per 

brittle  crust (e.g., Sloan et a i ,  2011). The different eartlKjuake m echanisms reveal 

an interesting p a tte rn  of deform ation; conipressional earthquakes a t the  periphery 

of the  plateau, and extensional and strike-slip earthquakes w ithin the  high-elevated 

interior of the plateau. The fault plane solutions of earthquakes m atch the th ru st, 

norm al and strike slip fault system s (e.g., Molnar and Tapponnier, 1978; Taylor 

and Yin, 2009) (Figure 5.15a). The contribution of extension and compression 

from earthquakes is shown in Figure 5.15b, where we plot the i)rincipal axes of 

the horizontal com ponents from the eartlujuake mom ent tensors. The edges of the 

p lateau are dominat(>d by N S comi:)ression, whereas (ixtension is prevalent w ithin 

the plateau.

In Figure 5.15c we plot the  strain  ra te  model from the  Global S train  R ate 

Maj) (GSRM) by Kreemer et al. (2003). Because th is model integrates geodetic 

and geologic d a ta  w ith seismic inform ation, a sim ilar but more robust p a tte rn  of 

deform ation to the one from focal mechanisms is anticipated . T he model shows 

strong variations in strain  rates across the i:)lateau; arc-norm al contractions in 

the Himalayas (~100 nanostrain  per year, long blue arrows) and W  E trending 

dilation characterises the  central p a rt of the j^lateau (~20 40 nanostrain  per year, 

red arrows). S trong deform ation is not only taking place in southern  T ibet bu t also 

in eastern  T ibet. C rustal stretching w ithin the high p la teau  is largest in the east 

(~50  nanostrain  per year) where the directions of the  axes change from N W -SE  in 

northern  T ibet to  N -S west of Sichuan (e.g., England and Molnar, 1997a,b; Holt 

et a i ,  2000; England and Molnar, 2005; Allmendinger et al., 2007). We note th a t 

the orientation of the extensional com ponent of the stra in  is parallel to  the  traces 

of su tures from west to  east of the p la teau  all the way to  N orth  Yunnan. The 

sim ilarity of the  present day stra in  w ith ancient m arks of deform ation suggest th a t 

the m echanism  of deform ation w ithin the p la teau  has not changed since continental 

collision begun and is still governed by the northw ard push of India. In central 

T ilx 't the ditterent t('rrau('s are being s(|uash('d against th<; mor(' rigid north  and 

experiencing E W  extension, whereas in the  east the  terranes bend round the
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eastern syntaxis.

Since the strain rate nioch^s are inferred using upjjer crustal information, oiu' 

models of azinuithal anisotropy add new constraints about the depth extent of the 

deformation. The orientation of the extensional component of the current strain 

field has a striking resemblance to the i)attern inferred from the tomographic model 

at 25 seconds (Figure 5.5), indicating coherent deformation within the deeper crust. 

The inverted 1-D models show’ tha t the strength of anisotropy varies with depth 

and in different parts of the plateau (Figures 5.9 and 5.13). The strength of the 

anisotrojiy seems to be weaker in the deeper crust (anisotropy decreases towards 

50 s period. Figure 5.6). however this might not necessarily indicate less deforma

tion, but may be the result of absence of anisotropic minerals. The increase in 

pressure and tem perature can make compositional changes to the hydrous min

erals mica (e.g., Rene ef ai, 2008) or amphibolites (e.g., Spear, 1981), both of 

which are jirone to dehydration. Another rea.son for the lack of strong azinuithal 

anisotroi)y in the lower crust nu\y be an artifact from the inversion; the shear ve

locity has large trade of!' with the Molio discontinuity and anisotropic structure. 

This makes it hard to resolve whether the anisotropy is confined only within the 

crust or extends further into the lithospheric mantle. Taking into consideration 

that the short-i)eriod dispersion has a coherent fast direction uj) to 50 seconds 

tha t is sensitive to depths >70 km (Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6), we deem that the 

deformation pattern  in the deep crust is similar to th a t observed in the mid crust. 

We concluded th a t anisotro])y reflects W -E  extension in central Tibet and X\^"-SE 

extension in eastern Tibet (Figure 5.17), and tha t the extension is likely to be of 

a lithosphcric scale with depth-dependent strengths.

5.5.5 Im plications for m id-crustal channel flow

Several studies have shown that the T ibetan crust is underlain by a weak mid- 

crustal layer characterised by low shear velocities (e.g.. Kind et ai, 1996; Yang 

et a i,  2012), high conductivity (e.g., Chen et a/., 1996; Wei et ai, 2001) and high 

tem peratures (e.g., Hacker et ai,  2000; Mechie et a i,  2004). The combination 

of these geo])hysical properties strongly suggests that the mid-crust is i)artially 

molten and is ])ron(' to flow {Nelson et a,L, 1996). Estim ates for the viscosity of the 

mid-crust beneath Tibet indicate th a t it can be of an order of magnitude lower than
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adjacent rocks (e.g., Beaumont et aL, 2001; Unsworth et ai, 2005; Caldwell et ai, 

2009), enough to trigger flow if under high gra^'itational potential (e.g., Clark and 

Royden, 2000; Rippe and Unsworth, 2010; Royden, 1997). The wide extent of the 

LVZ has been recently revealed by a high resolution tomographic model inferred 

by Rayleigh-wave dispersion ( Yang et al, 2012). As the synthesis of a weak viscous 

layer is becoming increasingly accepted, the role such a layer has on the dynamics 

of the i)lateau has left researchers divided between two end-member views: depth- 

dependent, decou])led lithospheric deformation, or vertically coherent lithospheric 

deformation. In the latter, surface deformation from GPS and Q uaternary fault 

slip rate data are matcluxl with the mantle strain inferred from SK S  shear wave 

sj)litting (typically assuming a single mantle anisotro]:)ic layer) and suggest that the 

Hthosphere deforms coherently (e.g., Flesch et ai, 2005; Wang et ai, 2008). In the 

former, the lithosi)heric vertic'al strength is interrupt('d by a weakened mid-lower 

crust resulting in decou])ling the upper crust deformation from the mantk; (e.g., 

Royden, 1997). Our models show varying anisotropic strength with depth that are 

likely to rej)resent elements of the two end-member deformation models.

Large-scale lower crustal flow induc('d by lateral jjressure gradients has long 

been inferred for the expansion of the j^lateau {Bird, 1991). Clark and Royden 

(2000) proi:>ose that a viscous lower crust oozes aroiuid the strong rigid boundaries 

of Tarim and Sichuan creating gentle margins at the eastern regions of the j)lateau. 

Such a model has been used to exjilain the uplift in southeastern Til^et {Royden 

et al., 2008). Likewise, one would exj)ect similar deformation in regions with alike 

morphology such as tha t in Yunnan — specifically in northern Tibet where, in an 

elevation-induced flow model, the lower crustal flow is in the NE direction {Clark 

and Royden, 2000; Klemperer, 2006; DeCelles et ai,  2002). We do not observe 

any anisotropic pattern pointing towards the NE at lithospheric depths (Figure 

5.5, 5.6, and 5.11), and we do not find any correlation between topography and 

anisotropic azimuth or strength. The rapid southeast flow adopted by Royden 

et al. (2008) is facilitated by trench rollback in the western Pacific and Indonesia, 

a tectonic featm-e tha t is non-existent in north eastern Tibet. The pattern  of the 

azinnithal anisotropy reflects the surface extension suggesting that the vertical dis

tribution of the strain is under the same influence (Figure 5.17). Indeed, many of 

our 1-D models have a mid-crustal low shear-velocity zone tha t is characterised by
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strong anisotropy. Thus we conchide that the mid-crust is (hictile and exjieriences 

a more rapid deformation (extension) than the brittle upper crust, but, because 

of the coherent vertical deformation (extension in the same direction), it is likely 

that the mid-crust still holds some degree of coupling with the adjacent layers. We 

envisage tha t large-scale outward flow does not takes {)lace north of Kunhm Fault, 

but is retained within the high plateau. Furthermore the spatial distribution of 

the azimuthal pattern  and strain across the vast terranes suggest tha t the defor

mation is over broad areas beneath the i)lateau and not localised at the edges of 

deformation zones (e.g., Avouac and Tapponiiier, 1993).

5.5.6 T ibetan  asthenospheric deform ation

Shallow mantle azinnithal anisotropy is detected in o\u' measTU'ements and has l)een 

inferred to reside within a LVZ between l()0-20() km depth (Figure 5.10). The LVZ 

is the Til)etari asthenosjihere underlain l)y a high sh('ar velocity (e.g., Zhao et ai, 

2011, Section 3.3.2). The SSW NNE fast directions deriv('d l)eneath central Tibet 

are parallel to the inferred direction of India’s plate motion with resi)ect to a stal)le 

Eurasian plate from GPS ol)servations (N20°E N21°E, Sella et ai, 2002; Wancj 

et ai, 2001). The anisotropy is weak beneath south central Lhasa and increases 

towards the north (Figure 5.12). We are inclined to exj)lain the asthenospheric 

anisotro])y as inducx^l l)y the subducting Indian slab, sliding beneath the Tibetan 

asthenosphere, and the ongoing N-S shortening of the plateau. In contrast to the 

conclusions of Griot et al. (1998) that m antle anisotropy is strongly coupled with 

surface motions, we favour arguments by Priestley et al. (2006) th a t the azimuthal 

anisotro])y from strained olivine crystals undergoing simple shear at the base of a 

j)late follow's the principal extension direction and aligns with the flow direction 

{Zhang and Karato, 1995).

In Figure 5.17 we show 3-D cross sections for central and northeastern Tibet. 

The cartoons (not to scale) are derived from all the results presented here and high

light two anisotropic layers. The upj^er layer resides in the crust and correlates with 

the extensional component direction of the strain and also with ancient sutures. 

The lower anisotropic layer is within the T ibetan asthenosphere and is parallel to 

the direction of Indian plate motion with respect to a stable Eurasia. Overlain is a 

panel showing SK S  measurements, processed assuming a single anisotropic layer.
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F ig u r e  5 .1 6 : Different perspectives of surface deform ation across T ibet and surround
ing regions from Global Positioning System (GPS) niea.surenients. (a) GPS velocity vec
tors with respect to stable Eurasia from Zhang et al. (2004). IPM  indicates India’s plate 
motion (~N20°E). (b) GPS velocities vectors with respect to stable Indian plate from 
Danerjee et al. (2008). (c) Decomposition of GPS velocity vectors into two components 
with respect to  stable Eura.sia. Blue arrows: Predicted velocity parallel to  ~N 20°E, the 
fissumed direction of the Indian-Eurasian collision {Zhang et a l, 2004). The velocity at 
each respective station is determ ined from the velocity profile along the N20°E direction 
over passing station Lhasa (LSA. green triangle), using a sm ooth fit to  the data  in Zhang 
et al. (2004) (grey curve on the left). Red arrows: The resultant vector following the 
subtracted N20°E velocity component from the original GPS vectors at each station.
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5.5.7 P erspectives from G lobal P osition ing System  

m easurem ents

The GPS ineasureinents from across Tibet are strongly dominated by relative mo

tions of adjacent tectonics, particularly India. W hilst India’s motion towards Eura

sia is thought to be a simple northward motion of the entire Indian plate, at least 

up to the Himalayas, the smooth changing velocity vectors both in amplitude and 

direction across Asia makes it unclear what is the contribution of India beyond the 

Himalayas and what is the deformation from strictly within the i)lateau {Zhang 

et a/., 2001) (Figure 5.16a). Towards northeastern Tibet, the north component 

of the vectors decreases, vectors change direction to ])oint towards the east, and 

eventually point to the south in south-eastern Tibet. GPS vectors in west Tibet, 

remain j)r('dominantly pointing northward with a slight inclination towards the 

west. At the northern edge of the plateau the vectors have a very small magnitude 

when com])an'd to those in the south sugg(^sting strong absorjjtion being taken 

by the plateau. Figure 5.1Gb shows the GPS velocity with respect to a stable 

India reference frame using the data set from Banerjee et al. (2008). The arrows 

in west and central T ibet point towards India and their amplitudes decrease far

ther south towards the Himalaya. In contrast, the vectors at the eastern syntaxis 

point towards the SSE and increase in am plitude towards the south indicating the 

])resence of a strong southern component. GPS vectors in a T ibetan Plateau fixed 

reference frame show west and south Til)et rotating anti-clockwise, with strong 

velocities towards south-east in eastern Tibet {Gan et al., 2007). Here we take a 

different view. In ord(!r to  investigate' the plateau’s int('rnal d('forniation without 

the influence from India, we decompose the GPS velocity vectors relati^'e to Eura

sia by subtracting the predicted northward Indian motion (~N20°E, Zhang et al, 

2004). Hence the resultant vector is assumed to represent the p lateau’s internal 

contribution (Figiu’e 5.16c, red arrows).

The GPS model we present here assumes th a t the vectors across the high 

plateau are composed of two comjionents, Indian and Tibetan (Figiu'e 5.16c). The 

Tibetan vectors divert between westerly pointing or easterly i)ointing at around 

~85°E in the Himalaya, similar to the patterns inferred by Stxjron et al. (2011). 

Of interest are the Tibetan vectors in eastern Tibet which have directions remark-
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A sth en o sp h ere

F ig u r e  5 .1 7 : Three-dinieiisioiial view of the deformation beneath central and eastern 
Tibet. Not to scale. Red rectangles in the small maps indicate the location of the 3-D 
cross sections. Thick arrows show azim uthal anisotropy in the T ibetan crust (green) and 
asthenosi)here (purjile), averaged from the shear-velocity anisotro])y in Figures 5.11 and 
5.12, res])ectively, ])lotted in the shown i)rojec:tion. The jianel on to]) of the C T U st shows 
the surface terranes se])arated by sutures and faults (gre^y lines). Suiierimjjosed on the 
topogra])hy is the strain  rate  ]>rincii)al axes from the Global Strain R ate Ma]:> (GSRM) 
model {Kreemer e.t al., 2003). Blue, inward arrows denote coni])ression (shortening). 
Red, outward arrows denote extension. IPM: hidian plate motion. To]> frame: Pul)lished 
shear-wave s]3litting from various works, same as in Figiu’c 5.1.

ably aligned parallel to the sutures and faults. Contrary to the impression of an 

outward, east directed flow in northeastern Tibet and a southward directed flow 

in south-eastern Tibet a« in Figure 5.16a (arrows start pointing south at about 

~30°N west of Sichuan), the Tibetan vectors shown in Figure 5.16c suggest that 

the southerly pointing vectors are located further north up to the Kiuihui Fault. 

The smooth clockwise rotation of the Tibetan vectors and their parallel direction 

to active faults in the region suggests that the terranes are ‘bending’ around the 

eastern syntaxis as India keeps on advancing northward.
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5.6 Conclusions

We iiieasiire robust, l)road-band Rayleigh-wave phase-velocities between pairs of 

stations located across the T ibetan Plateau. The data set is explored rigorously 

using different techniques, including 2-D tomography, regional-average i)hase ve

locities, and also direct dispersion comparison. In central Tibet we identify tw'o 

period bands tha t have distinct azimuthal anisotropy j^atterns. Inferred 1-D shear- 

velocity models show strongly anisotropic layers in the T ibetan mid-lower crust and 

asthenos])here.

The crustal azimuthal anisotropy is W  E oriented in central Tibet and NW SE 

oriented in eastern Til)et. The azinniths are ])arallel to the extensional cominnient 

of th(' current strain rate field across Tii)et, sirongly suggc'sting similar deforma

tion from the surface down to the deej) crust. The 1-D shear-velocity models show 

varying azimuthal anisotro])y with depth. In central Tibet anisotroj^y is particu

larly strong within a mid-crustal LVZ (al)out 5% in tlu' ~20 45 km dej)th range) 

th a t coincides with the dej^th of high conductivity and partial melt {NeLsoii et ai, 

199G). Despite the m id-crust’s greater susceptibility to deformation and flow, the 

correlation of the azimuthal anisotropy orientation with surface strain indicates 

th a t the mid-crust still holds some degree of coupling with the adjacent layers 

(Figure 5.17). The close agreement of anisotropy and extension with the traces 

of sutures implies th a t the dominant deformation mec:hanism within the plateau 

has not changed since initiation of continental collision and is still governed by the 

northward push of India.

TIk' crustal flow dirc'ction inferr('d from the azimuthal anisotropy does not 

indicate any S \\’-N E  flow as in the channel-flow model for northern Tibet {Clark 

and Royden, 2000) (Figure 5.17). Furthermore, we do not observe any correlation 

l^etween to])ography and azinuithal anisotropy. We  also note tha t the azimuthal 

anisotro])y i)attern is coh('rent across dift'erent terrau('s, its amplitude strong('st 

in northeastern Tibet (w'here shear velocities in the crust are particularly low, 

suggesting partial melting and low viscosities. Chapter 4). These results show that 

the deep c’rustal deformation is diffuse (e.g., England and Houseman, 1986; Zhao 

and Mo7ya.n, 1987), aiul that flow, iatli('i' than taking place at localised chaniH'ls 

{Dai et oi., 2010), is likely to be (listril)uted across broad areas.
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Azimuthal anisotropy with a SSW -NNE fast-propagation direction has been 

detected within the asthenosphere beneath central and eastern Til)et (100 200 km 

depth). The match of the anisotropic azinnith with the direction of h id ia’s plate 

motion leads us to conclude tha t astlienospheric flow is driven by India’s northward 

subduction.

The two-layer anisotropic structm-e beneath Tibet (Figure 5.17) can also ex

plain qualitatively the complexity and variabilit}^ of published shear-wave sj^litting 

measurements.



6
Conclusions

This (iissei’tation consists of three major seismic investigations al)out Til)et, ainu'd 

to (1) establish the mechanism of hthospheric convergence between India and Eura

sia, (2) determine the seismic-velocity structure and i)hysical and rheological ])roi)- 

erties of the crust, and (3) investigate the dynamics of the T ibetan lithosphere and 

asthenosphere. The following is a smnmary of the work and conclusions.

The data from selected station pairs across the plateau were used to determine 

the fundamental-mode dispersion of Love and Rayleigh waves in the period range 

of 5 200 seconds. All data where manTially selected in order to achieve the highest 

quality phase velocities. The data has imdergone a series of rigorous analyses: 

(1) direct comparison of inter-station dispersion, (2) inversion for 1-D radially 

anisotropic ^’-velocity models that simultaneously fit the Love- and Rayleigh-wave 

dispersion of an inter-station pair, (3) inversion for 1-D azimuthally anisotroj^ic 

S'-velocity models tha t simultaneously fit both Rayleigh-wave dispersion of two 

inter-station jiaths, (1) modeling of regional averages, and (5) tomographic models. 

All of these techniques yielded consistent results regarding shear velocity structure
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and anisotropic properties of the crust and upj^er m antle beneath  Til)et.

The T il)etan crust has, a« expected, low shear velocities, however, there  are 

strong variations across the  plateau. M id-crustal LVZ are only found in northern  

T ibet, north  of the  BNS, as the S  velocities decrease northw ard, tow ards th e  K un

lun Fault (Figure 4.11). High m elt fractions (<6% ) and low viscosity are thus likely 

in the middle-lower crust beneath  West Q iantang  and Songpan-Ganzi. T he crust of 

the Lhasa Terrane is unlikely to  have any significant m elt, as the  low shear veloci

ties w ithin it can be explained by relatively high tem peratu res alone. Furtherm ore, 

the d istribution of the LVZ coincides w ith th e  top  of a high-conductivity layer, 

supporting the  argum ent for the occurrence of a partia lly  m olten layer w ith in  the 

middle-lower crust. The sim ilarity of in ter-station  dispersion curves w ith in  whole 

regions, such as in eastern Songpan-Ganzi, imjilies nearly homogeneous s truc tu re  

w ithin them ; therefore, the inference of a weak, low vis(X)sity layer, prone to  deform, 

ai)plies to the entire regions. This is further substan tia ted  by the  coherent radial 

and azim uthal anisotropy across the respective area.s. Thus, on a regional scale, the 

geophysical i)roi)erties are consistent w ith m odels of diffuse internal deform ation 

(e.g., Encjland and Houseman, 198G), i)articularly  in northern  T ibet.

Deep crustal deform ation inferred from radial anisotroi)y does not correlate 

w ith low seismic velocities (and, hence, jiartial m elts and low viscosities) or ele

vation, bu t instead reflects the deform ation p a tte rn  at the  surface, evidenced by 

focal mechanisms of earthquakes (Figiu’e 4.12). S trong radial anisotropy is ob

served beneath  w estern T ibet and Yunnan, b o th  regions experiencing extension 

(flattening), whereas north-eastern  T ibet has very weak radial anisotropy, strike- 

slij) fault mechanisms, and no extension. T he ongoing crustal th inning in the 

west probably causes the  anisotrojMC mica crystals to  become near-horizontally 

oriented {Shapiro et al., 2004), whereas in the  east, NW -SE shear may align mi

cas in the  vertical plane, resulting in weak or absent radial anisotropy. The flow 

direction is derived from crustal azinnithal anisotrojiy, w ith W  E oriented fast di

rections in central T ibet, and N W -SE fast directions in eastern  T ibet. Special 

focus is given to  northeastern  T ibet, where the  inferred fast directions are aligned 

southeast ra ther th an  northeast, as would be expected from an elevation-gradient 

induced flow {Clark and Royden, 2000). T he fast azim uths are parallel to  th e  ex- 

tensional com ponent of the cTirrent stra in  ra te  across T ibet, strongly suggesting
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similar (lefonnatioii tlirotigli the entire crust. Despite the mid-crnst’s greater sus- 

c:eptibility to  deformation and flow, the correlation of azinnithal anisotroj)v with 

siuface strain indicates tha t the mid-crTist still holds some degree of coupling with 

the adjacent layers (Figure 5.17). The close agreement of anisotropy and extension 

with the traces of sutures also implies th a t the dominant deformation mechanism 

within the plateau has not changed since initiation of continental collision and is 

still governed by the northward push of India. The intense compression on the Hi

malayan arc from the continued insertion of cold Indian criist into Tibet j^roduces 

the normal faults across southern and central Tibet {Kapp and Guynn,  2001), and 

may also be responsible for the higher shear velocities and colder temj^eratures in 

southern Til)et than  those foimd across northern Tibet.

The upper 75 km of the mantle beneath Tibet is made up of an Indian litho- 

s])liere in the west and southwest and a T ibetan hthosphere and asthenosphere 

elsewhere. Strong, cold, cratonic Indian lithos]:)liere underthrusts southwestern Ti

bet (up to the BNS at 85°E), and warm Tibetan lithosphere and asthenosi)here lay 

further north, up to the Kunlun Fault (Figure 3.12). The Tibetan lithosi)here and 

astheuos])here have low-average S  vc'locities, indicative of warmer temperatures. 

Although the finer structure of the Til)etan lithospheric mantle remains hard to 

resolve using surface waves alone, a thick layer of low-average Fs hi the ui5])ermost 

mantle is difficult to exj)lain from high temperatm 'es generated by crustal radioac

tivity aiifl reconcile with the presence or formation of a thick cratonic lithosphere 

a t depths down to 200 km (McKenzie and Priestley, 2008). Surface-wave data 

can fit a series of other seismic observations such as 6',,, P,,, and a shallow LAB 

discontinuity, which together add suj)port for a th in  T ibetan lithosphere underlain 

by an asthenosphere. The dynamics of the asthenosphere beneath central Tibet is 

revealed l)y azimuthal anisotropy, characterised by fast SSW-NNE direction (Fig- 

lU'e 5.17). The amplitude of the anisotropy increases from south to north and is 

parallel to the direction of India’s plate motion, suggesting th a t asthenospheric 

flow is puslu'd outward by India’s northward subduction.

The Indian lithos])here subducts beneath the T ibetan asthenosphere under the 

central and eastern j^lateau (Figures 3.12). The thickness and shear sj^eed of the 

deep high-velocity anomaly beneath central Tibet is similar to those found within 

the Indian hthosphere m iderthrusting West Lhasa. Petro-i)hysical tenij)erature es-
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tiinates for the deep, high S  velocity are consistent with those that would occur 

within subducted Indian lithosj^here. Hence, from the 1-D models, the lithospheric 

convergence mechanisms varies from west to east; steep-angle snbdnction of India 

beneath west-central Tibet and shallow-angle snbdnction of India in eastern Ti

bet, with the subdTicting Indian lithosphere reaching as far north as northern 

Qiangtang-Songpan-Ganzi Terrane (Figure 3.13).
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